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TERRACE --  The province won't has given the latter a form,of enhanced • leave negotiations ,,dead before westart.- 
negotiate land claims that result in municipal government, the premier added. At the same time, Vander Zalm said the 
separate, sovereign states, says Premier Bill Vander Zalm:said one of the difficulties primary responsibility for settling land 
Vander Zaim. ' :: : in negotiating land claims is that aboriginal Claims rests with the federal government. 
"We've said we,re not pTepared to  title and aboriginal rightsmean different .... ' * *****  
negotiate that, on that issue," .said the ,things to different native groups .  -The  provincial government isn't ready 
premier while here last week on tour :with ; i , : i ii iiii Yeneetto.(~ti .nelease what it calls principles for 
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committed to protecting existing t it lefor [] Housln ' ,, :::i.'~ ::,:i ~ :~x we~sgeroer, one or the caoinet 
others in the province, i . i g, A3 : ::i: ;:~:i@i~i;: !':i ibers to accompany Vander Zaim onlh 
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PREMIER BILL VANDER ZALM maintained his government's land 
claims position in Terrace last week, stating that B.C. cannot 
recognize native title as a prerequisite to negotiations. He also pro- 
mi~ed third parties will be represented in talks, but gave no details 
on how that will work. 
Angling CBC called 
licence pro-native 
changes they manipulate. AndCBC br- 
to come 
TERRACE-  Following loud 
complaints by fish licence sales 
outlets and tourists, the pro- 
vince's environment minister 
has promised changes will be 
made to the new angling guide 
management policy. 
In making that commitment 
during last week's cabinet visit 
to Terrace, John Reynolds add- 
ed .those changes would not take 
place without .the public first 
haQing an Opportunity to voice 
its opinion. 
Ifitroduced in March of this 
yeax, the policy requires out-of- 
province anglers to purchase an 
additional licence for rivers the 
fish ', and wildlife branch has 
designated either Class I or I1. 
Thes~ licences cost $20 and $10 
a day.. respectively. 
Because they are good for a 
single: day only, sales outlets 
have complained they find 
themselves filling out numerous 
forms for the same person. 
While equally critical of the 
paperwork involved, tourists 
have also said the policy makes 
fishing too expensive and are 
threatening not to return. 
Reynolds aid a mid-May trip 
to Terrace had included a visit 
to a local sporting oods store 
where he "saw the problems we 
were causing" and heard tourist 
complaints at first hand. 
With the 1990 season already 
six weel~.s old, he said any at- 
tempt to change the system at 
that point would only have 
created more confusion. 
Now, however, he had in- 
structed his deputy minister to 
arrange a[public meeting, likely 
to be held in Terrace, "as quick- 
ly as possible." The session 
would ble chaired by Jim 
Walker, i assistant• deputy 
minister oT wildlife, and other 
ministry staff would be on hand 
"to listen tp people and find out 
what their 'concerns are." 
Staff would make recommen- 
dations ba~ed on the results of 
that d~eeting and any changes 
would be in!place in time for the 
1991 season. 
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Murderer gets life 
SMITHER~_ - -  A Hazelton merit with no chance of parole 
man found guilty of murdering for 10 years. 
his commo ~-law wife started Last week's five-day, trial 
serving a li5 prison term Friday heard evidence Lemky and 
following ~!s Supreme Court Cummins quarrelled after etur- 
trial in Smit ~ers., ning to their 12th-Avenue New 
Rand L i - - Hazelt0n ~ home from an .Oc -  
y (~alKy, 30,.WAS Con- toberfest party. Cummins'died 
victed by ju:,' of Second:degree around 11 m th/~t night, of a 
murder m th!~shootmg death of :single gunshot wound to the 
23-year.old 14icheile~cumiiflns neck froin ~ Lehlky's Wincl~ester 
m " ~ ' ~ L ", ~ i ~ ~': ' : " '"" ~7 '~ " , q m 94  lever-actmn rifle, " L '1 " : 
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the' accused ' box :~i ~ ',Justice' ing .aht~ut, half?ii/~,:/~bottle .. of ~:i: 
the i Sehtehce Tot ;|it~;!i~fl~6fi~ii::the!dUn:~eht~6ff,ti~d~nl&HY, :~:: 
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coverage of native issues is 
slanted in favour of natives, 
United Northern Citizens 
spokesman Brian Hobenshield 
charges. 
"CBC coverage of natives ]s 
biased -- for them and against 
us," he said last week. "They 
give native groups way more 
airtime than any other group. 
That's free coverage for them 
on their side. If we ~ want 
coverage like that, We have to 
i~aY* for~it '' 
The Hazeltons-based group 
says it represents area loggers 
and local citizens who want 
native land claims settled, but 
fear governments will cave in 
under pressure to unreasonable 
native demands. The group 
formed in response to blockades 
by Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en 
natives in the Kitwanga- 
Hazeltons area this summer. 
H0benshield attacked CBC's 
television coverage of the stan- 
doff between armed Mohawks 
and the army this summer at 
Oka, Quebec. "For weeks on 
end, every time you turned on 
the TV, there'd be native 
coverage on," he said. "Most 
of the newscast was often spent 
on it." 
He said CBC reporters are 
quick to cover the native point 
of view, but aren't as diligent 
about finding other angles, such 
as the effects of land claim set- 
t lements on other area 
residents. 
"The reporters often don't 
even know they're being used. 
Every time the natives talk to 
them they go stand beside some 
old rickety building with the TV 
cameras on. They make a point 
of standing beside a bad 
building -- not one of the new 
buildings the government gave 
them money to build." 
Hobenshield said the CBC 
must look for the other side of 
the story, because native 
groups, like any lobby groups, 
are looking out for their own in- 
terests. 
"They (natives) know how to 
manipulate he media --  they've 
been doing it for 20 or 30 years. 
Every time they get a chance, 
ings it out. If they don't realize 
they're being manipulated, they 
better start looking at 
themselves as reporters." 
He also criticized the an- 
nouncement last week of a 
$100,000 provincial grant o the 
Northern Native Broadcasting 
station based in Terrace. 
"I don't feel very good about 
the natives getting that $100,000 
for native broadcasting," he 
said. "Do the natives really 
need their own radio station?" 
Hobenshield said government 
assistance for natives may be 
appropriate for some projects, 
but it shouldn't be extended to 
native radio stations. He said 
taxpayers' money shouldn't be 
spent helping natives influence 
public opinion. 
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Deadlines 
The Thanksgiving long 
weekend means early news 
and advertising deadlinesai 
The Terrace Standard for .the 
October 10 issue. 
The deadline .for C0n~ 
tributeti: news copy and 
classified or  display adVertis: 
ing is5 p.ml Thursday, Oct! 
Our office will alSO':tie 
closed on Saturday, Oct: 6 
and Monday, Oct.'8, ~reop¢ii~: 
ing at 8 a.m. on  Tuesda~t~: 
oct. 9. " / ~ ~!~:i~!i~; ~i
.No  thwest :Rou nd up 
II ] I 
! PRINCE RUPERT -- it will ¢omita, the City Is extending 
eostmore than$50 million to its sewer pipes out into the 
build • a sewage treatment harhour, said Stamhuh. 
i i sYstem,uddo away with let. He said that in other out- 
!11'14 tin 8 it piiur into the harbour, fall Ioeaflom, the sewage is 
:i ~ays city i enRineer Mike well.diluted and so decom- 
:! ~:~tmhuls; ~- . . . . .  position takes place naturaly. 
'S i!!i::;At the same time, a City SMITIIERS ~ Three moun- 
,!~P011 I dd]m~ there is no l  !alngoats have been shot il- 
'~!i::~i~!d'm~':~ )¢ohn~Un8 #hat r-• legally:,!U mountains west of 
!;~ 8~i]nt~' i i '~i  harbour with i '  Telkwa;say conservation of- 
place based on Witnesses who 
saw somebody with a goat 
that had already been killed. 
Conservation officers later 
found two other goat car- 
casses in the same general 
area .  
In the meantime, an in- 
vestigation into thekilllng of 
caribou:in a protected 
woodlands area Just west of 
where~the g0als:were killed 
• ¢ontilklieS.,~./!.~,~,,~ i . .  ~ 
HOUSTON ~ ~Houston 
I 
Forest Products is closing 
down its mill for two weeks 
because of poor lumber 
market conditions. 
Mill manager Roger 
Falkiner said 200 people will 
be affected by the closure. 
He said the closure, the 
first such one at the mill since 
1982, is because the price it 
pays for logs it buys not 
under llcenee doesn't cover 
what it receives when seiliniz 
lumber. ! .... : ~ , ,~ ,=:";~' :~: ~ - 
i , 
t 
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ii; :~i / : ! i :  Terrace, B.C. : ' i i manager could revoke an assis, crown counsel argued'Spr- ][ 
taut guide's !icenee, following a ingel automatically lost- his ,!~i : i: : 
tERRACE - -  A man fighting 
charges that he guided anglers 
tllegally is takinghis case to the 
B.C. Court of Appeal. 
Assistant angling guide 
George Springel was acquitted 
of the original charges on Jan. 
4, buf Crown prosecutors suc- 
cessfully appealed that decision 
original acquittal ~ .  to the pro- 
vince's highest court. 
Andrew Rushton, the guide 
Springel worked for, fired him 
in 1989 and revoked his assis- 
tant guide licence. SpHngel was 
charged when he continued 
guiding. 
In the original court action, 
m Supreme Court in August, Judge Paul Lawrence ruled 
torcing a re-trial, guides have no authority to 
Now Springel is appealing 'revoke the licences of their 
that ruling - -  in which Justice assistants. He said only the en- 
R.T. Errico quashed the vironment ministry's regional 
hearing and appeal procedure. 
Conservation officers have 
said the decision exposes a 
loophole in the Wildlife Act 
that will result in renegade assis- 
tant guides operating immune 
from prosecution. They said the 
loophole could result in more 
guides operating on area lakes 
and rivers than the number ap- 
proved by the fish and wildlife 
branch. 
licencewhenRushton firedhim, i invite youto join us as we celebrate : :  
and persuaded the Supreme 
Court to order the re-trial. ~ the :75th .  Ann iversary  o f  our parish on 
The latest move leaves the i [  i i October 6 & 7, 1990 
case proceeding on two fronts 4~ 
-- the apl~eal of the Supreme • # October 6 -8:00 p.m.- Wine & Cheese Social 
Court, ruling, and the re-trial. 0 
The new trial is expected to be. ~ October 7 - 1:00 p.m. - Outdoor Mass 
'delayed until after Springel's $ 3 :00  p.m. Afternoon Tea 
latest appeal is heard, not likely 
until early next year. 
Native 
housing 
backed 
I'ERRACE - -  More than $5 
million will be spent this year 
and early next on homes in nor- 
thwest native villages, says the 
tederal government. 
A majority of the amount, 
just over $3.5 million, comes 
t'rom loans insured by the 
Canada Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation while the Depart- 
ment of Indian and Northern 
Affairs will contribute $1.2 
million. The remaining amount 
comes from equity held by 
villages in land on which the 
homes will be built. 
Three homes will be built at 
Kitsumkalum, eight at Iskut, 
aine at Lakalzap (Greenville) in 
the Nass Valley, six in Git- 
winksihlkw (Canyon City) in 
the Nasa and 18 for the Tahltan 
band. 
The federal government will 
also subsidize mortgage 
payments, to bring interest 
down to as low as two per cent 
for home purchasers. That sub- 
~idy will amount to approx- 
imately $465,000 a year for the 
five projects. 
Mortgage amort i zat ion  
periods vary between 17 to 25 
years. 
In the case of Gitwinksihlkw, 
as six new homes should be 
finished by Christmas, says 
oand manager Art Azak. 
The three three-bedroom and 
three four-bedroom homes are 
,alued at $766,000 with 
$547,000 coming from a 25-year 
private loan insured by the 
(~ anada Mortgage and Housing 
corporation, $126,000 from the 
indian and Northern Affairs 
Canada and equity in the form 
ot land flora the band. 
"]'his is our fifth housing 
project since 1984," said Azak. 
Canisle Construction of Prince 
Rupert has been given the con- 
~[ruction contract. 
He said the $71,000 annual 
.~absidy should result in average 
monthly payments of $400 a 
month. 
When finished, the new 
homes will make 27 that have 
been built in the village of 300 
people since 1984, he said. 
"in some years, we haven't 
ouilt any (homes) to pool 
.loney from year to year so we 
could build more," said Azak. 
from front 
Land 
claims 
government said in late summer 
it would release the principles 
shortly. 
Weisgerber wouldn't com- 
ment on'the form of any of the 
principles the government will 
take into negotiations but said 
one will be the recognition of 
private land holdings held under 
fee simple title. 
That principle has already 
been recognized by the Gitksan 
and Wet'suwet'en which is su- 
ing the federal and provincial 
governments for 22,000 square 
miles of land centered on the 
Hazeltons. 
[ts Supreme Court case ended 
this year and a decision is ex- 
pected early in 1991. 
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DFO's demise 
TERRACE - -  A solution to the 
problem of the commercial 
fleet's incidental catch of 
steelhead must be found and the 
first step should be to take 
fishery matters out of federal 
hands, says the province's en- 
vironment minister. 
"B.C. should have control 
over its own fishery," John 
Reynolds said during a recent 
cabinet visit to Terrace. "We 
don't need a federal fisheries 
department." 
Under the present system, 
jurisdiction over the fishery is 
split between the B.C. Fish and 
Wildlife branch and the federal 
Department' of Fisheries and 
Oceans (DFO). The branch is 
responsible; for :regulating the 
inland fishery while the DFO 
controls what happens in 
coastal waters. 
That division of responsiblity 
has long been the source of fric- 
tion between the two bodies, 
particularly in the case of 
steelhead. Although fish and 
John Reynolds 
wildlife staff have consistently 
maintained changes in commer- 
cial fishery activity are needed 
to protect declining steelhead 
stocks, Reynolds said the pro- 
vince had made little progress 
with the DFO on the issue. 
"These are stupid fights and 
it's just so obvious what we 
shou.ld be doing," Reynolds 
said. Noting stee!head were a 
major tourism draw and 
brought a lot of money into the 
province, he added, " I  believe 
commercial fishermen unders- 
tand that." 
Pointing to ,'the mess they've 
got in the Maritimes" as an ex- 
ample of the results of DFO 
management policies, he said 
"You don't have to be a rocket 
scientist o know they haven't 
been too successful." 
• However, he emphasized, his 
criticism was not directed at the 
individuals working for the 
DFO in B.C. and suggested 
staff based here were only "do- 
ing what they're told or not told 
by Ottawa; ''~ '~= 
• Reynolds aid they should be 
transferred to a new body which 
would oversee all aspects of the 
province's fishery. That, in 
turn, would, allow B.C. to get 
on with solving its own pro- 
blems. 
Housing proponents 
seek ca binet su pport 
TERRACE - -  The Terrace 
Health Care Society is pro- 
viding yet more information on 
its proposal to build a new kind 
of housing. 
The concept is called suppor- 
tive housing and is designed for 
people who may only need a 
certain amount of care. 
Nearly five acres of land ad- 
jacent o Terraceview Lodge has 
already been set aside for the 
development, giving residents 
of the supportive housing units 
access to the services of the 
lodge. 
Its first phase will be 40 
inger said the new information 
follows a meeting last week with 
several cabinet ministers, in- 
cluding Premier Bill Vander 
Zalm. 
"The proposal still doesn't fit 
a (government) program. They 
are still looking at it," he said. 
Although that statement has 
been made several times by 
government officials since the 
society first made the proposal 
earlier this year, Leisinger said 
he isn't worried. 
"People are hesitant to break 
new ground. They've got to be 
convinced they have a winner," 
condominum-style units and i s  h~ said of.~th.eo~inisters' reac- 
estimated to cost $2.~5~~iiilli~0h. ' ti0h# last week. ............ , .... 
Health care socie/ydchief x- "We'll keep responding to 
ecutive officer Michael Leis- their questions and particular 
concerns they have," Leisinger 
added in predicting the health 
care society will have its pro- 
posal accepted. 
One factor is a change in 
social services and housing 
ministers ince the proposal was 
first submitted so the new 
minister, Norm Jacobsen, has 
to be briefed on the particulars, 
he said. 
Government officials do want 
assurances the $2.75 million 
cost figure is accurate, Leisinger 
added. 
One selling point of the pro- 
posal is that it is less expensive 
than extended care~ It.:iwotild 
alsomean adelay in ~r0viding 
the more expensive xtended 
care facilities. 
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ANGRY LOGGERS from Wedeene River Contracting, a Prince Rupert sawmill in receivership, blasted 
the premier and cabinet at last week's townhall meeting for refusing to relax restrictions on log exports 
for the beleaguered company. In the end they applauded cabinet's decision to take a second look at 
the company's financial problems. 
Mill woes re-examined 
TERRACE - -  An independent 
consultant will be appointed by 
the forests ministry to examine 
the financial shape of a sawmill 
that went into receivership last 
week, says a mill spokesman. 
Kelly Williams of Wedeene 
River Contracting, owners of 
the Prince Rupert operation, 
said the decision was made after 
he gave a presentation to the 
provincial cabinet. 
That Sept. 26 presentation to
cabinet in Kitimat followed 
ones made by Williams and a 
number of Wedeene mployees 
at a town hall meeting with 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm and 
the cabinet, held in Terrace the 
previous evening. 
Williams said the mill needs 
to export logs - -  its permit was 
cancelled this year as part of a 
provincial policy to do away 
with shipping whole logs 
overseas -- in order to survive. 
"We went over our present 
situation, our financial situa- 
tion and we suggested some 
solutions," said Williams after 
meeting with the cabinet. 
He said the sawmill has lost 
$3 million since its permit o ex- 
port ended. ,~ ;~,  ,~ 
:' Themill wa~ ~xporting logs 
of more than 30 inches~dn 
diameter because it doesn't have 
the machinery to mill them. 
Money from the export sales 
was used to offset losses in pulp 
wood the company cuts and to 
buy additional ogs to feed its 
mill, said Williams. 
"We're only getting half of 
what we used to get because we 
have to sell them on the 
southern log market. And 
there's an oversupply on that 
market," he said. 
That export amounted to 
about 10 per cent of what the 
company cuts each year, said 
Williams. 
While unable to confirm the 
appointment of an outside con- 
sultant to examine the com- 
pany's affairs, Forests ministry 
regional manager Bob Friesen 
said the situation was "certainly 
under review by the govern- 
ment, there is absolutely no 
question about that." 
However, although every 
possible solution to Wedeene's 
problems would be explored, he 
cautioned the idea of permitting 
log exports was "very un- 
palatable. It would be hard to 
take that measure given the sen- 
timents of. the pToE~nqe,a~ )put~ 
log exports," he said, addl~ gall, i 
.other avenues would likely be ; 
looked at first. 
Williams maintained We- 
deene would only need to export 
logs for one year in order t0 im- 
prove its financial position and 
then attract an investor to 
finance the machinery necessary 
to mill the larger logs. 
He said a recent possibility of 
West Fraser putting money into 
Wedeene failed because of the 
iatter's financial position since 
exports were cut off and 
because of a general downturn 
in the woods industry, he said. 
"What company would want 
to put money into a mill that is 
in trouble? If this was a year 
ago, people would be knocking 
at our door," said Williams. 
"Our problem is that we 
don't have enough money right 
now to pay back our creditors," 
Williams said. 
"We should have shut down 
the mill months ago. Every day 
we operate now, we're losing 
money," he added. 
Williams said the a cabinet 
decision must take place within 
the next two weeks before 
creditors take action. 
Friesen said he could not say 
how long the government would 
take. to comp!ete it's review,but 
agreed, given the company was 
already in receivership, "It 's all 
going to have to come together 
in days, not weeks." 
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GOURMET 
CANTERBURY 
COFFEE BEANS 
Assorted varieties. Bulk 
1.19 ooo 
Demonstrated 
Friday & Saturday ,~ 
r :~ : 
--STORE HOURS:-- ~ * 
Sunday " 10 a.m,-6 p.m. 
Man., Frl, : .~ :9 a,m.-9 p.m. 
JSeturday ~i  9a.m.-6 p.m. 
• , >• • 
sate price ,~tlve s.n,, 
Sept, 30 to Sat.i Oct. 6 
• >.  
t' l ' l~'  I . . /w ~'w ~ 
EWAY 
it all logether "I, 
WE :ONOR 
COMPETITORS' 
COUPONS 
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He's smiling now 
Somewhere, W.A.C. Bennett is smil- 
ing. He's smiling because another 
government has taken up his vision of 
the Dease Lake rail extension. 
When Mr. Bennett was premier, the 
extension was part of the Pacific Great 
Eastern (now B.C. Rail) rail line. It was, 
he said, to be another transportation 
connector, reaching north and to the 
west of Prince George, to develop the in- 
terior of the province. 
But all was not well with this par- 
ticular part of the vision. A railbed was 
built but massive cost overruns added 
up. Even NDP Premier Dave Barrett 
gave it a go, finally cancelling the project 
because of the financial implications. 
And there the vision slumbered. Con- 
struction camps became targets for those 
seeking ready building material. 
Resource companies began using the 
railbed as a highway to reach into the in- 
terior. 
The vision has now come back in the 
form of improvements so that woods 
companies, using Prince George and 
Fort St. James as operations bases, 
could reach the Sustut-Takla wood north 
forester was supposed to make the deci- 
sion independently. And, the great ma- 
jority of evidence supported the applica- 
tion by companies inour part of the pro- 
vince. 
At last week's town hall meeting 
Premier Bill Vander Zalm and forests 
minister Claude Richmond gave some of 
the most candid reasons yet for the deci- 
sion. To do otherwise, they said, would 
have cost 400-500 jobs in Prince George 
area mills and wood processing facilities. 
There are, said Mr. Richmond, too 
many sawmills chasing too little timber. 
So where once W.A.C. Bennett had a 
vision of resource development in 
building the rail line, the present govern- 
ment had prospects of an unemployment 
nightmare. 
Yet there remains the hope of further 
resource development from the construc- 
tion of the line. That hope had better 
materialize given the strong suggestions 
that in despite of pronouncements that 
the line will not cost taxpayers any 
money, there will be some sort of sub- 
sidy for its operation. 
Yet somehow there remains the im- 
pression that W.A.C. Bennett's vision is 
of, Hazelton~ . : '." 'i'?~'~.~~'i~.~!'!~'~]~'i~!.!?!/~"?i~i~i ~d61ming true. His stamP i0n B;C,IL0f,i~F,] 
Th'at decision' in 1988 came over.: the viding the province with'transpoi'tatiori; 
strenuous objections of companies and corridors to exploit resources continues 
local governments in our areas. It also, 
judging from a provincial Ombudsman's 
report, took place in contravention of
legislation at the time. 
The forests minister at the time, 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker, apparently 
told the deputy chief forester to award 
the timber to the Prince George and Fort 
St. James companies. According to the 
rules in place then, the deputy chief 
on. But in this case of allocating scarce 
wood resources to keep sawmills afloat 
the vision has a bit of a tarnish. 
It's another example of how govern- 
ments function nowadays. Governments 
used to formulate and execute policy 
based on hopes and expectations. They 
now take action as a rearguard reflex to 
fend off any number of accumulated 
evils. 
Appealing methods 
Principals haven' t  even 
tallied their official enrolment 
for this school year and already 
we're grooved into another 10 
months of meetings, sports, and 
fundraising. 
Band students have criss- 
crossed the neighbourhood 
tempting us with Hershey bars; 
we've been coaxed to pledge the 
Terry Fox run', and Terrace Arts 
Council has warned us Join now 
or see the council disband. 
Thanks to our Matsqui fenc- 
ing and a pair of small but 
possessive mutts, even illiterate 
canvassers kirt our property. 
Determined solicitors - -  such as 
for the heart fund - -  gauge the 
reliability of our fence, then 
stretch their arm way out to 
drop a pre-addressed envelope 
into our gate mailbox. 
One  form of appeal that 
makes me cringe like Lucien 
Bouchard  sneaking past  
Mulroney to take his seat in 
parliament, is canvassers who 
flank store entrances expecting 
me to donate spontaneously as 
an "Open Sesame" to my 
weekend shopping. 
Regardless of how worthy 
their cause-  whether its 
firemen proffering a rubber 
boot to be stuffed with $10 bills 
in aid of muscular dystrophyl 
veterans hawking Remem- 
brance Day poppies; or a 
polyester Santa jangling bells 
Through ' 
Bifocals 
by Claudeffe Sandeokl 
tightens the drawstring on my 
handbag is the affable fellow 
who phones, calls me by my 
first name, and introduces 
himself in the manner of a 
Lakelse Avenue booster whom 1 
should recognize. He turns opt 
to be in Vancouver, and far 
from representing a charity, he 
profits from printing programs 
for childrens' sports competi- 
tions. 
When it comes to picking the 
knot out of my purse strings, I
respond intuitively• I never jab 
my finger into a canvasser's 
breast bone and demand what 
percentage of my contribuiion 
will go to good works and what 
portion will be squandered on 
administration. 
I long ago settled on those 
charities I prop up; I trust them 
to put my money to.good use 
locally• Usually, they reach out 
through B.C. Tel to touch me. 
They make it convenient for 
,me to back them: A short phone 
call requesting my continued 
patronage. (There's a word with 
unfortunate overtones at. the 
moment.) Soon someone arrives 
beside the Salvation Army's to pocketmy cheque. Voila. 
plastic "kettle" - -  alms-seekers Fair accompli. And I have a' tax 
are a speed bump on the drag  record tO satisfy M ichae l  
strip of bargain hunting,: : Wilson, next March. 'i 
Another  ioanvasser ~ that :  Phone solicitations should/  
make it easier for me to say No, 
Sorry. But even then 1 can be 
talked into forking over cash 1 
really can't afford. What to do'/ 
I thought ! 'd been handed the 
answer by a pitchman who 
pushes car wax on fair mid. 
ways. 
After running through his 
spiel while waxing his gleaming 
Cadillac to a blinding lustre, he 
invites observers to step up and 
pay $8 for a container of wax 
smaller than a hockey puck. 
Some do. Others hem and 
haw, but don't buy. 
The barker sneers, "Why 
make excuses? If I have the guts 
to ask for your money, you 
should have the guts to say 
'No'". 
Oh, that I did. 
Province appears 
i 
o be  under s iege  
VICTORIA - -  The political 
and judicial systems are under 
siege in British Columbia. 
Cynicism is taking the place of 
trust. The public is losing con- 
fidence in the insitutions that 
separate parliamentary 
democracies from autocracies, 
benevolent or otherwise. 
After four years of blunder- 
ing from one scandal to the 
next, Premier Vander Zalm 
has brou~ht'us to a'pomt ~ ~r" /
Where the mere mention o f  in- . 
~egrity and honesty in politics 
causes British Columbians to 
doubt your sanity. 
Vander Zalm promised in- 
tegrity and open government, 
but I cannot remember a four- 
year period in B.C. politics 
that was marked by more scan- 
dals, embarrassments and 
public disgrace than Vander 
Zalm's term in office to date. 
Let's skip the David Pool 
story, the Cliff Michael 
debacle, the Bill Reid scandal 
and all the other political 
calamities that have rocked 
this government almost con- 
tinuously, and deal only with 
the last two controversies - -
the sale of Fantasy Garden 
World and the subsequent 
discovery that the premier had 
never relinquished his majority 
shareholder status in the fami- 
ly business. 
Vander Zalm's total 
disregard for or, at best, ig- 
norance of tradition 
manifested itself in the way in 
which he s61d Fantasy Garden 
World. Instead of being far 
away on the day of the sale, 
addressing some chamber of 
commerce on the benefits of 
investing in British Columbia, 
the premier olled out the red 
government carpet for the par- 
chaser of his Richmond theme 
park. 
Treating the billion-dollar 
woman, Emilia Roxas, like 
some head of state, he even 
took her to see Lieutenant 
Governor David Lam, thereby, 
in a very real sense, dragging 
the queen into his own private 
dealing. 
That wasn't he intent, the 
premier said later. The deal 
had already been signed, and 
he was only trying to woo a 
ME ESr.APP_. F~OH A ~ 
US ANI) LeApS o; ~Doco~ ] 
From the 
Capital I byHuberIBoyo'r ~ /  " 
potential investor in British 
Columbia. What the premier 
forgot was that appearances 
are.asqrhportant- as4"eality. ,~'~;~ 
what ;h~;also ,'ergot ,wasthat it 
was he who spoke of the great 
importance of appearances, 
shortly after becoming 
premier• 
And just when this par- 
ticular controversy had died 
down a hit, we got hit with 
another. An enterprising 
reporter Checked the company 
records at his lawyer's office 
and found that Vander Zalm 
had never relinquished his ma- 
jority ownership of the family 
business until it was sold to 
Roxas. 
The papers showed the 
premier owning 83 per cent of 
the shares in Fantasy Garden 
World lnc., when all along he 
had told British Columbians 
that it was Lillian's business. 
Initially, the premier blamed 
the press, saying they had only 
assumed that he didn't own 
the majority of shares. Then 
he changed his tune, blaming 
his "stupidity" for the mixup. 
When he relinquished his 
directorsip in the business in 
1986, he was led to believe that 
there was also a transfer of the 
shares. 
Opposition leader Mike Har- 
court accused Vander Zalm of 
a "monstrous lie." There was 
no way he couldn't have 
known that he still owned Fan- 
tasy Garden World, Harcourt 
said. 
Without accusing the 
premier of lying, deliberately 
or inadvertently, I also find it 
hard to believe that a man who 
parleyed a relatively obscure 
nursery business into a $15 
million theme park with castle 
and all, wouldn't know that he 
still owns the place. Stupid 
people don't make million- 
dollar profits in business. 
I watched in some agony as 
some of his ardent supporters 
tried to make light of the mat- 
ter. What was the big deal 
a~tyway9 asked ~Cliff Michael.~ ,,, 
What,,mdeed? It was; of .~ ."~: ,ii 
course',iMichael who was sack: 
ed by the premier for mixing 
private business with public : 
duties when he tried to peddle 
recreational property to people 
with whom he was dealing as 
highways minister. This is pro- 
bably Michael's way of pay!ng 
his debts to the premier ~ for let- 
ting him back into cabinet. 
All the while, public trust, in 
the system is fading. Cynicis m 
and the suspension of disbelief 
are, so far, the greatest legacy 
of the Vander Zalm years. 
And that is the greatest danger 
to which our system of 
parliamentary democracy can 
be exposed. 
"The rule of law in a .... 
democracy requires the : , : 
public's ongoing consent and 
confidence to survive," ......... 
Stephen Owen said in his in -  ', 
terim report on the Bill Reid ', 
affair, i 
"Any widespread unease ', 
with the essential fairness of ', 
our system can cripple it. ', 
Perception becomes reality ', 
# 
when suspicion of injustice is 
allowed to fester. The system ', 
must be capable of quickly and.  [ 
convincingly resolving any ; ~ 
such doubL" Owen added:' ; 
The validity of the ore- ', 
hudsmen's remarks isn't con'- *, 
fined to the justice system; ~ill ', 
applies to the entire process of ', 
parliamentary democracy ': ', 
which has been crippled tiih~ #, 
, !~:~ i and again. . - :, 
There can and should be no~ :* 
m ' :" : ' ore weU-meanmg excuses for  : 
Vander Zalm's blunders I-~': :, 
must be heldaccountahle,and , 
the sooner, the better. Unf0r, ', 
tunately, some very capable. " 
• I 
people in cabinet will hav¢to  ~I 
share the blame with him 0n; )~ 
election day. ~ . ,~.~ ~', 
PERCuB~ HE'LLSPol"~'] ALEEAI)YGoT OL~ J I I~c~.1"o OIP~,NC, ~- ' ' -  - ~r ~' 
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iLess than one year ago, 
November 1989, the Berlin Wall 
came down . . . . .  
That even(marked the begin- 
ning of the end of the division 
of Germany. Today, Oct. 3, the 
re-unification of Germany of -  
ficially takes place. 
More than any other cir- 
cumstance; the creation" of a 
single Germany signals a final 
end to the Second World War, 
an end to th$ Cold War and an 
end to a p~litical system with 
which the ~or ld  has become 
familiar for/more than 40 years. 
/ 
- . ) , -  . ~ i  ~ 
Other countries; to0¢ have 
been affected by the event's tak- 
ing place inside the' Soviet 
Union and in its former client 
states. The  economies and 
governments  of  Po land ,  
Czechos lovakia ,  Hungary,  
Romania and Bulgaria are 
changing. 
Below are some of the 
thbfights of three local residents 
who were born and raised in 
two of  those countries. 
Each returned this year for a 
visit and each gathered in- 
dividual impressions of what 
has taken place. 
:':'Y"":'.!..ii:: 
Germany 
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Poland 
i 
 ,Baltic S ta tes  ::: , 
Estonia ..... -:.-, - ,. 
L i thuania  
USSR 
:!::;i!i:"~:':"' ':'": "~'~ "~' 
I 
Mone titude change needed 
The challenge of a united Germany 
There's a kind of paint used fair pay. They have never done 
in East Germany that illustrates that - -  if they are 40, 50 years 
what has happened to the coun- old they have never done that 
try, says a local resident who and they cannot figure out why 
recently visited his home town they should do that now," he 
there! : said. 
"I{ smells of decay and cor- Schneider does feel the re- 
ruptlon," says Willy Schneider unification process will be pain- 
in describing the qualities of the ful and will cost tremendous 
off-white paint. "You can amounts of money to re-tool in- 
scral~e it:off with your finger - -  
like' rot.i' 
In'  many ways,  said 
Schneider, returning to his 
hometown of Plauen, near the 
border with Czechoslovakia, 
Willy Schneider 
cion. 
"People who have no ambi- 
tion, who have no motivation, 
who have no interest in 
anything arid who are totally 
apathetic," he added. 
It's that destruction of a na- 
tion over the-,course of nearly 
two.g~nerations~that will be the 
most.  difficult to change, 
Schneider said. 
From what he saw, heard and 
read, Schneider feels the process 
could take between five and 10 
years. 
"There was initial enthusiasm 
- -  on both sides - -  but now 
there is, in the east, a fear of 
what is going to happen," he 
said. 
"1 have spoken to a number 
of West German contractors in- 
volved in rebui lding the 
autobahn and other road 
systems ... and they are telling 
me it is next to impossible to get 
any work out of East German 
people." 
"That doesn't mean that they 
are bad people, they simply are 
not used to work for a day for a 
was like going back to his youth 
dustries and to repair damage 
caused by pollution. 
He also feels the process will 
work out and he plans to visit 
again in five years to see the 
progress that has taken place. 
.t..t. ,k .k .k .k 
Fred Krautschick's trip back 
to his home town near Dresden 
in East Germany was like stepp- 
ing back in time. 
" In the west, places - -  small 
villages - -  are kept up to date. 
East Germany never had the 
dollar. It's run down. It'll take 
a lot of money," he said after a 
visit there .this summer,. 
It wa~ K/autschick;s:ifiisf.vi~it 
there since escaping in 1963 and 
says people are waiting for the 
benefits of a western-style 
economy. 
"People are a little bit bitter. 
There are layoffs, few com- 
panies will survive after Oct. 3 
(the date unification takes 
place)," said Krautschick. 
He said there are and will 
continue to be massive changes 
to East Germany as it adjusts 
but that people will have to 
learn to cope. 
" I t  will take time. The spirit 
of the people may be a bit 
down. They must be patient. It 
will be slow," he said. 
One aspect of a communist- 
style economy that will change 
as East Germany blends in with 
the west is the idea that a person 
because none of the buildings - -  
although,/ in decay and falling 
apart - - 'and surroundings had 
changed. 
"East Germany stopped 40 or 
50 years ago, once the Iron Cur- 
tain went up," he said of the 
country he left in 1947. 
One, reason was the sealing 
off .of East Germany, fr,0.m,~the~ 
rest of the world;: except,,f~ 
other communist countries, by  
Stalin following the end of the 
Second World War. 
The Soviet leader stripped the 
country of what machinery that 
wasn't destroyed in the war. 
"Stalin saw his chance to get 
even with at least a portion of 
the German population," said 
Schneider in recalling the war 
losses of the Soviets caused by 
German leader Adolf Hitler. 
What industry that was left, 
Schneider continued, had to be 
assembled in a helter.skelter 
fashion and hasn't progressed 
since then. 
At the same time, Soviet 
policies were designed to create 
what Schneider calls a nation of  
puppets that was supported by 
two pillars - -  fear and suspi- 
ONCE PROSPEROUS, this dairy cattle barn on a farm outside of Willy Schneider's hometown of Plauen 
in what is now East Germany stands almost idle and neglected. Schneider, who worked at the farm, 
found four cows inside and little to remind him of the more than 300 litres of milk a day the operation 
once produced. 
is guaranteed a job, Krautschick 
added. 
" I t  was mismanagement 
completely. There was no pro- 
ductivity," he said. 
The one advantage East Ger- 
many has is West Germany, 
Krautschick added, because the 
latter has the money and the ex- 
pertise. 
"East Germany is lucky to 
have West Germany. Other 
countries, like Poland, don't 
have that," he said. 
Assistance to East Germany 
will have to come in the form of 
investment for while it had one 
of the more advanced com- 
munist economies, it lacks 
much in comparison to the 
west, Krautschick added. 
That investment will pay off 
and a united Germany will 
become a strong effective force 
in the European economy, he 
said. 
A strong Germany may give 
rise to fears from other coun- 
tries but they are unfounded, 
Krautschick continued. 
"People should not be afraid 
about Germany anymore.  
They've learned," he said. 
One realization Krautschick 
gathered on his trip is the degree 
to which he has becorfie a Cana- 
dian. 
" I  am a German, but I have 
also 150 per cent Canadian. I 
listened to people and they 
seemed a little bit bitter, hut 
they must have patience. 
Everything takes time," he said. 
High prices, uplifting 
spirits in new Poland 
. What was once scarce in 
Poland is now plentiful - -  as 
long as you have money, says 
Steve Pejski who spent eight 
weeks ~ this summer in his 
homeland. 
"There is no more black 
market.  You buy, sell 
whatever you want," he 
says. 
Yet the economy runs on 
western dollars, much the 
same as did the black 
n iarket ,  Pe jsk i  adds .  
"Eastern ' (Europe) money is 
worth nothing." 
ffhis trip was the fourth 
Pejski has taken since he first 
returned to Poland in 1975. 
He was shipped to a labour 
camp in 1942, survived the 
Second World War and lived 
in' West Germany before 
coming to Canada. 
On each trip, Pejski has 
noticed changes, adding that 
l 
Costs for everything are climbing and those who 
work often have more than one job to provide 
enough money for the life's necessities. 
climbing and those who work jski continued. 
often have more than one job And as the economy goes 
to provide enough money for through changes as it shifts 
the life's necessities, away from the communist 
Apartment rents wereonce system, there is unemploy- 
40,000zlotys (one Canadian ment - -  something that 
dollar equals approximately didn't officially exist before. 
8°000 zlotys) but that has There is also an increase in 
risen to nearly 100,000 crime as some people turn to 
zlotys, said Pejski. theft to gain money, said Pc- 
That makes life difficult jski. 
for those who are on pen- "Be careful where you 
sions which are roughly walk - -  especially at night," 
40,000 zlotys a month. Pc- said Pejski. 
jski's sister who lives in War- Yet for all of that, Pejski 
saw but her son and said the people are happy 
• daughter-in-law live with her because there is freedom of 
and are able to help out, he speech and of expression. 
Steve Pejski 
laughed. People are really 
free," said Pejski. 
He adds that there are 
mo~'es for people to buy the 
apartments they have been 
renting ~ from the govern- 
ment. 
ONE EXAMPLE of the Polish spirit is found in this monument, 
located on the site where once stood the Warsaw city hall. The 
building was destroyed by the Germans during the Second 
World War. 
added. " I t 's  much,  much better. 
The son-in-law, for in: People will never want togo  
some havebeen for the good stance; is a mechanic and is back .  You can talk about 
but others have not. I The able to bring in extra money anything:you want," he said, increase in the number of these years. This is my home. 
changes this' time tire ,eyen by doing jobs outside his~ He recalled one incident, a The apartments will re- people visiting from North The customs theren ow are,, 
more noticeable now that the normal workplace. " i  ceremony outside the Tomb quite much improvements America. different in may aspects, 
c .ommunis t -d0minated  "A kilo o f  bananas i s i of~the Unknown Soldier in because the rooms are small Yet despite the conversion he said. " i 
:: I~ ,ernment  and centrally- 12,15,000 zlotys and one egg  .?:Warsaw, .where the people : and .faci!ities in need of o r  Poland f rom tile con)- : : i r ~4 ~m : 
Cbntrollei:l ~ economy !have  :can be 550.IA kilogram Of.i ! i '  who  :gathered: criticized rep~iir* P~jsk) said. mumstsystem, Pejskt !1as no Yet Pejski said he does en- 
,i given way, '  • ~ !.i : i)~, ~rbast beef can be between : . ~polltician s that were there,, 'i , .One n0.t!ceab!e change pc- desire, to,!~t~ner~anada all?i joy the;tsi~s b~:l~t~::~ehasa 
i Cos ts  for e~'erythtng ~are ~ 55.000 to 50,000 zlotys,; t~ei,~ ~ ~ ~,The  !police there  just :i ' jsgtisaw on th!s trip was me : :! Ve ! leO:  . . . . . . .  cnance o ee • , 
b! ,~!  ~ ": ' . . . . . .  : . . . . .  ~ l '~  ~ . . . .  " ;  • . . . . . . .  I . . . .  I I  I I ' l  I ' "i I i '~'~ . . . . .  i . I . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  _ _  . . . . . . . . .  
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,, OO-LA-LAI. No,. the escort service has not arrived in town. The two belles seen above are 
members of Wrangell, Alaska's special ambassadorial troupe known as the Shady Ladies. 
Madame Fifi (aka Lorraine Buness, left) and Wrangell Ruby (Pat Hicock) were part of the delega- 
tion that visited Terrace last week. They are seen above with Bill Privett, Wrangell representative 
to the Alaskan Southeast Conference. 
Alaskans welcomed 
TERRACE - -  It will take a 
while, but mayor Jack 
Talstra predicts Terrace will 
in the end benefit from closer 
ties with south east Alaska. 
His comments came in the 
wake of a two-day visit to the 
city by a delegation from 
Wrangell. 
Talstra said he was confi- 
dent there would be future 
trade opportunities between 
the two regions and that in 
turn would provide a "big 
boost" to the city. 
If local companies could 
find new markets in south 
east Alaska, they would end 
up expanding their 
businesses and thereby im- 
proving the stability of the 
community's economy. 
While conceding many of 
the benefits were long-term, 
he suggested the city could 
see some positive results as 
early as this winter with 
Alaskans travelling here to 
ski Shames Mountain. 
There had also been some 
preliminary discussions on 
Alaskan use of local medical 
facilities - -  costs here are 
© 
significantly lower than in 
the United States. "I  think 
we'll see something happen- 
ing on that within another 
two years," he added. 
His optimism was shared 
by chamber of commerce 
president Doug Smith who 
said the two-day visit had 
seen "an excellent exchange 
of ideas." Discussions had 
also taken place on the for- 
mation of a joint-  
participation body which 
would meet on a regular 
basis. 
NOTICE 
HOLIDAY DEADLINES 
.... TF-OR THE OCT.OBER ~ tO!:IISSUE 
OF THE TERRACE STANDARD 
All advertisers and contributors are advised that all 
deadlines are one day earlier the week of the October 10 
issue of the Terrace Standard, due to the October 8 holiday. 
Deadlines are for this week only: 
EDITORIAL DEADLINES 
contributed Copy Thursday, Oct. 4 at Noon 
Letters to the Editor Thursday, Oct. 4 at Noon 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES 
• Display and Classified Advertising Thursday, Oct. 4 at 5 p.m. 
OUR OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8 
AND MONDAY,• OCTOBER 8 
We would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone a 
safe and enjoyable Thanksgivingl 
TERRACE AREA 
"Oktoberfest" 
is 
SPECIALS 
SCHWFJE BRATEN 
Pork roast with sauerkraut 
and dumpling 
Sl 3.95 '12.95 "BAVARIAN BAUERN 
SCHMAUS" 
Grilled sausages, smoked pork 
loin, Bavarian meat loaf, 
sauerkraut and dumpling 
s14.95 '12.95 
Oktoberfest  Luncheon Specials Also Avallablel 
POTPOURRI OF SAUSAGES 
Veal bratwurst, pork bratwurst, 
Bavarian smokie, red cabbage, 
sauerkraut and home fried potatoes 
MUENCHENER 
SCHWBNSHAX'N 
Pork hocks with fried potatoes 
and warm cabbage salad 
I OKTOBERFEST DANCE ,,,,r.Sat' 0Cl.No.~. I 
Ask about our Banquet Facllitlesl We cater In our downstairs 
location from 60 - 160 people, . ~, 
MUSIC AND LARGE DANCE FLOOR A SPECIAL FEATURE~ 
For more Information and reservations call: ~ 
DINNER: Moo. • Sun. LUNCH:. Moo. - Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5 p.m. to 11 p.m, 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Terrace 6.C, 
:( ; i ¸  : •  • .  , ~ 
~:~ Nutri/SYstem I lost' 66 Ib 
' : ,~ i l~n~ :ate the l~ind of food, J love,: 
. . . . . ,  . _ : .  L ' _ _  __  ~ I ", i:/u~!~f~e the :kind of food you dos serts'.likeor.a, nge 5heroer 
n i I m n ~  r ~  I get a ry 3ur grocer's: fresh-tasting anq vanilla/'uoa~ng.~ ±L.,~_,._u 
I I l i~ l l  I . l i l f f l i~ , l~  I and ~ fel rcious. And there was Nutri/uysfemsn°.vveome.~.~./~.Y. u 
climb 
TERRACE .-- Enrolment is up 
10 per cent over last.year at 
Northwest Community College, 
registrar Brian Loptson said last 
week. : 
More than 700 full-time and 
500 part-time students have 
registered, he said, with close to 
half those students enrolled at 
the college's Terrace campus. 
Academic ourse nrolment is 
leading the way at the local 
campus,.'Loptson added, with 
the number of full-time univer- 
sity transfer students here this 
fall up by 57 per cent. 
"Some of that could be due 
to a reduction in part-time 
students," he noted. "I.think 
we're seeing a lot of part-time 
students here go full-time." 
University-transfer nrolment 
is up 18 per cent for the college 
as a whole, while 'career pro- 
grams are up about 40 per cent. 
The Terrace campus' business 
administration p~0gram isup 23 
per cent, Loptson added, at- 
tributing creation of a co-op 
branch of the program as a 
reason fop the enrolment in- 
crease. 
"But increases at the college's 
more remote campuses have 
been minor or non-existent, he 
said, particularly in the college's 
vocational trade programs and 
adult basic education program. 
638-1800 
4644 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE 
*Special  offer consists of 3 weeks of nutrffsystem services Does not Include cost o f  exc lude  
nufd/sysfern food, diaries, video, and maintenance program. Offer vaJid at ~ulicJpating centtes. New i 
c l ients only. Expires Oct  13, 1990 
OF ALL  REMAIN ING 1 990 's  
• "~ "? 
f 
¢ . , 
-OR UP TO 
.8 MONTHS 
OR =500 TO s3000 CASH BACK** 
ON THE GM/BC DEALER'S =100 MILLION INVENTORY OF NEW! 
1990 CARS AND TRUCKS • WHILE STOCKS LAST***, 
McEwan 
• . ~ " , Ter race  ~ : : i  
t " 
_: l ZhebrightSpot• 0n, H w y ; , .  ,.,, , . . " 1 ~r • , 0ealer No, 5893 ~, li:. 
: ,  . *10.9% A.P.R, financing offer available.on 1990 new and unused or demonstrator and prior year vehicles purchased from dealer In: : " . i; 
; :•i'. ' yen torY, Some Vehicles may not be/mmedlately available from dealer s stock, 0ffer.available to qualified retail buyers financing their : 
".~:. *!~ ',#,/pui:6ha~e through GMAC on a maximum 4.8 mi)nth/min!mum 2~! month financing contract on ap.proveo credit, GMAC may requ re a 
r',. ~':;, J~.~/.'down i~ayment. Offer, applies .to retail purchase onlyand fleet orders are not eligible.: See your ideal participating dealer for details 
" ' ' **Offer applies to newand unused, or demonstrator, 19g0 and 1991 models.purcnaseo vrom eealer inventory, Cash back and , 
.•.. A.P.R. are limited time offers and may not be combined. You may keep the caskor~apply It to your transaction. , ,  ,Limited time only 
; ,  . -4 
0u, o,+ow°Rq5.4941Call collect V V 
[TERRACE CO OP .WE START ERVI YOU AT 8 .M!i]! ... S NG A ;i 
I, ,,.., ..... M e N  - -  TUES -- WED !--::iSA~i'i.8i .~;iMi.~.~ ~ ,  16 ,P.M;II/,:, ;', ;! THURS i~ ;'FR!, .... J8 ,,,,,A.M;- 9, P'M. . . . . .  i " m i~ r~ Td~,l ~ 
h ' . 
t I ~ t 
l r  f * ~ , 
i 
+; ,+i 
,+ 
i!,, 
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Ron Bdrtlefle 
+ + 
YOU F • i "  
WINNING DEAL! 
i 
Clip this coupon and we will give y~_~L~j I  a 
+ 152oo towards - ;~ i i ,  ~.~.=~WJil =
the purchase of any used car ortruckii•, .~-~~.]=/  
5 Il .+~ i~i~(~ + " , ,imitlcoup0i " ".' i.'. " ( ~ ' 1 1  
L ~ ~ i ~ .  " per purchase " (~ l~~+J  | TERRACE TOTEM FORD SALES LTD. ~'~'~,~i~/  
Cathy Hart 
UNDER =3,000 
1983 Ranger 
P,U, n0.5696 
1979 Dodge Ram 
Charger no 5809 
1980 GMC 1977 E 150 
C25 no. 5768 Van no.5872 
1981 Toyota 1979 Jeep 
Tercel no. 5740 Cherokee no. 5875 
1981 Toyota 1984 Hyundai 
Tercel no. 5732 Pony no. 5920 
1979 Chev 1982 Datsun 
Belair no. 5890 310 no. 5916 
. .i+LJNDERi;*8,000+~+..+ 
11~5 C~ev 1986 Cap. 
SlO 4 x 4 no. 5678 no. 5481 
1985 F150 1984 Marquis 
P,U, S/Cab no 5717 S,W, no. 5719 
1983 Blazer 1985 V.W. 
no. 5907 Gulf no. 5751 
1984 Dodge 1987 Tracer 
Van no. 5913 no. 5789 
1983 Chev Tempo 
Blazer no. 5930 4 dr, no. 5912 
UNDER $5,000 
1980 Chev Crew 
Cab no. 5897 
1983 Toyota 
P.U. no. 5028 
1980 Toyota 1983 Marquis 
Tercel no. 5723 8 ,W,  no. 5790 
1980 Olds 1982 Mustang 
Cutlass no. 5921 no. 5845 
1984 Chev 1986 Sunburst 
Citation no. 5797 no. 5927 
1984 Lazer 1985 Topaz 
no. 5882 no. 5934 
Aerostar "" . . . .  JL " r 1987 
no. 5283 
1987 Topaz 
no. 5407 
1986 Ranger 1987 Tempo 
S/Cab 4 x 4 no. 5816 4 dr, no. 571o 
1986 Jimmy 1986 Mercury 
no. 5819 Sable no. 5000 
1985 F250 
P,U, 4 x 4 no. 5914 
UNDER =6,000 
1984 Bronco 1987 Escort 
I] no. 5793 no. 5651 
1986 F150 1986 Tempo 
P,U, no. 5906 2 dr, no. 5731 
1984 Bronco 1985 Sunbird 
qo. 5904 no. 5716 
1986 E 150 1984 Cutlass 
Van no. 5903 2 dr. no. 5865 
Dodge 1978 Lincoln 
P,U, no. 5923 no 5932 
1981 Firebird 1983 F150 
no. 5453 P,U, no. 5940 
: -UNDER, S$ff~OO0"3~3 !i~i+!' 
1985 Bronco 1989 Chev 
no. 5322 815 no. 5826 
1987 Nissan 1988 F250 
4x 4 no.5594 P,U, no. 5893 
1987 F150 1989 F150 
S/Cab no. 5664 P,U, no. 5928 
1987 Nissan 1989 F150 
Multi no. 5684 4 x 2 no. 5929 
1988 Bronco 1988 Mustang 
II no. 5688 no. 5939 
1986 Aerostar 1989 Honda 
no. 5803 Civic no. 5941 
UNDER =15,000 
1988 F250 
4 x 4 P,U, no. 501o 
1988 Chev 
SlO 4 x 4 m. 5840 
1987 Aerostar 
no. 5924 
1988 Cougar 
no. 5884 
UNDER $20,000 
1988 F150 1989 E250 
P,U, 4 x 4no. 5855 CWno.  5915 
1988 F250 1989 Chev 
P,U, SRabno. 5871 $15 4 x 4 no. 5919 
UNDER =30,000 
1990 E150 1989 T-Bird 
van ,o 5905 Super Coupe no 5707 
RENTAL UNITS AND SERVICE LOANERS 
1989 Topaz AWD 1989 Probe 3 • F250 P.U. 4 x 4 
1988 T-Bird Sport Model 2 .  Full size Bronco's 2 - F250 S/Cab P.U. 4 x 4 
2 • 1989 Festive 1- F150 P.U. 4 x 2 5 • F350 Crew Cab 4 x 4 
1989 Tracer 4 dr. 4 -  F150 P.U. 4 x 4 2 - E350 15 Passenger Vans 
1985 GMC P.U. 2 -  F250 4 x 2 5 - Topaz 
3 - Tempo's 
1 - Taurus Stationwagon 
1 - Taurus 4 dr. 
2 • Bronco II's 
RACE 
Ralph Trelenburo 
4631 Keith Ave., TOLL F.~, 635"4  
1-800-772-1128 Todd Bellamy 
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Dump f=re  ""TERRACE 
charges laid 
TERRACE - -  The Bulkley- saidit's difficult toprevent peo- 
Nechako regional district has pie from dumping household 
been charged with pollution hazardous wastes - -  which 
violations at the Burns Lake city range from paint cans and 
dump. cleaning fluids to solvents and 
Environment minister John pesticides-- at the landfill. All 
Reynolds announced the  such hazardous wastes aresup- 
charges last week in Terrace, posed to go to environment 
and reaffirmed the ministry's ministry depots, and the only 
commitment toprosecute allen- one in the northwest is in 
vironmental violators. Smithers. 
"It 's ridiculous that someone 
"No  one is immune,"  from Burns Lake with an old 
Reynolds said. "There are a battery or a few cans of paint 
number of cases out there where should be expected to drive to 
the fines could be' the max- Smithers," Mickey Bisanz said. 
imum." Terrace residents face the 
The Bu lk ley -Nechako  same problem of having to drive 
regional district is to appear in two hours to dispose of their 
court Oct. 17 On three counts-- special wastes. Reynolds noted 
carrying maximum fines of $1 that the ministry helps pay for 
million each - -  of violating special waste collection days, 
waste pei'mits in connection which can be arranged in areas 
with a series of burning in- other than Smithers. 
cidents last year at the Burns Bisanz said even gyprock is 
Lake landfill. Styrofoam and classified as a special waste, 
other materials designated as putting cities and regional 
special wastes are alleged to districts at risk of prosecution 
have been burned, when it's dumped in landfill 
A regional district director sites. 
Fish sale 
inves!igated 
ment of Fisheries and Oceans 
(DFO) is contemplating charges 
after a Moricetown native man 
staged a commercial fish sale in 
Smithers Sept. 13. 
Mor icetown band chief 
Adam Gagnon sold seven 
sockeye salmon, two steelhead 
and a coho to Telkwa resident 
Richard Overstall just outside 
the DFO office in Smithers. 
Overstall bought he fish off the 
back of Gagnon's pickup truck 
for $100 in defiance of federal 
f isher ies of f icers ,  who 
videotaped~the, transaction . . . .  
• ~ Charges could:be submitted 
to prosecutors for approval as 
early as this week if sufficient 
evidence exists, said DFO 
district assistant supervisor 
Laurie Gordon. 
Natives .staged the event as 
part of a continuing drive to win 
the right to sell fish commercial- 
ly. They say band bylaws give 
band members the right to sell 
fish wherever and whenever 
they want. But appeals now 
before the courts could still 
overturn those bylaws, DFO of- 
ficials say, and it's illegal for 
non-natives to buy native- 
caught fish. 
" I  think it's totally un- 
constitutional what they're do- 
ing to us," said Gagnon, who 
wants charges laid so natives 
can force a court decision. 
"Every time we try to start up 
an inland fishery for a selected 
  DOITUP 
RIGHT, BC 
fishery this summer, but were 
blocked when DFO threatened 
to prosecute Prince Rupert can- 
neries if they bought fish from 
the band. 
"We have to establish a legal 
precedent that non-native peo- 
ple can buy f ish,"  said 
OverstaU, who is not a band 
member but works for the 
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en Eduea- 
ti0n'Sqci.c~Y'::~':i';':;W'~:r:~::' " " i! 
.Feder ~ :16.'~e~aC~.e ;appeal ing~ 
a Court ruling earlier this year 
upholding the right of natives to 
sell fish off reserve. 
Crown lawyers contend 
natives are only allowed to sell 
fish on reserve, and only jf the 
fish are caught on reserve. They 
say they will argue rivers flow- 
ing through reserves aren't ac- 
tually part of the reserves, and 
therefore the bylaws can never 
apply. 
G i tksan-Wet ' suwet 'en  
hereditary chiefs' spokesman 
Don Ryan said fisheries officers 
actions are aimed not at enforc- 
ing laws, but at keeping natives 
out of the commercial fishery. 
"How can they restrict our 
markets and set allocations 
without our having a say?" 
demanded Ryan. The hereditary 
chiefs are setting up markets for 
native fish sales in North 
America, the Orient and Scan- 
dinavia, he said. 
He said natives will take the 
i s sue  to court, regardless of 
whether charges are laid against 
Gagnon and Overstali. 
• ".: 
RE-INK 
ITI 
• Computer 
Rib0ns 
• Printer 
Ribbons 
• Recharge toner 
& PC cartridges 
Recyc le  - -  
Don ' t  
throw away! 
Out of town 
orders welcomel 
847-5551 
Box 372, 
Telkwe, B.C., VOJ 2NO 
_1 ~''- _>4 
",\ 
\ 
i "  
I \ \ \ 
\ 
\ 
TOURISM IS A SHARED EXPERIENCE - BETWEEN RESIDENTS AND, 
VISITORS AND TERRACE HAS SO MUCH TO SHARE ALL YEAR 
ROUNDI WHATEVER THE SEASON AND WHATEVER THE REASON 
-VISITORS TO TERRACE ARE STRUCK BY THE SPECTACULAR 
SCENERY - VAST QUIET SPACES - AND FRIENDLY PEOPLEI DAVE 
ESTACAILLE IS A TECHNICIAN AT SKEENA BROADCASTERS, AND 
HAS LIVED IN TERRACE FOR 26 YEARS! HE LOVES TO BE ABLE TO 
GET TO GREAT OPEN SPACES IN 5 MINUTES - AND IS PROUD TO 
CALL TERRACE " HOME". COME ON TERRACE --  SHOW YOUR 
PRIDEI . . 
.N t~ i :~ l , i~   L~:'~"~*~ '~ I:- 
WIIH ASSISTANCE FROM 1HE CITY OF TEI~F~AC[- 
VIDEO .~,0.... o~,o~,.. ,coo " " ' "  
Video Station " 
No. 140 • 4741 Lakelse Ave 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6121 
Open From 10:00.9:00 ........................ Sunday- Thursday 
!0:00.Midnight .................................... Fdday & Saturday 
m 
Video Station 
No. 2 2823 Clark St Thomhill, B.C. 635-4841 
G=rcLge scLle 
Saturday 9 a.m.- 9p.m, Sunday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
• all new merchandise 
• left-over items 
• blemished items 
• mate beds . lots of brass & glass • old stock / ~*: 
• some appliances * sofas & lamps • childrens bedroom suites ~ 
• d i scont in~ven & odd ends. • box spdngs _~__~~ 
Milsubishi Stereo Child's Bedroom Suite Lamps 
:;':Stand & S~akers,r2OO~perlch. (4 ~e)compfete ;~ ~, O , i  I A  Rag, $189.00 ~'. ....... $ Rn 
~:' Complete Set ~ ~ i~ ,~ ~' : '  :::L! '!~ 
Re0.21599.00 $ R R n  :* Reg. 240o;oo::~ ~ ~.~'g , '  Garage Sale Pdce;,.,..,.,;,.;.' I leWl I~" 
Garage Sale Pdce..., .... aim ~w ~w • Micro.Wave Stand =, A 
Garage Sale Pdce ......... V V V m Box Spdngs e w~ A Reg. 2299.00 ~il ~ | |  
Samsung V.C.R. • A i A Reg. 2189.00 ~ -=4[ ~l~ Garage Sale Price ................. 110 V • 
Reg. 2499.00 ~l ,~  _l~ | |  Garage Sale Pdce ................. liar ~ • Card Table • q a,~ 
Garage Sale Price ......... Jr,- alJ V • Bunk Beds Reg. $198.00 ~ ! ~!~ 
mattress no included, • ~ f ib  
Mitsubishi V.C.R. a, A A A Reg. $899.00 ~ 7 ~ i  ~ Garage Sale Price .................... g V 
Reg. 2699.00 • _'~ ~ ~ Coffee Tables ~ ~ 
Garage Sale Pdce ......... i ~ V asst. ~ ~ 
Garage Sale Pdce ......... V ~ ~ • Day Bed t ,,an J al~ 
Sharp Stereo Your choice ......................... ~ ~ • 
"The sound you've been wait i~f~o a X Reg. 2309.00 ~ 1 I i i  Left-over Mirrors ~, a~ X 
Reg. $1249.00 complet~ l ~ qua Garage Sale Pdce .......... I I  I I  V Reg. $69.00 ~ ~ U 
Garage Sale Price ......... g ~ ~ • I , , ' l l , ,  Garage Sale Pdce ................. w.. ~ i 
Entedalnment Centre ~ Table Fans • ~ P 
Reg. 2699.00 s25 0 ,e,,.,00 299 ,.,,ou,0o .,,., 
Sale Price ......... Garage Sale Pdce ............. • How only ............................. -a t  v • 
If you don't see it, please ask a sales person. 
Some items may not be unpacked or on display 
Ter race  Furn i tu re  Mar t  
4434 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 638"0555 
COMING SOOH 
TO YOUR HOME 
¢4 ~" 
Every household in Canada will be 
receivmg an 8-page information 
guide in the next few days. It 
outlines the country's economic 
plan and contains important 
information about Canada's 
future. Please look for it in your 
mailbox and take the time to 
read what's inside. 
If you haven't received the guide by 
October 15th. call the toll-free number 
below and a copy will be sent to 
your home. 
1'800-267-6620 
Hearing impaired, please call 1.800.267.6650. 
Pour obtenir la version frangalsede cette 
publication, veuillez composez le t-800-267-6640. 
l e l  Government Souvernement 
of Canada du Canada 
JTERRACE CO-OP....WE START SERV 
I MeN --- TUES--- WED---SAT 8 AIM.-'- 6 P,M.I THURS FRi 8 A,M. -- 9 P.M.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~$-  = Y , [ 
- - '  " n , :1 i :  
C,ity balks 
potty 
TERRACE-  Council still 
want si)ublic washrooms built a~ 
Lower Little Park but feels 
$45,000 is too high a price. 
:~ Having failed to receive any 
bids a t  the first tendering, the 
city's second effort resulted in a • 
10w bid Of $44;892 from San- 
dhals Construction to build the 
450 sq.fl. Concrete block struc- 
• ture. (The-only other bid receiv- 
ed was one o f  $65,500 from 
RandyHuisman Contracting.) 
i Noting0nly $30,000 had been 
include~in this year's budget 
for the p~ioject; recreation dit ac- 
tor steve Scott had suggested it
be put On holdi He also pointed 
out cost est!mates prepared by 
the cityl ]~fi~d esign Consultants 
Lapointe :Engineering both 
Came in substantially ower than 
the Sandhals bid. 
However, alderman Dann~ Dann: 
Sheridan said there was a strong 
public demand for the facilities 
and the'cityshould therefore agreed a couple of design 
find the'money somehow. A re- changes could produce savings. 
cent progress report on this Council ultimately decided to 
year's budget indicated "there reject the tender bids and 
are goingto be some surplus discuss cost-cutting measures 
dollars from (unfinished) pro- with Sandhais Construction. If
jects;7 he added, that; attempt proved unsac- 
Following a suggestion from cessful, administration will ex- 
mayor Jack Talstra it might be plore alderman David Hull's 
possible to negotiate cost reduc- suggestion the city build the 
tions with the low bidder, Scott washrooms. 
Fou r accused 
Of, ga ng-ra pe 
TERRACE - -  RCMP officers 
here are investigating-a possible 
gang-rape-of  a Thornhill 
woman by four men. 
Cpl. Don Woodhouse said 
the woman involved has alleged 
five men were on the scene, and 
that she was sexually assaulted 
by four of them during an inci- 
dent in Thornhill in late August. 
unsure the rapes took place. 
He said the employers of two 
oi' the men named by the 
woman have stated the accused 
men were out of town at work 
camps at the time of the alleged 
incident. 
"At this time we're not sure 
it's a sol id complaint ,"  
Woodhouse added. 
-~But he alibis of two of the 'Police declined to releasefur- 
accused men have thr.own a new-~ ther,detads at th~stime;~n~tsa~d 
t~st on the case, Woodhouse more might be rdeased as the 
said Saturday, leaving police investigation progresses. I 
Native radio gets 
$100,000 grant 
TERRACE - -  A native radio 
broadcasting outlet based in 
Terrace has received a$100,000 
provincial grant to add more 
places to its satellite distribution 
system. 
Nine villages will be added to 
the nearly 30 already receiving 
radio programs from' Northern 
Native Broadcasting. 
It beams up programming 
from its Lazelle Ave. studios to 
a satellite which is then received 
via dishes in villages and 
rebroadcast on the FM band. 
The money comes from the 
B.C. General Communications 
Grant Program financed 
through lottery revenues. 
Up until now, Northern 
Native Broadcasting has receiv- 
ed the majority of its money 
from the federal government. 
Those villages to now receive 
programming include Aiyansh 
in the Nass Valley and Fort St. 
James. 
Northern Native Broad- 
casting produces approximately 
40 hours of programming a
week. 
, 7 , .  . " 
Kitlope 
correction 
A Sept. 12 Terrace Standard 
story about logging plans in the 
Kitlope River valley south of 
Kitimat, stated forestry consul- 
tant Keith Moore worked on 
two separate studies of the area 
- -  one,for Skecna Sawmills and 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday,' October 3,1990 - Page A9 
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Notice 
- ~ " " : : i  i "  , 
,, The 
Lakelae Ave. Terrace B.C. 
will be 
OPEN SUNDAYS - -  12:00-5:00 
Startlng October 7 until December 311. 
The merchants of Skeena Mall sincerely hope that 
this wlll be a benefit to all of our customers in the 
Northwest. 
• :•  i . •  ¸ 
' g i ~ ~ _  Video Station 
No. 140 • 4741 Lakelse Ave 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6121 
. Open From 10:00-9:00 ........................ Sunday-Thursday 
10:00-Midnight .................................... Fdday & Saturday 
i i  
Video Station 
No. 2 2823 Clark St. Thornhill, B.C. 635-4841 
0 % OFF SELECTED 
COLORING BOOKS 
AND CRAYONS 
PLUS OTHER IN STORE 
SPECIALS! 
Oct. 4, 5 & 6, 1990 
4606 
Lakelse 
Terrace, 
B.C. 635-4428 
. ,  , .  ~ 2 ' ~  . 
, ,  • ' ' . . . .  ,~° . . -  . 
,GIC-MAGIC Is coming to Terrace, a show thatla 
azo, amuse andmystifY. The show featureS "The 
affleld and Co." along with special guest comic/Jug- 
on.  
one of Canada's top illusionists, has entertained oU 
in addition to performances in Australia, Israel, New 
His show features some of the latest and best from the 
woddof magic and illusion. Along with assistant Brenda Fox, who has been 
N*E*W'S  
BY ROBERT 0 .  SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
BANQUETS! PARTIES! 
Take a look at our newly redecorated Skeena Ballroom. It's now the 
finest banquet room in the Terrace area and is the ideal place to hold a 
special event. We specialize In wedding receptions, anniversary par- 
ties, corporate meetings and special uncheons. Please drop in to the 
new Terrace Inn and we'll show off the Skeena Ballroom to you. Now is 
also the time to book your office Christmas party with us. Call Jaekie or 
Margaret in our Banquet department for all the details and room 
availability. Ask for a copy of our Banquet and Catering Menus, a free 
booklet, outlining all the food and room services offered by the hotel. 
HONEYMOON PACKAGE BONUS 
Book a wedding reception with us and the Bride and Groom receive the 
following bonus: 
1. A complimentary Honeymoon Suite 
2. A bottle of domestic hampagne, flowers and chocolates in room. 
3. Breakfast in bed 
4. A private limousine service to the Terrace/Kitimat irport o start of 
your honeymaom or service to your home in the Terrace area. 
GOOD MORNING! 
A good morning starts with a hearty breakfast from the Terrace Inn',, 
new restaurant. Breakfast is served from 6:00 a.m. until 11:30 a.m 
Our new menu features pancakes, waffles and french toast or eg~ 
and omelettes. Also very popular items are the Loggers Choice, Th~ 
Weight Watcher, Fru[t & Fibre or The Terrace Inn Good Mornir~ 
Breakfast. Start your day with us. Remember we open at 6:00 a.m 
C OPP RSIDE IV 
Enough To Serve You. 
Small Enough To Know You. 
Saving You Money with... 
" BEEF 
HIND QUARTER 
DRAW 
* Cut & wrapped to your specifications 
* Fill in back of Til Slip from your next meat 
purchase with your name, address & phone 
number. 
one for Conservation I terna-  
tional. 
The story stated ,Moore iden- 
tified the valley as the largest 
unlogged watershed on B.C.'s 
cOaSt in a study for Skeena 
Sawmills. 
In fact, Moore was under 
contract o Conservation I ter- 
national when he identified the  
entire Gardner CiU~al=' of which 
theKitlope watershed is patti' a~ 
one of B.C:s largest' uniogged 
watersheds. ~ "" 
vanished Into thin air and.levitated high above the stage, and "Zlggy the t 
Wohder Dbg", the true ,STAR"~ Of the show, Murray will present some of : ), 
his latest creations when ?MAGIC-MAGIC" plays R.E.M, Lee Theatre on 
• October. 6; !990 at 2 p.m. " ) 
Special guest Clerk Roberteon has made audiences laugh from coast to 
coast with his unique styleof come0y and juggling. A regular at Comedy ~ • 
Clubs, Fairs and Variety Shows, Clark invloves his audience in the wild and 
-wacky mayhem that he creates; i 
Tickets for 'MAGIC-MAGIC'~ will be 
",~ ,~ "~, '~i: " : "~" 
• Fresh Homemade Beef or Pork 
Sausage 
• Fall is Freezer Beef Time 
 Copperside IVi 
2891 Clark 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6624 
GROWING WITH THE NORTHWEST 
, • That :study was conducted [ 
after the one was done:for 
I Skeena Sawmills.' It i s  distinct and separate from the study : done for Skeena Sawmills. 
-SAT, THURS--FR, 8 A.M.- 9 P.M. 
/ , 
i! 
(i 
. , ,  ~ g ,~.~. , -  ¢, ~ e > ~ > ~ 1 ~ ` - ~ . ~ * ~ ¢ ` ` ~  ~s~.*~ ~.*~:~v~`~.``~.~'~%~t~`w~`~r'aP~`r ~ * '16"~ 
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lan sewer p i: 
still alive 
TERRACE - -  The provincial cent on the part of homeowners 
government has said it will look and 25 per cent by the province. 
again at the costs of putting in a "What we're looking at is 
sewer system in Thornhill, says something around $600.$800 a
the area's regional district direc- year. It's still exPensive hut 
tor. perhaps it's the best we can 
"There are some different hope for," said Watmough of 
avenues that can be explored," the government decision to look 
said Les Watmough in repeating again at costs. 
earlier statements that projec, 
tions of up to $1,100 a year for " I f  the old system was in 
homeowners are too expensive, place, we could build it," he ad- 
" In Terrace, you pay $92 a ded. 
year, so you know the under proposal are two 
discrepancy. The  next highest systems, one for the Queensway 
place in the province is $500 a area of Thornhiil Creek to 
year," he said. ' Kirsch St, and the other in the 
Watmough added that commercial core of Hwyl6and 
• homeowners could probably af- for surrounding residential 
!~i!/:!,~:: •~:• • i•;•!•i 
. . . .  . / / .  ,: ~ :  
HANDCRAFTFD FROM 32% FULL LEAD 
AUSTRIAN CRYSTAL • i 
Regular Retail Price 50. o0 
E PRICE SPECIALSAL  
ford the cost if an old financing areas. 
formula of 25 per cent being The province has so far said it ~ o ~ / ' ~ n ~ . ~ r , . ~ ~  
paid by homeowners and 75 per would pay half, to a maximum 
cent by the province was still in $2.063 million, for the first one = ~ ~ "- 
effect, and 25 per cent, to a maximum SINCE 1910 
That formula was changed in $1.03 million, for the second 
the mid-198Os and is now 75 per system. 4637 Lekelse Ave., Terrace -- 635-7440 
• Skeena Mall, Terrace -- 635-5111 
Pellet shooter fined 246 CIty Centre, Kltlmat -- 632-3313 
TERRACE- A 19-year-old being convicted of criminal 
Terrace youth has been fired and put negligence causing bodily harm. 
on probation for his Seventeen-year-old Danny - l 
part in a pellet gun incident hat McRobb's eye was punctured 
nearly blinded a local student when Bishop fired the air pistol I 
last year. in a lunch hour incident at I 
Christopher Albert Bishop Caledonia Senior Secondary LET  US  
was fined $500, put on proba- School on Dec. 8, 1989. The 
tion for one year and is pro- pellet lodged in McRobb's right SOCOLOR" 
hibited f rom possessing eye, but most of his vision even- 
weapons for three years after tually returned. YOUR 
FANTASIES! ~ 
REMNANT 
l& .... ROLL.END 
SALE 
October 3-13, 1990 
/ 
REMNANTS 
Now Only 9 ~ , ~  
ROLL ENDS fEAVY EQUIPMENT 
12.e, ?'N°I 5o. o 
A NEW WORLD OF COLOR AND DESIGN 
YOUR DECOR ' ,  
Terrace Carpet Centre 
3202 Munro. Street at Hwy. 16W 
TERRACE 
635-2976 
Bring us y°ur c°l°r fan 1 ~ ' ~  '~  
tasies and we'll bring '~..~~i.. 
them to life with SoColor ® 
by Matrix. .:,.. 
Lighi blonde? Gorgeous red-. ,: ,: - r.., 
head? Grey hair transformed 
to warm golden brown? 
Whatever you fantasize, we 
can realize with rich, 10ng-lasting, ~| l l~" ]  ~ 
natural-looking colors by Matrix. mm~Jj , ,  ~" . - - , -  ~ . ~ , .  ~ s,,,  c,,~
And SoColor conditions as it colors. It leaves your hair shitty, soft and 
manageable in the color you once imagined every time you Iooke~ in 
the mirror. 
Call us today for a free consultation• 
;'.. ....... L:'-'. .... ? . . . .  - ;  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
/i . . 
Safeway & Hostess Chips presents George Moore 
with a brand new Mountain Bike. George won the 
bike in a draw held recently at Safeway in Terrace. 
SAFEWAY 
1~ b~lzg it all together * 
Join Weight Watchers 
and we'll give 
you a great deal, 
; 
Save $9.50 when you join by October 27. 
Money. Moolah. Dough. Bread. Whatever you call it, it's yours 
to keep. All you have to do is join Weight Watchers by October 27th' 
and you'll save $9.50. 
It's that simple. 
What's also simple is the food plan itself. It's our most livable, 
effective way to lose weight, ever. 
So hurry and join Weight Watchers. That way, you'll be able to 
learn how to lose weighL Then spend your $9.50 any way you want. 
Safe, sensible weight loss for 27 years. 
Join for ~9.50 at these convenient imes and locations: 
1 
,4620 Lakelse Ave, 
. . :  - .TueL5:00&6145pm • 
, : :,:( . . - 
• , , j  _, 
mr" Folinformatjon 0nihe me;tings nea-rest~,0u2:please: 
, ~; ::Call 1-800-663-8354 
Offer good Octo~ 7th thfougll Octe4~ 27, log0. Fee for subsequent weeks $9.50. 
Visa and MasterCaru accepted at locations for prepayment. 4;.Weight Watchers n ernst onal 
lac, (1990) owner Of the Weight Watch.re b'ademark, Weight Wafoher~ of BdUsh ColumNs ~ ~l~ .' 
Ltd, registered user, All, tights resented 
@Rivtow 
Equipment  
Serving you 
from Queen 
with quality equipment 
Charlottes to Burns Lake 
SALES, PARTS AN D SERVICE 
• Komatsu .earmac  .Gomaco 
• Koehr lng .B law-Knox ' ,Gormon Rupp 
• T lmberjack .Century  n (P&H) .H ighway 
• Ingerson-Rand ,C lemro .Layton 
• JCB -Eagle Iron Works .Mayco  
• Athey ,,Etnyre Wylie 
PURVES RITCHIE RENTALS DIVISION 
(Sub-branch of Purees Rltchle In Prince Rupert) 
• Air Compressors .Saws 
• Levels & Transils .Pumps 
Bivtow is pleased to introduce 
~ Timberjack 
TIMBERJACK SKIDDERS 
The Right Sk ldder  st  the Right Time 
With Ihe skidding function more crilical than 
ever Io the success el most logging operations, 
Timberjack's ingle minded commitment l0 
the Industry is reflected in Ihis latest upgrade 0r skidder fine.up, Quite simply, these are 
the finest skldders TimberJack has ever built, 
T IMBERJACK T iMBCO FELLER BUNCHER 
A Logging Machine f rom the ground up des igned by Loggers - -  
• Oemollllon Equipment ' for  Loggers. . .  
• Sandblasting E( uipment • / When you're ready to increase ~/our lelllng producllvily~ to get your lallers safely off the • Concrete Equipment .Forklifls .Compaclion Equlpmenl 
• Air Tools &Accs. & narricades i ground, to bunch trees Ior increased skidding .Loaders 
,Track Dr I s .Jacks .Eleclrlcal Eou e enl . eUiclency to reprove Ihe work flow o your 
,Welders .Hoists . & Electric 1gels ' ' eiltire operation, lake a good hard look at the 
,Heaters & Fans r ~ Tlmberjaek Tlmbco FellerBuncher - -  • 
- -  . - • one that doeis it all so well '. 
Parts • Sales- Servme , 
 - R,vtow ..,.,,, 847,:3226 
F-quipment Box 296p FAX 847 3484 
I I 
[TERRACE CO.OP....WE START SERVING• IiYOU AT k , M. vt 
I " "'J ''" 8 A ' ' l P " M ' J : ~b" r ~ ' ' '  , 8 ~ A 'M ' '  + J ' " P '  M ' M O ~- -  IDES  - -  WED- -  " ' J ~ 4 
• * "  , 
; 
/ 
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RUSINESS REVIEW,  .'= BEF=OFIE O1=1 ] 
:U ,  " ..... : AFTERTHE ' i I 
' : r ' * ' " ' " : I B IG  GAME!  . ' I Homebuilders T H E ~  Whether ;o.u w.ant to get rowed.upfor the game or you:just 
' ,. ARTHRIT IS~ i l  want to unwtno after a long. aay., me t nomhill Pub Is.the pmce I 
: ,::" I 1 1 I ~OCIETY~IW"  | tot you. ASK US aOOUt our new beverages, I 
: nnli'i _ I1111"1 ;:11 " ' 
v wtASAO A0 
of local grouop i i 
• ' "   !ii! : iiill ' -  : ' ' " ' a' ?iiii:  n n!i:i f!!i - 
I ders  By law smou support and knowledge to make - .  a go of it at this business," he said. 
TERRACE -- The city has "It;s a matter of (restaurants) "It 's becoming more corn- 
responded to several calls since not posting signs so people plex.,_..:,_,___,There's th ,..__ GST,: ...... WCB,,,_ 
THORNHILL NEIGHBOURHOOD 
PUB 
2387 Thornhill 638-8404 • 
its smoking controi by-law came know there is a no-smoking and builders' lien ~ssues. We [ 
~r~"~h~ianf~, ' ,m,~nf*h~ also act as a lobbyist with I i ' - I  I I I " ' i  1 1 I ' , ' I  1 I 
mentint°effect'saysby-lawenf°rce" Piao~e c a ' i l s : ' o f f i e r .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i'" g°vernments"' added Sashaw" ' ~ HOT SPRINGS ~ i II
Those calls have concerned " re~* . . . .  n, ;*" " "'"~ One-third of the members of " : , i~~ MOUNT LAYTON 
smoking in restaurants, said esta'~lish~'no'.smokin',, "~eat'in= the association are builders, i r~ l l l l~  
FetnSweeting. must devote no less t~an25pe; one-th i rd  a re  su.ppliers, I 
The by,law, which provides cent of" its area for that purpose, manuzactures, ann sub .trades ~ - ~ r a ~  RESORT LTD.  
for minimum fines of $25, pro- ~ ,d  tht= nn ~ml'~ltino tmhle~: can. and the remmnmg one-thtrd are I1 " '" ' 
jority of public p laceS .areast iOn  hibitssin°king in the great ma" n" °'i-be'mi'x"ecl"in'w"i'~l~tabies-at th°se Pr°fessi°nals c°nnected I ' FUN . F~JN ig sR s~au~fantsofandatesta lish ngifthetheydoen rances,do,havenomustsmokingthe pOStsaid°P" ~ i i ! ~ i ; ~ l !  ~ i i i a t ! i : i '  .~mee~la2gh!S. ! i "  . . .  ".  . . . i ', " " " ' ". " " " " ' • FU  N ~ '  1 . Ili 
Sweeting. I Sl ides & pools 
; u every  Wednesday ,  ~ 1 
munications is expanding the i bring a friend. 
number of repeaters for its ~ ' ~  ! B ~ ~ s  ~ i 
radio-telephone s rvice. 
It's installing a repeater at I ' 
Rosswood to complement ones 
that cover up to Cranberry riving tourists as an act of God: ' Dense Lake, Iskut, Telegraph 'm ' " ' .' 1 
Junction and down to the mysterious migratory impulses Creek and on the Queen 1 I Douglas Channel, says tom- of Americans and Upper Cana- Charlotte Islands. 1 
party spokesman David Bat- dians created by co-incidental As well, the crown corpora- 
tison. 
There are now 150 clients to 
the company's service and it 
sees potential by the Rosswood 
expansion, he said. 
One unique feature of its 
repeaters in remote areas is that 
climatic conditions and the 
price of gold." 
"Very few politicians believe 
in tourism as an industry; most 
bureaucrats suspect it as 
statistically invalid, convinced 
that most visitors come to this 
they run on solar power with a part of the world out of some 
series of batteries .tlla~t ,a.lso'-crueb, necessity'. . . . . .  ~"li' as 
charge on solar power'fgr t~mes vtsmng m-laws," says Camp. 
when they are needed. , , , , , ,  
The company was formed B.C. Hydro is upping finan- 
seven years ago. It has six cial assistance to encourage 
employees, home builders in the north to 
* * * * * * * use means other than electricity 
Tourism is a valuable part of for heating. 
the economy, says author and The assistance is now $1,500, 
commentator Dalton Camp up from $500, for installation 
who is also an advisor to Prime of oil or propane for space and 
Minister Brian Mulroney. water heating. 
"(People) tend to think of dr- It will be given in Atlin, 
tion has suspended plans to 
charge for more electricity in 
those regions than it does in 
other parts of the province. 
North Coast  Road 
Maintenance Ltd. has shipped 
'ifi 5,402 tons of salt f]fom 
Chile's Atacama Desert. It's 
mixed with other material and 
used on roads during the winter. 
This is the second year the 
road and bridge maintenance 
company has bought salt that is 
then barged to Kitimat and 
unloaded. 
About half of the salt has 
been sold to other northwest 
road maintenance companies 
and to municipal governments. 
I c,~, 798-2214 EVERY I 
After 4:30 p.m. all poo ls  WEDNESDAY! | 
I and slides are 2 for 1. 
i i I I i i i  i I I . i i  
. . . . . . .  : " '::,L i. '~ : . ; i  :"" i '~ ~ ~'~~; '  ~,~'.;i'., . 
'{, ,i I i, , l r I} )  ``%`  i c  
I . - : ' "~  '~ , ' ,  . . . .  ' " ' • ' , :  - 
We have some ........ 
answers about 
your new prope 
assessment. 
i :  
~:~ ;i'~ 
The 
i 
l / l (  
1990 Subarus are going even faster! 
Slmmte~¢y 
~el~ SedanolM Year 
It's Iren a very g~l  year for II~e 5ul~n~ Lrg~'. 
" Winnerofthe l~3 Sedan of the Year A~rd, Winneroflx~th 
Arctic and Affi(:,'an Endunmce P, allics. And Sulxwu.~dcs areup 
in on Subaru'sJalx~ncsc tc hnolo~,, performance and ~due. Anti 
then:'.,, ncvcr Ixcn a ~tter time to think about the set'unty of 
Leg~:y's Full-Time 4 whcd m'e for the winter that's coming up. 
~ come into a Su~nt Dealer now to make sure there's a 1990 22% But ifs time to say gc'txtbie. Ik't~au-~: ourdeak'ts ~uat u~ ck~r . . . .  
out ide 1990 Lem~c~ now - ' Legacy lelt for you, It ~.'0u wartt I.o sly goodbye to !990 with a great 
o - -  . '  ' " , That ned, ~sthcrc'sneverl'~etabe err ne I~m +owtocash t~trat3tgreat +nce, justsa)hclloto)~rSu~m~'a, lerttxlay- 
, ,  .. . , , . . . !  ' ,~: ~.  . , . . . . .  , , . :  ~ • ' , " " , ,  ~ :3 : : '  ' -  , .~  ' 
~ * , , , , . , , , , , , . . , , , , , , , , '  . ' ,Ifyouflainkaboutit, :,.u'llddveone. . i  
!. ~,~'4~. ~1~''~ "~e'?'~'~:" '~ , : t :  , . . . . . . . . . .  
~ : !~ := : !  THORNHILL MOTORS LTD. . 
6 HighWay 16 East, Terrace, B.£j. (604),635:7286 
: i7  ? i ' 
Property owners will receive a property assessment m 
the mail within the next week or two. ~tbu may have 
some questions about your new assessmenl -- and if thi'. ......... 
answer all of them. please give us a call at one of the numbers listed brim,.: 
We want o help. 
Q If m) assessment is sharply higher than the last one, will this cause asimilar 
• sharp increase inmy property axes? 
A Probably not. 
• The assessed value is only one side of the 
tax pictdre -- the other is the lax rate applied t0 that 
value. Generally speaking, large overall increases 
in assessments treusua I.v offset bv local 
governments setting lower tax rates. This has 
happened in the past when large assessment 
increases occurred in
British Columbia. 
This year assessments 
have increased 
significantly inmost 
areas of the province - 
and once again this will .,.,,.,+,,,+~,,~, ,,,  ...... ,, 
not create automatic ,~ ,~,e,,,,, asso~,,,,,,,,~ . ~,,~,.,,. 
e .ht .o  mt l r t l c*p~' l [  s [ : t ,no in~ 
lax increases, r,..,~,n-~ cOnslanl) 
Q Llow do ! know assessment is my 
• accurate? 
valued b.v an experienced appraiser who looks at the 
selling price of similar eal estate in your 
communiD; IThis is the same process used by 
tnortgage companies and realtors.) Assessment 
Authority staff" have computer access to the details 
0fall real estate sales in British Columbia -- 
including those in your neighbourhood. 
Q What if i think assessment might be my 
• ~wong? 
A Call us. 
e \Ve will try to help you. lfwe agree there 
,s a problem, we will'ask the Court of Revision to 
make a change. If we cannot agree to the change you 
suggest, we will still help you by providing practical 
mformatton  the lbrmal appeal process. 
Everybody has the right o appeal their assessment 
to Ihe Court of Revision -- but our experience is 
that many concerns can be resolved simply and 
quickly by calling us first. Please read both sides of 
your assessment notice carefully before you call us. 
This will save you some time when we are discussing 
details. 
A Check local real estate prices. 
I The "assessed value" is the actual market 
value of.your land and buildings ifthey had been fo~ 
sale on July I oflhis year. The BC Assessment 
Authority has detailed infornmfion about all land 
and builclings in the province. Your properw is
.... , ......... h ........ , . . .~ .... .,lo,)hone hours into the evening during 
8:30 pm Monday to Friday. 
'(collect if necessao'), or cull 
;at 1.800.667.3900, 
• AUTHORITY 
. . .  ~ .~ ¢ , , . ,~ .~¢.  e^•w.,.........~...~¢.o,t*,~ll.,cl,-r*.jl...dte ~IP  f 
~..,~,.....,,~,~-~..e,,~,-.~,.~,.J, lt~....,~.,.¢ I . . .e .m,=, rb l , .~  . - _ J _~. 
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LOCAL ANTI-POVERTY advocate Gerald King is organizing a coali- 
tion of single mothers on welfare who may have to go to work 
despite children being as young as six months. 
Welfare coalition 
comes together 
TERRACE -- A local anti- 
poverty group is organizing a
coalition of single mothers on 
welfare who may have to go to 
work to support heir families. 
The problem, says Gerald 
King of the Terrace Anti- 
Poverty Group Society, is that 
social assistance r gulations call 
for single mothers to start work- 
ing when the youngest child in 
the family reaches ix months 
old. 
"The threat of being cut off, 
being made to work, further 
makes a person insecure in an 
insecure situation," said King. 
Similar coalitions have been 
formed in other parts of the 
province to seek changes to the 
social assistance regulations 
regarding single mothers, he ad- 
ded. 
King said the regulations 
don't make sense because there 
aren't now nearly enough child 
care services even for those who 
can afford the cost, 
"This is particularly harmful 
in that we are governed by a 
body that professes to be pro- 
family ... but yet forces 
discimination on mothers and 
children. It doesn't stand to 
reason," he said. 
King spent one day last week 
handing out information 
leaflets in front of the social ser- 
vices and housing office. 
The anti-poverty group socie- 
ty recently received a grant from 
the Law Foundation of B.C. to 
act as an advocate and to 
organize ducation sessions. 
King said further information 
can be obtained by calling 
635-4631.  
I t ' s  Coming ... 
The "Business 
Opportunities 
At Your Doorstep" 
Conference 
FOR THOSE INTERESTED IN STARTING 
OR EXPANDING A SMALL BUSINESS 
Look for your brochure in the mail. 
Details can be found in your community 
NEWSPAPER or on your local RADIO and 
CABLE stations 
OR 
Contact he Terrace & District 
Chamber of Commerce 
to have your name placed on a 
PRIORITY REGISTRATION LIST 
CALL 635-2063 
Sponsored by: 
The Ministry of Regional and Economic Development 
Honourable Stanley B. Hagen, Minister 
MINISTRY OF REGIONAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Honourable Static/8. Fk'~o, V,J~ster 
CREATING A CLIMATE 
FOR GROWTH 
~ 1,E tolt~PoC~nd thAi~owc~p72trui: FUTllh?tospe, claurch" in the trip jusf~ver two weeks 
• . church  has sponsoreda ago .  ' ~ i 
off t . . . .  " " ' " in  The Polish evangelical chur- hes and.to take part m mlsszonary working meanly. . . . . ,  
churc~.hi- meetings Polandand inRomama for the ches the pmr ~11 w~t, are 
I ~ ~ N  g / "~" lad 'e"  ComptOnFull Gospel°fChristianthe Ter -past  nineyears,,,i,m ,It l°catea in tne s°um}'r" ~:"-'-'"~" raS~ excited, will • be a the country, near me ooru=~ 
Fellowship church is going with great .experience.,.said Comp- wltrhtCzeCha~rSl°vakmalso visit 
e astor of the Prince ueorge ton WhO was mvtzea to taKe par[ - , , , . .  v . .  , . .~ .  
th p ~rU;::t~l~C:;l~Cjt:~;n Malta ana 
• coo..L, ES sT. . tn  OF SO,E 
JACQUES A L'ORANGE 
Scallops in wine cream sole is poached then topped 
sauce, served in shells wltha mandadn orange 
bordered with duchess potato sauce. Served with steamed 
topped with hollandalse rice and beans almandine. 
sauce. 
WI~ST COAST HAUBUT 
ROYALE 
Halibut steak baked in our 
ovens topped with onion, 
green popper and wine. Serv- 
ed with rice and tomato pro- 
vencale. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 1 
SALMON STEAK 
Marinated in lemon and 
seasonings, our chars secret, 
then charbroiled and served 
with baked potato and honey 
buttered carrots. 
All dishes are prepared fresh while 
you welt, so relax and enjoy an 
evening of fine dining at Its beet In our 
elegant new dining room. 
Reservations Recommended 
HOURS 
Monday- Saturday 5:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m. 
Sunday & Holidays 5:00 p.m.- 9:00 p.m.~ 
MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS 
RESORT LTD.,i.~ 
798"2214 
past nine years, 
"I'm excited• It ill be a 
ri ce," said 
 w o s in it d  ke rt 
. J  YOU'RE- 
INVITED ~ 
TO 
THE 
KING'S 
CASTLE 
,PLAY & LEARN'S 
OPEN HOUSE 
4, 
OCTOBER 13 
AT 1:00 P.M. 
4727 PARK AVE. 
QUALITY OUT 
OF SCHOOL CARE 
FOR CHILDREN 
FROM KINDERGARTEN 
TO GRADE 7 
41, 
FEATURING 
A NEW LARGER 
AND MORE 
CENTRAL 
LOCATION 
4, 
FUN FILLED 
CURRICULUM 
FOR YOUR 
CHILD'S LEARNINE ! This is your I ENJOYMENT 
ACTIVITIES INCLUDE: 
i I i "  " ,nvitation ,.,,c,,,,, • i ~ 4 '  ........ , :" ~ 'DRAMA & DANC to come into Terrace 
Furniture Mart and 
experience the large screen 
surround sound home 
theatre systems by 
,, MITSUBISHI" 
i n t roductory  offer. . .  
 ,,MITSUBISHi" 40" ColourlStereo T,V. 
• VS-4002CA • Black Diamond finish • quick view 
• 600 lines of resolution • video noise reduction 
• 1 81 channel cable ready • on screen graphic equalizer 
• Many more features! Reg...$4295.00 
,ow on,,$3295 °° 
,..And the perfect compliment to the "Surround 
Sound Experience",,. 
AMFFSUBISH r Video Cassette Recorder 
41~ 41, 
MUSIC & SONGS 
FIEL~I~RIPS 
STORY TIME 
AUDiO~VISUAL 
4, 
FRENCH 
SUPPLEMENTS 
A FULL 
SELECTION 
OF QUALITY 
EDUCATIONAL 
TOYS, GAMES 
AND PLAY 
EQUIPMENT 
ADVENTURE 
PLAY AREA 
4, 4~ 
if you have children from 
kindergarten to grade 7 who need 
day care and would like further 
information please clip and mail 
this portion to 
The Kings Castle 
4?27 Park Ave, Terrace B,C, 
VRG lW2 Phone: 638.0404 
PIolee complete: 
NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
PHONE: 
NO. OF 
AGES OF 
HSU - 31 
• Twin digital auto tracking 
• Swift serve system • FX4 head 
• On screen menu, programming 
• Spot check, Index, time, 2 way skip search 
o.,, s449 °° 
HSU - 51 
* All the above features plus HI.FI FX4 +2 headl 
only... $69900 
Terrace Furniture Mart 
4434 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 638"0555 "°"°'~°'" 
COLD BEE and WINE STORE 
Now that the warm weather Is here, stock up with some of our cold refreshing beverages, Plus a great selection of quality sportswear. 
Monday to Friday Saturday Sunday --Open All Holidays-- 
10 a,m. to 11 p,m, 9 a.m.- 11 p.m. 11 a.m, to 11 p.m. (except Christmas) 635"63 O 
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WAREHOUSE • - t  : 
; Do,~'T ;~'/ 
e, . , , , ,  ~,,~ ; '~'WAY ; ~ ~ / • v~,ut / i vs i :  a-~ ' I,~'='~/J/'! 
I'll go as for as your car, ~ ~ ; !  .~  
but that's as far as ' ~_, )  ~. '  [ 
, ; "4 ;  , '~ 
go, When you ve finish. ~..,~'), : . / .~  ' I 
ed your shopping, so - .~  • ~ r 
meone else is just star."- -1. ~ i  
ting. i ,,,:,.,'~'~  
away. 
FURNITURE BLOWO U 
" " ' "  . . . .  ;~-~,~rE~ 
,..:'~ ~,-,';,;0',3 C':-'n' 
I "¢ . .  , .  
299 
p:  , _  
'\ 
BOOKCASE 
4 SHELF 
Oak look 
Reg. $54.95 
$34.95 
SAVE 36 % 
CHILD8 DESK 
WITH DRAWERS 
Oak look 
Reg. $94.95 
$74.95 
SAVE $20 
OUR GREAT 
GS CONTINUE! 
BOOK CASE I BOOKCASE 
B SHELF 3 SHELF 
Oak look Oak look 
Reg. $75,95 Reg. $45,95 
S55.95 I S29.95 
SAVE $20 I SAVE$15 
6 DRAWER I 5 DRAWER 
DRESSER DRESSER 
Oak look " Oak look 
Reg. $144.95 Reg. $129.95 
$99.95 I S89.95 
SAVE $45 I SAVE $40 
SHELF UNIT 
(S SHELVES) 
European look 
Ouick collapsible 
Reg. $74.99 
$54.99 
SAVE $20 
4 DRAWER 
DRESSER 
Oak look 
Reg. $104.95 
S79.95 
SAVE $25 
ENTERTAINMENT 
SHELF UNIT 
(4 SHELVES) 
European look 
Quick collapsible 
Reg. $123.99 
$81.99 
SAVE $40 
NIGHT TABLE 
Oak look 
Reg. $84.95 
S54.95 
SAVE $30 
CENTER 
Large size with glass 
and wood sliding doors 
drawers & slide 
V.C.R. table. 
Reg. $429.99 
$389,99 
SAVE $40 
STORK CRAFT 
CRIB & MATTRESS 
White 
Reg. $229.99 
$179.99 
SAVE $50 
: ,  
ENTERTAINMENT ENTERTAINMENT. 
UNIT UNIT 
with glass door, with glass door, 
shelves, & cupboard I shelves & cupboard. 
By Palllser By Ridgewood 
Reg. $219.99 Reg. $199.95 
$149,g9 SAL~ 
SAVE $~0 $149.95 
SAVE $50 
I~ICROWAVE t)~l 
cu. ft., 500 w, 
ower, turl~table, 1
P P, eg. $199'9~" 
ENTERTAINMENT 
CENTER 
"Low Boy" model 
By Ridgewood 
Reg. $159.95 
SS9.95 
JOLLY BIDER I SUPER DELUXE PLAYPEN 
STROLLER Folding model 
Reg. $179.99 Reg. $64.99 
SALE S49,99 
S149.99 SAVE $15 
SAVE $30 
SAVE $60 
BEAUTIFULL 6" 
PINE BUNKBEDS 
Complete 
Reg. $699.95 
S549.95 
SAVE $150. 
HOME OFFICE 
WORK CENTER 
L-shape corner unit 
oak look 
Reg, $219,00 
S149.00 
SAVE $70 
MICROWAVE 
STAND 
European look 
with cupboard 
Reg. $139.99 
S119.99 
SAVE $20 
L - - - - - - - - - J - -  
- -----~r-- C " - ' - - - ' - - ' -  - -  OMFORTABLE 
Sale 
Orders filled from Calgary Woolco Furniture I I B~'o,, SOFA ANDLDVESEAT 
- • - " - " "  ' - - - '  "^ ' " ' " r "  ~ " AND LOVESEAT By Troister '°r ll ! De ot q ,~ Dynasty Available in 3 different 
P J . . . . . . . .  ¢1~ ,"3/~/"k r ' t r~  Blue finishing with wo0~ gorgeous palterned colors 
on oreers owl  ~ouv.v , . ,  accents Reg. $899,00 
Reg.S$~L69.00 SALE 
I Our company 's  furniture depots, like the one at $699.00  $699.00 
SAVE $200 Dinette Values 
BUTTERFLY TABLE 
Folds for compact storage includes 
4 folding chairs, wood construction 
European look 
Reg. $349.99 
$249.99 I $359.95 SAVE $100 
Calgary, support over 300 Woolco, Woolworth I 
§PC. WODDLOB~" Department stores in Canada, over 80 in 
DINETTE WITH 4 / ~ j ~  WOOOCHAIRS Western Canada alone. 
includes leaf - extra chairs I 
may be purchased Our company's fleet of tiucks offers the most 
Reg. $559.95 
SALE cost effective transportation from our depots to 
SAVE $200 
6 PIECE DINETTE I OAK 
Stop sign shape 
wood and glass construction I DINETTE SUITE 
Reg. $199.99 Reg. =399.99 
$149.99 $299.99 
SAVE $50 I SAVE $100 
our stores. 
Do Not be fooled by otherS.who claim to 
offer the best posszble pricing in fur- 
niture, this is just obviously, not so! 
SAVE $170 
" I 
I -~ : z ,v  
' I~  sAVE 5' 30 ' ' ' $207.~ 
ufle~ . ' 
I 
I 
" " "KING SLEEP" Box or Mattress ~~CT ~EA~.~ o: °wr~v" 7~ave 30°/~ I Good-Quality 10 year warranty ~'~°"~ ""'" L 
~=~':0 I "°"°' I "'~-! ,i; . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
; L.o, i °oo i I l 
; ;  / e°; u'~rP"ce S170.95 | 
I 
i' P'IC s.s EFFECTIVE. '~'~l'~A~ dk ' l ' "  &'~'q) k l '~  ~. - , \~" i  TO LIMIT OOAHTmES S*08E HOU,S: : :'i,i,~i~::; ' ;'~i~=~; m 
UAh~TITIES LAST 
±. , p 
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Talk p 
' :  c i  . ,  , , ,  . . . . . . .  v . . , . ,  - - .  - , • . . :: . : , . ,u  ,u,z~er covered In'the a , "  ,<  :~: . ~ :  . : .  : , . , : : ~ i: 
But most of the.sept 2324 TDTA president Robert Brown and :must now be negotiated i n '  ' " :  ' r ' " " ~ 
barg~iining session'was spent stud Thursday. The board zs the,contra t• ; ~ , >< : : Terrace centennial Lions 
decidina what the list of non taking a really intransigent If zt takes a long Ume, that s ~ - ,  ' : ,  ~ ' . . . . . .  
• n i d stance. OK, he added. We d prefer monetary ntems to be egotate . . . . . .  ' .  . . . . . . . . .  [~D[~I~ e R ~ R  .~ , l [ ,  
first would be znezeacners nave inoicated to oeau With i t  qUiCKty, Ot l l l l lm~l~l l  I~ l ln¢  
Both sides accused the other that they wi l lnot  be withdraw, ; course, but there are a lot of  im' . . . .  
TERRACE - -  Little progress 
was' made in the latest round of 
negotiations between the Ter- 
race and District Teachers' 
Association (TDTA)and the 
school district. 
Statements issued by both 
sides indicate they've now 
agreed to negotiate wages, 
benefits, and anything that 
could cost the board money - -  
such as smaller class sizes - -  at a 
later date. 
4 n 
IIADS 
;ALE 
:Cooked or Alive i 
Queen Charlotte Crabs 
Saturday, October 6 
10:00 a,m, 
$6.00 each at Petro Canada, Terrace 
of refusing to move from their ing any of  their proposals," portant changes that have to be 
positions, which are unchanged says the  board's 'stateiizent, negotiated." 
f rom the last bargaining posi- "Without a change in this posi- Local teachers have been 
tions taken in June. To date on- tion, resolution will not be easy without a contract since July 1. 
ly a few minor clauses have been and the negotiations promise to Their previous contract was 
signed off. continue for a long time." signed in January, 1989, after 
"It's going really slowly," Brown noted that changes to 19-day strike. The next round of 
. . . .  talks is slated for Oct. 12-14. 
AIois Schillinger 
Fish 
farming 
effects 
feared 
TERRACE - -  Skeena NDP 
Member of Parliament Jim 
Fulton wants a royal commis- 
sion to look into the possible 
harmful effects of aquaculture 
on wild salmon stocks. 
Speaking last week, Fulton 
said a study is needed in view of 
a large parasitic outbreak from 
pen-bred salmon in Norway. 
That outbreak is so large and 
has harmed so many wild 
salmon, said the MP, the 
Norwegian government will kill 
all forms of life in 70 river 
systems to eradicate the 
parasite. 
"We've all heard stories of 
this happening before. But this 
is the most serious example of 
what can happen when disease 
occurs in the aqualculture in- 
dustry," said Fulton. 
"In effect, the Norwegian 
government will sterilize the 
river systems - -  k i l l ing 
everything from fish, to plants 
to birds to animals," the MP 
continued. 
He said news of the planned 
poisioning came from a delega- 
tion of Norwegian parliamen- 
tarians who appeared before a 
House of Commons environ- 
ment committee. 
"In view of the Norway situa- 
tion, what would happen if 
there was such an outbreak in 
the Skeena?" Fulton said. 
He said the Norwegians told 
the committee that salmon im- 
ported from Scotland to Nor- 
way escaped and began 
breeding with wild stocks. 
"The parasite from the pen- 
bred salmon doesn't die when 
the fish dies. That's why the 
poison is going to be used," 
said Fulton. 
"We need to assess the risk of 
the aquaculture industry on the 
north coast and what could hap- 
pend if there was a similar 
disease outbreak. This is the 
first hard evidence of what 
could happen," he added. 
The subject of  fish farms and 
pollution also came up at last 
week's provincial cabinet town 
hall meeting when local resident 
Alois Schillinger challenged the 
government to a debate on the 
subject. 
Schillinger said effluent from 
fish farms off of" B.C.'s coast 
threaten ocean waters. 
He also said he was worried 
about the Norway reports, say- 
ing that a similar situation here 
would cause economic damage 
to the northwest• 
Speaking later, Schillinger 
said agriculture and fisheries 
minister John Savage dismissed 
his offer and questionned his 
qualifications on the subject• 
Schillinger, a retired f resh 
water fish farm operator and 
consultant, sa id the dismissal 
was a sign the province isn't 
aware of  the problem. 
"I didn't want (to debate) a 
politician: I want  a biologist• 
What are they afraid of)?" he 
said. 
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w..+,+ Sacred Heart marks 75 
UP 
This weekend the Sacred Heart Church Monsigneur Turgeon, Father Jim Jor- dedicated volunteer labour from design Palahicky at 635-2582. 
OCTOBER 3, 1990 -- Cain- celebrates its 75th anniversary. With in- dan, Father Tim Coonen and Father AI to completion, is reputed to be the largest Seating will be available in the tent 
dian Women in Timber, Terrace vitations having been sent out to other Noonan will be among the 10 con- of its kind north of Vancouver. during the mass for seniors and han, 
• Branch will hold a general parishes across the province, it is hoped celebrants at an outdoor mass to be held The afternoon tea at approximately 3 dicapped people. Phone the church at 
meeting at 8 p.m. in Rm. 2002 many one-time parishioners will be retur- Sunday, Oct. 7 at 1 p.m. Bishop Hubert p.m. on Sunday will be an opportunity 635-2313 and let somebody know ] f  you 
at N.W.C.C. All interested ning to the community to help celebrate O'Connor will be the main celebrant and for adults and children, parishioners and require a seat or know of  someone who 
please attend. Call Diana at the special occasion. Bishop Fergus O'Grady will give the visitors to socialize and to reminisce does. 
638-1602 for more info. 
*****  The anniversary weekend will begin homily, while wandering through Veritas school Souvenirs of this event such as lapel 
OCTOBER4, 1990- Terrace with an adults-only wine and cheese 
and District Community Ser- social in the Veritas school gymnasium at Immediately following the mass will be or looking over the memorabilia to be on pins, collectors' spoons and notecards 
vices Society willhold its annual 8 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 6. Honoured the unveiling and blessing of a stained permanent display in the church, will be available during the anniversary 
general meeting Thurs. at 7:30 'i p.m. in the Terrace Public guests will be introduced at this function glass window, Created especially for the Transportation to and from all events weekend. Sacred Heart Parish invites one ~ 
Library board room. which is sponsored by the Knights o f  75th anniversay celebration. The win- can be arranged for those who need it. If and all to participate in this celebration i 
* ****  Columbus. dow; which too more than 400 hours of you need assistance, phone Pat and hopes you will be able to join them. 
OCTOBER 5, 1990 --Terrace [ 
Bridge Club 1990-91 season 
. s ta r ts  Thurs .  at  the  Leg ion ,  Memories Please register before Oct. i. . 
Ca l l  May 635-2875 or  Darlene 
638-1770 (after 5) New players 
welcome. 
OCTOBER 6, 7. 1990 - -  The In preparing for its anniversary celebrations, the Sacred 
Pastor and parishioners of Heart parish invited figures from its past to share some of 
Sacred Heart Parish~ Terrace, their memories. Below, a few of the many responses it receiv- 
B.C. invite you to join us a+ we ed. 
celebrate he 75th anniversary " Jack"  of Chemainus was stationed in Terrace during 
of  our parish. Oct. 6 at 8 p.m.: 
Wine and Cheese Social; Oct. 7 World War II and recalled " I  was not a Catholic and not at 
at I p.m.: Outdoor Mass; Oct. 7 • all religious and I resented being marched off every Sunday to 
at 3 p.m.: Afternoon tea. the drill hall. Among us, there was a group of Catholics, 
* * * * * mostly French Canadian. Every Sunday the sergeant-major 
OCTOBER 7, 1990 - -  Terrace 
Pentecostal Assembly will be . would use some 'not nice remark' and fall them and march 
+ dedicating the new building on the rest of us off to the drill hall. 
sun. at 2:30 p.m. at 3511 Eby " I  thought the Catholics would go back to bed but, no, 
St., Terrace. Reverend Lester they walked down to the Sacred Heart church. I could not 
Markham, Distdc! Supednten- 
dent' will be guest speaker, understand it'...so one dark night I knocked on his (Reverend 
Reception to follow. Father Fabre's) door. 
***  **  Father asked me what I wanted. My knees were shaking 
OCTOBER 9, 1990 - -  The and I blurted out, ' I  want to become a Catholic.' His answer, 
Pac i f i c  Nor thwest  Music  
Festival Committee general 'What do you want to do? Marry a Catholic girl?' I said, no 
meeting will be held at 8 p.m. at and he invited me in. 
the Northwest Academy of Per- later I was confirmed at Sacred Heart. Father Fabre and I 
forming Arts. 306-4720 Lakelse kept in touch until he passed away." 
Ave. All members are requested "k  * A"  A"  A"  
to attend[ and new members will 
be warmly welcomed. Father Lawrence Turgeon was assistant parish priest from 
, , , , ,  1955 to 1960, during the time the Veritas school came into be- 
OCTOBER 9, 1990 - -  The ing. During the first year of operation, Father Turgeon taught I Pacific Northwest Music grades five and six. :;ili Festival Commit te  general 
" meeting will be bold at 8 p.m. at In 1960 he was posted to Dawson Creek, but returned in 
the Northwest Academyof Per- 1968 when ':with thehelp of a number of good people in Ter- 
forming Arts. 306-4720 Lakelse race, some Still there today, I established the first parish court- 
Ave. All members are requested cil with a c6nstitution, and the first school board, both also 
; to attend and new members will being the fii'st in the (Prince George) diocese." 
be warmly welcomed. Father Bob Dalton, assistant to father Turgeon from 1968 THE PARISH has come a long way in the past 75 years. The above photo of the original church was 
* **  * * taken in 1950. It was located where,the Skeena mall parking lot is now found. 
. . . . . . . . . .  O¢2TOBER 10, IJtg0--Dating to 1970 recalled:!'all the ladies of the Catholic WOmen's . . . . .  
Violence Workshop "Educa- League who did so much (and} the Knights of Columbus and 
Church history recounted tion for date ~'ape i~revention" what greatwork they did for the parish. ''~ will be held from 7 - 9 p.m. at :" ~' + ~,+ .. . . . . . .  : ,-:v+-, ,,~, ' k  "k ~ "k • + Ter race  Pub l i c  L ib rary  
(downstairs). For further info Bill Sweeney wrote of  his years at Sacred Heart, "Among 
call 635-1042 or 638-0228. Co- my memories I would have to include the relocation of  the 
sponsored by Terrace Sexual parish school and complex, the building of the church and Early records indlcale the choir. At 3:30 p.m. Mrs. Toronto arrived to take charge 
Assault Centre and Terrace auditorium - -  and how the memories flood into my mind. parish was eslablished in 1915, Roberge and Pearl Lalhulype of the new school and a convent 
Womens' Centre. The day we had the roof fall in on us, the time the city cut our however the exact location of were confirmed." was built in 1960. 
't" ,A" ~" "k W OCTOBER 12, 13, 1990-- 3rd water off, my fight with city council after which they invited the original church is unknown. In 1916, two lots on Lakelse As the population of Terrace 
annualconference of Northern me to run for office because they were so impressed with my Letters dating from Aug. 4, Avenue - -  the site is now the grew and the downtown core 
B.C. Friends & Families of performance. The smoke-filled hotel rooms with the 1915 refer to Terrace's assembl- west end of the Skeena Mall evolved, the Sacred Heart 
Schizophrenics at the Terrace developers who thought they could ply me with liquor but ing Catholics as a "poor mis- parking lot - -  were donated by parish expanded. In 1972 the 
[ Inn, sponsored by the Terrace slon" and the Women's Aux- a Mr. Besner, a member of the church properly was sold and 
[ support group. Topics are The ended up under the table themselves. ~. 
value of support; iakins care of " I  don't  believe there was ever a parish that had more fun iliary of Extension Toronto sent Catholic Church in Prince Veritas school and the convent ~:: 
ourselves. Invited speakers: socials than were experienced during those years. I will never $500 towards the cost of the Ruperl, and a new church was were relocated from busy ~ 
Gerry Marshall & Sylvia forget Ann being dared to lift up one of the Pipe Band church structure, vestments, erected the following year. Lakelse Ave. to their present '+ 
,~ Trembley from the B.C. linen and an altar for "the poor Father Rivet O.M.i. was pastor, location on Straume Ave. ~ ++' 
branch, Lynn TurnbulI, Telkwa member's kilt just to check. She did and her face is probably 
branch, For further in,urea- still red to this day. settlers of that mission." In 1923, under the direction The convent was moved "as 
An excerpt from Bishop of Father Allard O.M.I., the is" on a truck flatbed rather 
! tion contact Marsha 635-5010 "But most of all it was the celebrations of life with people. Bunoz's chronicles, dated Nov. bell tower was erected. The than the contents and fur- 
• or 638-3325. The marrying and burying and baptizing, the love and the , * * , ,  1915, reads: "(1) remained in parish grew quickly through the nishings being packed up in the 
OCTOBER 1O, 1990-- Kit[mat laughter, the joys and the sorrow and just being there for: one Prince Rupert till November 6, years and in 1923 Mr. Besner usual way. It was noted at the 
CentennialMuseum is holding a another. And the children. 1915 when I went to Terrace to donated five more acres of land. time that "not even a leacup 
workshop on Old Forest "Yes, I have my share of memories. People - -  how bless .the church. !|  was In 1936 Father Champagne was broken." 
Growth with Leslie Gottesfeld. precious they are, how unique, how very special. And there 
Sat. from 9 - 3:30 p.m. at ded icated  under  the  t i t le  o f  O .M. I .  bu | l |a  smal l  schoo l  next  
Kitimat Centennial Museum. were moments I will cherish in my heart until the day I die and Sacred Heart at the demand of to the church (it was later con- 
Program: Slide lecture and feild beyond."  IheLadles'  Auxiliary of Extra- .verted to a rectory for the "The local Catholic 
trip to Hirsch Creek Park. For "A" * * * * sion Toronto...the service was priests). Church was the scene of 
more info. contact the Museum Newly-ordained Father Tim Coonen came to Terrace as well attended especially by non- A newspaper clipping dated a fire early on Sunday 
632.7022. assistant o Father Jim Jordan in 1983 and "thus began a , , ,  * *  Catholics. Things had been Jan. 8, 1948 reads: "The local morning. The brigade 
-- OCTOBER 20, 1990 - -  Rum- pretty special three years. I have been told that every priest prepared by Father Allard who Catholic Church was the scene answered the summons 
+,~m mage sale at Knox United falls in love with his first parish and spends the rest of  his life succeeded in having even a little of a fire early on Sunday morn- 
-~" Church from 9 a.m. to noon .  comparing his present assignment to that first, ideal situation, lag. The brigade answered the at 6:30 a./77., finding the 
Sponsored by the Knox Mission And Terrace was ideal for me." 
and Outreach Comm. Father Tim particularly remembered "working with adults, Stories appearing summons at 6.30 a.m., finding bc~set77 on  [ fu l l  of  
..... , , , , ,  the basement full of smoke - the smoko. "  
OCTOBER ~,  1990 - -  J ean  especially marriage preparation and the RCIA with its groups or+ this page were  fire evidently smouldering for 
Rysstad will be reading at the of people seriously seeking a new way of life within the cont r ibuted  by  the  hoers before it broke into 
Terrace Public Library on Catholic church...the Easter vigil celebrati0ns...being i vited The  new church  was 
.... Thurs. at 7:30 p.m. Her stories into someone's life in a deep and meaningful way at impor- Sacred Heart flames, which was brought have been aired as radio dramas under control, but not before dedicated on Dec, 15, 1974 by 
on CBC "M0rnlngside". tant times of celebration or tragedy is the deepest form of af- Par i sh .  considerable damage had been Bishop Fergus O'Grad~ O.M.I. 
Travelling In, her first book of firmation. Ar twork  o f  the  done to the floor above, a wall who referred to Sacred Heart as 
stories, was recently published. "Becoming the pastor and only priest( in 1986)in such a church then and and a pillar post. One of the "the finest paflsh complex of 
Admission isfree. busy and vibrant parish while also looking after Stewart and 
- -  * ****  Hyder one weekend a month was a challenge that never left now was done by supports was badly burned any denomination i the whole 
allowing the floor to sag around of the Pacific Northwest." 
~ me bored. It was the best any young, newly-ordained priest Marianne Brorup- 18 Inches." Today, Sacred Heart is an in- 
Cont 'd  on  B16 could ever want," Weston .  The parish continued meeting tegral part of the community 
' ~ in Father Racette's basement and also reaches oat to those far 
until the church was rebuilt, away. in Peru, the parish spun- 
By 1951 the original "poor  sors a young man furthering his 
"~ The Terrace Standard seminarian and the ~ offers What's Up as a ,~.~.~ ~ miss ion"  had grown large studies as a 
enough fo r  a forty foot exten- !raining. of .people for lay 
i~  public service to its ' " , ; ' i ' ;~ : ,  ~"  • " i~  readers and those com- . - .~ '~ B[PE,' + . . . ....... , -  slon tO be added onto the ,eaoersnlp. It also sup.p.orls 
+ muni lyorgan iza l lons in  + ++,.'~m:{4 ++.~.. :7 . / . ;  + . +: : / * !> i : / : - ,  origlnal building and another psle.t, Mar lap : : :~t°eSW°~: : r~ 
extension would follow a few uraztnan orp g - -  .~ ),+',%v+'t ~+ ~ . , . - • 
!~j~ lhe area. ' -~7.  ~ "-"[-. - ' .... : years laler. Heart's parayer group donales 
!~ Items for this section ,,~+~l J ~ ~ ' J [  . '~"+ ( ,  :+',,i . :  A 1957 newspaper article the Dopey n+ee~l+ed..!o pr vide 
i+~ are fo r  non-pro f l t  . . ~ + ~ ~ ~  " -- ~ '~ . . . . . .  ' ~ " " ' ''P:I k~' 41~ "~ "" ~ r~P ' ' 'On . . . .  m-,.,h,,i ldlnosarebelno the cn,mren wilh miiK. 
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L Thank s Vanishing housewives are 
anSWoer,fong call of wilds 
nhfftl~ems that around this tim; , A , ~  , ~  
of year thewives not only think 11' ~ IP  ~ II 
about fallcleaningand taking - h 0 r n . h l . I ~ l l  I 
the winter clothes out of by  Ga l l  K i lg ren635.3112~ J l  
storage, They also dream of 
seen the results of all of their dollar signsl 
voluntary labor and energy. 
l'hey have a great deal for 
which they can be proud. 
This was not done without 
trials and tribulations. There 
have been a lot of doors slamm- 
ed, blockages, and disappoint- 
ments. But being the determin- 
ed people that they are, they 
persevered and we now have a 
housing complex of which any 
city can be proud. 
"[his oculd not have been 
done without some controversy 
now and then, but because of 
the foresight of the people in- 
volved this has not been a deter- 
rent. Pioneering in anything has 
,ever been an easy job. 
Now that phase I1 is nearing 
completion, I 'm sure there will 
De more problems, both serious 
and minor. But we hope in 
working together they can be 
resolved. 
Again, many citizens join me 
in expressing our thanks to all 
Board members of this Twin 
River Estates complex, past and 
present. 
Yours Truly, 
Bettye Crosina. 
They finally have found 
something they not only enjoy 
doing while getting plenty of ex- 
ercise and fresh air, but also get 
paid for it as well. 
The elusive mushroom seems 
to be beckoning --  "Come find 
me, come find me" -- to 
housewives everywhere. It used 
to be you could phone someone 
up, say you're going to drop 
over for coffee and be welcom- 
ed with open arms. 
Not so in mushroom season! 
"Sorry, no time for coffee. 
Gotta clean house, get supper in 
the crockpot and off to...mum- 
ble, mumble . . . to  pick 
mushrooms. Maybe next week. 
Bye." 
I happened to be passing All 
Seasons Sports store the other 
day and saw some photographs 
in the window. They were big 
and bright and, on closer in- 
spection, I discovered they were 
of my cousins and their two lit- 
tle girls. 
They were taken at Ferry 
Island last fall when all the col- 
oured leaves had fallen. 
Beautiful photos! 
THORNHILL  ELEMEN-  
TARY SCHOOL NEWS 
BY BERNADETTE BUCK 
and CARLY  BEL INA 
Mr. Halfyard's and Mrs. 
Hedberg's grade 7 classes at 
Thornhill Elementary school 
had a readathon, it started 
Sept. 17 and ended on Sept. 22. 
Students and teachers ate their 
lunch in class and read silently 
for the duration of the lunch 
hour for one week. 
New teachers on staff at 
Thornhill Elementary school 
are: Mr. P. Furey (grades 6/7); 
Mr. P. Corcoran (grade 6); Miss 
C. Ferguson (grade 5); Miss C. 
Spence (grade 5); Miss M. 
Bowering (grade 4); and Miss L. 
MacGregor (music). Mr. Furey 
has started" the cross country 
running club. 
Students of the week were 
Chris Banner, Ken Halley, Ber- 
nadette Buck, Donnita Viennea, 
Patrick Jean, Melanie Ramsay, 
Kara Myhr, Darryl Todd and 
Shawn Toovey. 
The chess club started on 
Every little helps 
Did you 
know that... 
Courtesy Skeena Health Unit 
Did you  know that.., about 
half of the garbage we throw 
away is packaging. What a 
waste! Extra packaging is a 
waste of space in overflowing 
landfills and a waste of our 
limited natural resources. 
It is time to get package-wise 
when we grocery shop. Avoid 
over-packaged items. If you 
cannot recycle or reuse the 
package, consider another 
brand or form of the food in an 
acceptable package. 
Ret'y.¢le_ ..;r- z ,recyclable.  
packages ,are those, made of ~ 
paper, cardboard, glass and 
:aluminum or tin. Tetra packs 
are multi-layered and can't be 
ecycled. 
Iwo types of plastic con-. 
taine=s are currently recyclable: 
sort drink bottles and plastic 
milk jugs. Most stores already 
accept soft drink bottles. Plastic 
milk jugs are starting to be col- 
lected in some area. 
Plastics used to make clear 
containers, uch as those used in 
bakeshops and dells, bottles for 
oil, ketchup and mineral water, 
and styrofoam are not readily 
recyclable -- they may be col- 
lected, but will end up being 
stored somewhere. 
Sept. 24 for grade 7 students. 
Thanks For reading Around 
Thornh i l l  and until next week. 
keep smiling. G.K. 
Nirvana • Modern 
Metaphysics Courses 
Introduction to Metaphysics, Pro. 
gressive Metaphysics, Advanced Medita. 
tion 1 & 2, Stress and Relaxation Me(lita. 
tion, Progressive Meditation, Young Adult 
Courses, Spiritual Growth, Healing Group. 
6 Wk courses start October 1 
Registration by  September  24 
Pre.registration for each set. Space 
limited. For calendar and info. call 
Laurel at 635-7776 
. . - _  ~]~alIo.,~. 
• 635"6312 
.... OPENING IN OCTOBER! 
" Ter race 's  First 
"Fu l l  Feature"  
Balloon Store 
* Spectacular Decorating for every event or occaslonf 
Unloue Floral Designs 
,k Balloon Gift Wrapping (wrap your gift in a balloonl) 
., Birthday Fun Paks 
* Year Round Costume Rentals. Book now for Halloween. 
LIVEN UP YOUR NEXT OCCASION WITH USI 
~237 Kalum Terrace 
"I.....~ 
., .~ . . . . . .  ", . I "  " ~'  { +, . 
• , f 
Ct41LOblICLE 
,, _.'Tile 51:I 
"lllk 
if you use plastic and paper Try a block of cheese instead of 
bags, save them. Some stores individually wrapped slices. Br- 
recycle them. If not, at least ing your own container and buy 
reuse them. in bulk. 
Reuse  - -  why buy plastic 'Jr * * ~. 'k 
sandwich bags when you can get These changes may seem 
them for"fr~:e?'Plastic y0gUrt, .small, but i f  thousandso'of~ ~ "<;: ~ s.,: .:.:~ 
residents adopt them, they ~: 
make an impact on our garbage 
and a statement o companies 
and stores who provide ex- 
cessively packaged rood. An in- 
dividual can make a world of 
difference. 
You have heard of the three R 
rule: recycle, reuse and reduce. 
Here's to the fourth R - -  
responsibilty - -  for a greener 
Skeena Region and greener 
planet. 
What are your questions and 
concerns'?. Write us at: "Did 
You Know That" . . . ,  c /o  
Skeena Health Unit, 3412, 
Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., 
VgG 4T2 
and margarine tubs are great for 
storing leftovers or packing lun- 
ches in. Paper bags can be used 
to wrap parcels for mailing. 
Glass jars are attractive con- 
tainers for foods purchased in 
bulk. 
Reduce  - -  plastic wraps 
and/or waxed paper are pro- 
bably found in every household. 
They 'can be replaced with 
reusable plastic containers and 
glass jars. For microwave cook- 
ing, use glass lids instead of 
plastic wrap. 
Avoid individually wrapped 
items. Buy food in large con- 
tainers and refill a reusable 
small container for daily use. 
c .~7: : ,  
t:AI I'l IN flICKS IN 'IIIF ONI:-WOMAN I'I!IU:L)IIMANCI- 
PALM TREES 
Ih' ( ;ORI )t)N I IAI.I t)RAN ANI} t :Arrl.IN I lICKS 
A Terrace Concert Society Production 
FRIDAY, OCT, 19 at 8:00 P.M. - R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Tickets: Adults - -  $12.00 Tickets available at 
Students/Seniors - -  $8.00 Erwins Jewellers and 
Co-sponsored by McEwan G.M. & The Terrace Standard Kermodel Trading. 
S UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 I.alo.'lsl: Ave.ue 
Phone 6'l'~ ():{O2 
. . . .  II;-) 
cS@":  ' ""-.'@t<>. 
:>Y 0"~ ,t "~;E./ , . ~.~ ~'? ,~" 
• f - ,  ~ / i "  ' ,.-~..'.'~,D i 
• ~. . . , :~ . ,  % '7" ,  . , . .  • , :  • 
[ .h ;12r l se l J  l l l e l r l l s , j s  
HOURS: 
Monday 
to Saturday 
7 am.  - 8 :30 p.m. 
Sunday & 
Holidays 
8 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
600D FAMILY DININ6 AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
THE PROPOSED GST. FIND WHAT'S 
;::.., GOING ON. AND COMING OFF. i 
i i i ,i!ii ii,!!!!iZ!ill i i i i!,:i i !i,  !i !ili !il, i iiiii!ii ! !i ! 
~%~ : ;~ i~ i i : i i i i~ ; i i i i~ i ! i ;S~~i i~!~ ~ ~J  Theanswer is toca l l ,  v ::,!::: ;:7: 
/ I ?;.~,:.:'~;~i..-~:~:':;!'.'~.::y:~>~:. e.V : ' . :%:;  .;'.,'::%, ~V~')I -Z  ~uvu,. ~ ,  ~u,  ,ou , , ,~ .  ,, ,,,-,.,, , , . ,uv, ,  v , , ,~ . -  i 
..i. , .  .~i{~(~}~:~!~``~!ii!!`~:i~!!!~]~]:~ii~;~:.~`:]!!~i~{~`:(i!~`i~!~!~i~]i~!.i!~ii~ii`~]~,i~]~ ~'~ " ' ' * l  AovelnmentofOanada GouvernementduCanada : : '  !]ii" : i -  : '  
. : , /  Canada :: :" 
; , I .. ,WE START SE rING YOU 
I I I 
" " ' 9 P.M. ,.~,.: MON - -  TUES - -  WED ---SAT . .8  A,M, "-- 6 P ,M,  THURS --.FRI 8 A ,M, - ' ;  "~ 
:Child carseat 
check rated a 
i igreat success 
' :)ISo successful was the recent 
~hild car seat safety check, the Thereiore the health unit will 
SinceRe Health Unit is already likely repeat it next year, timing 
thinking in terms of the next the event to coincide with the 
one ,  says the event's co- annual provincial car scat cam- 
0~dinator. paign. In an effort to make the 
!~Noting 30 vehicles had drop- event bigger and better, she said 
I~:~d by  the ICBC claims centre community groups would be en- 
itPhavetheir car seats inspected, couraged to get involved as = 1 ~ . ~  
...... : Eynn~Lalonde :said that. figure :wel l .  : , . . . . . . . . .  
ill :: was higher than the corporation, uther ~deas under considera- had expected, based on the tion incluoe organizing simimr ~ . 
resu l t s 'o f  similar events 
elsewhere in theprovince. 
~.~!iThat turnout, coupled with 
the interest shown by parents 
:who took part ',They were 
really positive about the infor- 
mation we gave them" - -  sug- 
gested residents appreciated the 
opportunity to ensure their 
child seats were correctly install- 
ed. : ~ :  ' :  
i:Aithough no serious pro- 
b lems were found with the 
vei~i~les calling in at the centre, 
L'alonde said those checking the 
car seats found "something not 
qu i te  right" in most cases and 
thaf :further underlined the 
value of the exercise. 
: The most frequently detected 
error was in installation of the 
: tether straps. These run from 
:: the top o f  the child carrier but 
Often they had not been proper- 
ly anchored to the floor behind 
the main seat. 
.... Another  common fault was 
: harnesses ( eat belt straps) that 
were too loose creating the 
: possib i l i ty  a child would slide 
Straight out of the carrier in a 
checks in other communities in
the northwest and incorporating 
information on child cai" seats 
into pre-natal classes. By doing 
the latter, she said, prospective 
parents would have the infor- 
mat ion  they needed "before 
they have the baby rather than 
after." 
Pointing out the average in- 
spection had taken about 20 
minutes, Lalonde commended 
the nine volunteers who had 
taken part for their efforts• The 
Thornhill Junior Secondary 
school's CounterAttack club 
had als0 done a good job keep- 
ing the kids entertained, she ad- 
ded. 
Also on hand for the event 
was RCMP Cst. Ken Harkness. 
Maintaining the rule of thumb 
when purchasing a child seat 
should be " I f  it's not approved 
(to CSA standards), don't use 
it," he also warned against 
picking up second-hand seats• 
Not only might it be impossible 
to tell if it was approved, but 
there could also be unseen 
damage from mishandling or a 
previous accident, he explained. 
• , ~--"~_~ '~ ~ ~ - .~  ..  RAVEL . .  ~ ~,,~ :=~,.~..,-~- ~.o 
, ~ . .  ~ : . .  - -~ .  
,s~o,~.~ ALK, ~.~_ ~ 
~ ~ ..,,~ ~ -~--,o ,~ _~':,~, 
'. ,: ::" - , ~:~;',..'.:':." ~ , y 
These book ings  can be  made at an b:avel agent  In the c i ty '-~-" ,, 
GOING TO AUSTRALIA THIS WINTER, GET YOUR EAST-WEST 
AIR PASS FOR AS LOW AS 450.00 
TRY CUBA FOR A VACTIONll] 
Booking now can save you up to 200.00 per couple. 
AMERICAN AIRLINES NOW HAVE DIRECT FLIGHTS FROM VANCOUVER 
- PALM SPRINGS BEGINNING OCTOBER 1 
"k 'A" "A" 'A" ' k  
THERE ARE SILL CHEAP FARES TO EUROPE FOR THE FALL 
London - 628,00, Frankfurt 719.00, departures out of Vancouver. 
"k 'A" 'A" "A" "k 
GOING TO HAWAII IN THE NEW YEAR? 
Air only for 369.00!!! Instant purchase. Packages also available. 
• k'k W ~'k 
TRY THE 0RIENT! 
16 days escorted, first class accomodations for 2799,00 
PALM $PIIINP,$ THIS FALLlll 
Save up to $240.00 per couple, Prices from $499,00 including 
air and hotel for 1 week. Departures from Vancouver, 
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
~~--~ Skeena Mall 
' 635-6181 
',rr,c.S'a°'ar° W,'n,,'a, Oi,'.,' ""O,P,."" 
,4 ,  NIRVANA MODERN il 
/~ \ .  METAPHYSIC ENTRE COURSES, ~ 
/ /  i \ Open Channel reader, books, , 
/ i \ tapes, crystals, oils : 
/ " ! 3 . .d .=e,  
( '~" '~""~- - -V  OPENING OCTOBER I 
3611 Cottonwood Crescent - 635.7776 
CHECKING IT OUT. Thirty peo- 
ple took advantage of the recent 
child car seat safety check to 
get some good advice from 
those on hand. Abo~,e, Cst. Ken 
Harkness takes Karen Wood- 
cock through a video presenta- 
tion outlining what can happen 
when the seat is not properly in- 
stalled. While Mum was getting 
the relevant information, son 
Tyler found all the activity ab- 
solutely fascinating and was 
quick to point it out to his Thor- 
nhill Jr. Secondary CounterAt- 
tack club "babysitter". That's 
Skeena Health Unit nursing ad- 
ministrator Rose Dreger in the 
background checking out the 
vehicle. 
'I~4 DO IT UP 
~'~ RIGHT, BC 
III, 
Prate H/m ~ He~ Sanctuary... 
Come jo in us as ,we ded icpte  OLJr new bui ld ing 
: ",;:~: ........ 7 ~:~' Sunday,  October  7, 1990 .... 
~:::.::==~:~c;:i:~ i ~_-:i:i.::-..:==:- .......... a t  2;30.P.m. 
' '  !! i :~ ):.;:;'! i i~51 JEby  Street, ~err0_~_c.e, B.C. i J_J::: ~:~::ii 
:!i ii/. i~il ~ I
Reverend Lester M;arkham, District Super in tendent  - Guest  Speaker  
Recept ion  to  fol low 
Time is Running Out.t 
The Wise Clearout ison now, 
but when the 1990's are gone, 
the 1990 prices will be gone. 
Buy • .~ i  The Wise _ 
Clearout Marathon 
EndsSaturday 
0ctober6[   Oe  rA-d tor 
~~Spec ia l  Prices, Special Hours 
i~ ~e hwest [ l~  Dealers 
• I I . sk i l sF i rdSat ,~L(  • K:t i tnFc. 'dS- ' , le .~i . td.  i ,  ~ . '~, ' . . . . . .  ' :  ' ' ' ' 
• . Kil.h, at . . .  'tr'£ ~ !|,,,'1~.~ Lake 
' S' I Itl I r Nont lc  I:Ord/.~|ereur!' Sa les  
 TERRACE CO-OP....WE START SERVING YOU AT 8 A.M.!! ~ :',~ MoN - "rUES--WED -- SAT 8 A .M. -  6 -- F 8 A .M. -  9 P.M. 
" i t 
( 
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Carruthers:Research r sults •p • "ubtish d " ' 
_ ~ ~,~. . (~~m~m..  
Dabble and.Bruce Carruthers 
have every reason to be proud 
of their son Vern whose latest 
successes include the publica- 
tion of one of his research 
papers and securing a post- 
doctorate research fellowship at 
Rockefeller University in 
Manhattan. 
Vern was nine months old 
when the family moved here in 
1964. His schooling began with 
kindergarten at Vi Keenleyside's 
followed by the old Kalum 
school, Clarence Michiel, 
Skeena Jr. Secondary and final- 
ly Caledonia where he 
graduated in 1981. 
From there it was on to the 
University of Victoria where he 
retired his BSc in microbiology 
and biochemistry in 1985. He 
will add a PhD to that -- from 
the University of Western On- 
tario --  in February of next 
year. 
In 1988 Vern spent three 
months in the northwestern 
African country of Gambia 
where he researched iseases 
under the sponsorship of the 
Health Council of Canada. One 
of 'the research papers that 
resulted has now been published 
by the Journal of Cell Biology 
and Biochemistry. 
He is now off to Rockefeller 
University where he will spend 
three years researching 
molecular biology and 
parasitology and will deliver 
some lectures to the 
undergraduates on those sub- 
jects. 
Upon completion, he plans to 
return to Canada s an assistant 
professor but he hasn't yet 
selected the university. 
His professor says Vern's 
dedication and hard work have 
put him in the best position any 
student could be in at this point 
in time. 
• k -k * "k * 
The Carruthers family also 
recently celebrated another big 
day in Vern's life -- his mar- 
riage to Cindy McKay, daughter 
of Stewart and Rose Jean 
McKay of Sarnia, Ont. 
The lovely out-door wedding 
took place Aug. 30 at the Leslie 
Perrin estate on the university 
grounds. Standing in on Vern's 
side was brother Clint while 
Cindy's bridesmaid was a class 
mate from Australia. The recep- 
tion followed on the estate, the 
many guests enjoying a buffet- 
style meal. 
After a two week honey- 
moon, the couple got busy 
preparing for the move to 
Manhattan where Cindy plans 
to take a position as research 
assistant in genetics. 
Cindy will receive her Masters 
in microbiology and 
biochemistry from the Universi- 
ty of Western Ontario next 
February. 
** -k**  
A little announcement of a 
new arrival: Brenda and Brian 
Short (Brian is Mary Alice 
Short's son) of Prince George 
have just been blessed with a 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS.../F 
YOU KNOW THE 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess'is the right person to 
help you find a place in your new 
community, 
Karen 638-0707 
Katharln 635-7504 
Brenda-Lee 635-2605 
girl. Fay Andrea was born Sept. OF 3 and weighed in at 81bs. 8ozs. 
A new sister for Christine, War- 
ren and Jenny, Fay is named 
after her grandfather of Bethel, 
Alaska. 
Brenda and Brian are ap- 
parently very happy living in 
Prince George where he works 
for the city. They have just pur- 
chased five acres of land and 
now have a horse. Congratula- 
tion.s to them both. 
With the lovely weather 
around, have you been out bird 
watching? Some of the people 
who are involved in the Boxing 
Day bird count say there are 
between 40 and 65 different 
species out there. Hov~ many 
different ones have you spot- 
ted? 
• k * "k "k * 
l see many of you were out 
last Tuesday evening to greet 
premier Bill Vander Zalm and 
his cabinet. The town hall 
meeting was attended by a very 
large crowd and local residents 
had an opportunity to talk to 
the premier about their con- 
cerns. 
But I think even more local 
people should have come out 
because really, what better way 
is there to air your concerns or 
those of the community than 
face-to-face? 
• * "k "k "k 
Yvonno Moon /'I 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK will be home for the next three years for 
Crystal and Vern Carruthers, seen above after their wedding on the 
grounds of the University of Western Ontario. 
Happy birthdays for *****  
September to the following peo- HELPI Would anyone have a 
pie at Terraceview: Tom Dennis Friendship Muffin starter? 
who was 71 on Sept. 12; Donald Please phone me at 638-0423. 
Letendre, 64 on Sept. 24; and 
John Olson, 69 on Sept 30. *****  
And, of course, to any of the Just a little reminder to 
staff who might 1also have everyone they are invited to join 
celebrated a birthday during the in on the 75th anniversary 
month, celebrations at the Sacred Heart 
Good health to all. Parish. 
JOY 
Baby'm Name: Sylvle Anna Marie Gour 
Date & Tim of Biflh: September 6, 1990 at 1:10 pm 
WldlIM:. 8 bs 11 ozi Daa: Female 
PmntJ: Paul & Use Gour 
Baby's Name: Nathan Anthony Bernard Soucle ' 
Dale & 'llma of Birth: September 7 1990 at 3:04 pm 
Weight:. 8 Ibs. 13 oz. Sex: Male 
Pamnte: Ben & Laura 
Baby's Nam: Kalen Edk Inoebrlotson 
Date & Time of Birth: September 8, 1990 at 7:59 pm 
W~IIM: 8 Ibs. 2 oz. Sex: Male 
Pemm: Craig & Madlyn Ingebdgtson 
P-,by'e Ham: Klrstln Use 
Date & Time of Birth: September 11, 1990 
WeigM: 7 Ibs. 10 oz. Sex: Female 
Pmnte: Tony & Renee PItzoff 
20%OFF 
' playrnobil 
Oct. 3 - 9 
GINGERBREAD PLAYHOUSE 
Skeena Mal l  635-5236 
Debora Broadhead, 
Christine Brophg Ruby W am, 
Dons Nichell, Ron Hart, Edward I o, 
Jo eVance, Rozetta Racher 
Belang:c:rNt keyedUp Won 
s500worth F Chewon gasoline. 
. , . ,  - . 
You Cou ld~ too. All you have to do is insert the Che~n Key you  
received in the mail into the"KeyToYourTown Pump" game at the station. 
You'll find out instantly if you're eligible to win $1, S2, $5, $10, or S20 in 
cash.Or $500 worth of Chevron gasoline.The odds are prettygood-you 
have a one-in-ten chance of driving off with a prize. Start playingtoday. 
Must be 19 years or older resident of B,C, to enter, Skill-testing question must be correctly answered in order to win. Contest closes October 14,1990. 
No purchase necessary. Rules available at participating Chevron retailers. 
Chevron.Your Town Pump. 
[" "-"" M'Of---'T"UES'---~/VED'~ SAT 8 A'M.- 6 P.M. THURS--FR' 8 A.M.--9 p.M. I 
iOursociety has an obsession 
with grass - -  not the wild and 
wonderful meadow gfass, that 
pncks up the rythm of the wind 
arid provides helter to all man- 
ner of rodents and insects, but 
the dense, uninteresting V~lety 
that lies prone like a giant green 
rug and provides habitat for lit, 
tie ~ more than the worms that 
ooze from their dank., tunnels 
and slide about on it afte'r dark. 
To maintain these dull swards :, 
we. dish out big bucks for 
lawnmovers then proceed to 
• foul the air with noise and 
,fumes. Inevitably. Ma Nature 
- -who  loathes uniformity - -  
will see that a dandelion springs 
up in a sunny corner of the lawn 
o r that a patch of moss or some 
mushrooms occupy a shadier 
section . . . .  
This declaration of diversity 
by forces natural inevitably br- 
ings on a declaration of war by 
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:T, ush green fields conflict 
the lawntender who then mar- 
shalls the support of an army of 
defoliants to erradicate the un- 
suspecting plant; 
But how offensive are the vic- 
tims of these chemical Often- 
sires? What is a d~ab blade of 
grass compared to the brilliance 
,of a dandelion? Children can't 
peel back a grass stem and 
evoke all manner of raucous 
sounds by blowingon it, disfavour, by  allowing 
Does anyone put grass in 
their salads? When was the last 
time you drank a delightful 
goblet of gras~ wine? Can you 
blow on a blade of grass and 
watch while its seeds are 
parachuted over the landscape 
on a breath of wind? 
Hardly. 
Sadly, it is this clever method 
o f  seed dispersal that brings an 
extra burden of grief upon the 
poor dandelion. Nobody, it 
seems, wants to curry social 
his 
his dandelions to infect 
neighbour's lawn ........... 
It's not enough that we spend 
so much attention on the grass 
surrounding our home, but on 
the weekends when we're ahead 
on our lawn maintenance, we 
seek out other closely cropped 
green pastures to recreate upon. 
Soccer, baseball, football are 
all played out on grass tur f - -  at 
least the amateur versions are. 
And there's also golf, the sport 
that not only requires the most 
mandeered golf carts, the mask- 
ed Mohawk nose to nose with a 
downy-faced young soldier - -  
grew out of" problems arising 
from a proposed golf course x- ~ 
pension. 
"People are getting killed 
because boys want to run 
around and play golf," said 
Mohawk leader Harvey Nichols 
• defiantly. 
carefully manicured, but the At the same time a demand 
largest lawns of all. for two golf courses led to the 
Because of the size of the  Battle of Boundary Bay. There, 
tamed and truncated 
wildernesses golfers need, and 
the demands being put on an 
evershrinking landbase, golf 
courses have been a focus of in- 
tense concern lately. In eke the 
tragic conflict that brought' 
those stark images to our televi- 
sion screens and the front pages 
of our newspapers - - the war- 
riors armed with automatic 
rifles on patrol in corn- 
d i sagreements  between 
developers who thought the 
critical, irreplaceable habitat 
belonging to 310 species - -  1.5 
million migratory birds in all - -  
were secondary to their profit 
motivation, reached a flash- 
point when some of those birds 
were killed and mutilated by the 
forces of growth. 
And, closer to home we have 
the smaller, but no less critical 
skirmish over the annexation of 
Lakelse lands for yet another 
golf course. Here the developer 
has been beaten back from the 
vital wetlands he coveted and 
plans to put his 18 holeron a 
clear cut that was fine habitat 
prior to being logged. 
It happens that the prospec, 
tire course lies in the traditional 
migratory path of the grizzly 
bears who annually shuffle 
down the  mountain draws 
toward Skully Creek in search 
of salmon. What do you think 
fate will decree to the giant 
bears that come lumbering 
across the 9th green while some 
unsuspecting golfer is lining up  
a putt? 
Grass --  we slave over it, 
recreate upon it, fight pitched 
battles over it, and then, at the 
end of the day, when all is said 
and done, we insist on lying 
under it. 
/ [1  PORTS NEW' 
-SPORTSCOPE- 
Cal kickers 
bag opener 
CALEDONIA'S Kermode 
boys soccer team busted out 
of a 1-1 halftime deadlock in 
their season opener last week 
against Kitimat, and romped 
on ahead to a 4-1 victory. 
The Sept. 27 duel pitted 
the Kermodes against 
Kitimat's Mount Elizabeth 
Rowdies in a closely con- 
tested game. Rick Dhami put 
Caledonia on the board first, 
but an answering Kitimat 
goal left the teams tied at one 
going into the second half. 
The disciplined Kermode 
boys squad weren't about to 
leave the game to chance and 
cluickly de flaf~dd? ',~'it he 
Rowdies' hopes. The Ker- 
modes' Morton Feddersen, 
lured Ewart and Richie Pint- 
toni took turns at the Kitimat 
net, hammering in three 
unanswered goals within 15 
minutes. 
The game marked the first 
of the season for the Ker- 
mode boys, with regular 
games to be played between 
them and senior boys teams 
in Kitimat, Prince Rupert 
and Aiyansh. About a month 
from now the four northwest 
teams will playoff for the 
right to attend the provincial 
championships Nov. 8-10 in 
Kamloops. 
Coach Mike Brady said the 
team will likely be strong 
contenders for the zone title 
this year. Most of the Ker- 
modes played together on the 
Western Seaboard men's 
league team that won the 
regular season league cham- 
pionship this summer. 
" I t 's  looking pretty good 
so far," he said of the team's 
zone playoff hopes. "But 
time will tell. We'll see what 
happens come playoffs." 
Team w, ns 
for goalie 
A BENEFIT hockey tourna- 
ment in honour of a local 
goalie who died this year in a 
mill accident succeeded in 
raising money for his baby 
daughter. 
The Sept. 19 tournament 
drew nine teams from across 
the northwest and was held 
in honour  of  Todd 
Gieselman, ~who died this 
summer when the tire from a 
Letourneau log stacker fell 
on him. 
Gieselman was the goalie 
for the local Inn of the West 
team, who went undefeated 
at the tournament, defeating 
a Smithers team in the final 
for the top spot. 
The Terrace Chiefs came 
uP with a first place finish in 
the 'B' division, and 'C'  divi- 
sion action saw Fraser Lake 
knock off Stewart. 
Back at the basket 
HOLY LEAPING LAY-UPS! Yes, the local hoopsters are back warming up for a new season of 
men's basketball eague action. Four teams are involved this year, organizers say, and final 
deadline for-signup is tomorrow night, when the draft takes place. Last minute entrants can get 
involved by contacting Doug McKay at 635-2521 or Richard Klein at 635-6636. 
I 
New gym 
essential 
TERRACE - -  A building for 
the Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
Club is essential if the club is to 
stay alive, its new head coach 
says. 
Pat McRoberts became head 
coach of the club this summer. 
The 38-year-old professional 
gymnastics instructor moved 
here from a similar position at a 
club in Grande Prairie, Alta. 
He said the Grande Prairie 
club experienced an incredible 
'..boom as soon as its clubhouse 
was built. "We went from a 
$24,000-a-year budget o more 
than $140,000 within three years 
of getting the building," he 
said. The Peaks currently use 
the gymnasium at Clarence 
Michiel Elementary School. 
The club has just begun the 
ground-breaking for the foun- 
dation of the new building, 
after getting final approval 
from the regional district to 
build it as an addition to the 
Thornhill Community Centre. 
The club has raised nearly 
$50,000 for the construction 
and expects to get provincial 
government grants to match 
much of the remaining costs. 
"A building here is definitely 
the club's first priority," 
McRoberts aid. " It  has to hap- 
pen. Otherwise the club won't 
stay here - -  it'll dissappear as 
the kids go into other things - -  
and 1 won't stay here either." 
McRoberts built the club in 
Grande Prairie up to an im- 
pressive level, and had one girl 
go to the national champion- 
ships last year. But he predicted 
it will be some time before this 
club is at that level, noting the 
development of the Grande 
Prairie club took seven years. 
"We need to consolidate 
what we've got before going 
after more," he said. "When 
we get a building, that's when 
more prograrhs will be in place 
and there will be more oppor- 
tunities for the kids." 
As the competitive=girls'~'get ~~ 
older, he added, they may:geta-: 
chance to take over parts of the 
club programs, such as the 
teaching of recreational gym- 
nastics programs. McRoberts 
said that was an important part 
of the success in Grande Prairie 
- -  creating jobs within the club 
for the older girls. 
McRoberts also said the club's 
equipment is deteriorating 
because of the extra wear of set- 
ting it up each time. 
He said some of the equip- 
ment they have - -  such as the 
club's spring floor - -  is very 
specialized and can't be used at 
the school gym. "That's a 
$10,000 piece of equipment, but 
we can't use it right now 
because it takes too long to set 
up." 
"For the gymnasts to get bet- 
ter, they can only progress to a 
certain level until we have a 
building to ourselves," he add- 
ed. "And without a facility 
we're pushing the injury risk 
farther." 
Karate kids in Japan 
TERRACE-- Twolocal karate master instructor, of the Chito They are to train in 
competitors are now in Japan to 
study under their discipline's 
highest-ranking karate master. 
Terrace's Calen McNeil, 19, 
and Steve Carelius, 20, left a 
week ago to train under 
Chitoshe - -  the Soke sensei, or 
Ryu-style karate movement. 
The two were recommended 
by the Terrace-Kitimat club's 
top instructor ,  David 
Akutugawa, who many regard 
as Canada's top Chito-Ryu 
karate authority. 
Northmen to Hawaii 
TERRACE - -  The: Terrace 
Northmen rugby squad leaves 
tomorrow for the Hawaii Harle- 
quins World Invitational Tour- 
nament in Honolulu. 
Tenth spokesman David Hull 
we'll overcome all obstacles." 
The Northmen play their first 
game in the 32-team rugby tour- 
nament's round robin schedule 
on Sunday. The championship 
says a total Of 28 iiorthwest round begins Oct. i 1, wrapping 
residents, including 17 team up withthe final game on Oct. 
players, are making the trip. 13. 
"It 's not as •much :depth as "We're playing at Kapolani 
' '  H" we'd really like to have - - in  Park, ull added. "That's the 
case of injuries;" be'said, "but one that Magnum P.I. used to 
I 'm sure in the face of adversity, fly his kitem," 
Kumamoto, Japan, for at least 
six months, and possibly as long 
as a year, local club spokesman 
Joe Zucchiatti said. 
Carelius and McNeil are to 
work with Ryuichi Nakamura 
- -  who visited Terrace club last 
month - -  and the rest of the 
Japanese national karate team 
under the supervision of 
Chitoshe. 
Zucchiatti said the city of 
Kumamoto  is steeped in 
Japanese samurai and karate 
martial arts history, and is 
regarded as a near.mecca by en- 
thusiasts in the sport. 
i'Kumamoto is the hotbed," 
he said. "They have the best 
fighters - -  both today and 
historica!!y --  and they have a 
real tradRion in martial arts." 
A FINE FINISH to a vaulting routine gets 14-year-old Peaks gym- 
nast Altna Owens good marks from her coach, Pat McRoberts. New 
to the club, he says the Peaks plan to build a gym in Thornhill is 
crucial to the club's success and survival. 
i 
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NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
/ 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS -- lO FT. SHEAR I ~ :: 
~,~.~~,  200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS I I ~ ;~ 
I ~ ~  ~ '~ . . . . . . .  / (604)e~s.a47e I I 
~ ~/~/~ ~ I / I  ....... / 4575 LOWRIE AVENUE I I 
LUJ A(~ I I / I ' "  TERRACE, e.c, ve,G 3V8 I 
! 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre!  
Call anyone of our Advertisin8 Consultants today! 
~T ERRACE STA NIDARI~ SERVING TH[ IERRACE AREA 
i 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
u # # 
) 4~ ~ R E C K I N G  
~'~f~' . "  Auto Parts - Accessories - Generators 
Stariers . Transmissions - Motors. Body Paris 
635-6837 635-9383 
Parts 24 Hr, Towing 
4129 Sub Station Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3W6 
Out of Town Calls 1.800-663-8151 
SUMMER SPECIAL! 
SOFA AND CHAIR 
s54"95 c r ets 
Check our rates for other furnllure and a p 
[ ,NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
!!,!',~.i!!i,..i.. !': 635"3944"  . . . .  
let's talk 
• Portable radios 
• Marine radios 
• Mountain top repeaters 
e~kl  D L A N  ~ dealer  
Nodhland ,~oo~ o.~ ^~..o. 
Communications. 638-0261 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
River's Edge ,.;ontracting 
t 
: ~ % , 
reasonable 
specialty 
#112-4619 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace 
phone 635,630 ~, 
~i :  i ' i  ( :<~( i i~ i i  ~ i i :  • . . . .  ~ 
rates Iiouriy or Contract 
buckets, backhoe, post hole auger, 
6" & 8" bits, snowclearing 
F INEST ESCORT SERVICE  
We Pamper & Tease 
'Cause We Aim To Please 
635-5323 
TERRACE 
Main offlco GRAND OPENING LOok for 
Fort St. John Dawson Creek 
~s5.2e~9 SPECIAL 782-1132 
PROFESSIONAL HAIRSTYLING 
& ESTHETIC SERVICES 
• IvIAMCU~ES * MA~-UP • FACIALS 
• $CULPrURED NAES • PEDICURES 
• EYELASH A EYEBROW TINTING 
BODY& FACtAI. HA]g REMOVAL 
' ~bgx im ::;it ~ooJ 
PHONE 635-4997:' ,"~; ~ ..=.PLUS ; ~-:!,41tri!; 
4652 LazelIe Avenue, :' • T/~NNING"& 'I:0NING! 
Terrace. B.C. 
V8G I Sb Total Beauty & Filness Care 
INSULATE YOUR HOME BEFORE WINTER 
WITH NEW IMPROVED CELLULOSIC RBRE INSULATION 
I ~1HJoII Thernml I-v;I Non-irrilaling I-V'I Chemical Stability 
Vahm I ~] Non-corrosive M Dimensional Sial)lilly 
[ v:] Fire Resislant i ~'] Non-loxic [~] LightweioIiI 
[~JFireConlainment [v'lFtlllOi Resistant [~lHigh AcousticaIVahle 
Vahm I ~*;IVermin Resistant 
I A BEFORE YOU INSUI.ATF CALL 
SKEENA COMFORT INSULATORS LTD. 
635-6141 
. • : '  : ,~ . .  
• . , , i~  ~. ~. 
-~,..~ • BALLOON DECORATING. 
~ .-..~/~-~Z ,FOR ALL OCCASIONS[ ~ * " '~e~.  
,q~ Novelty Balloon O Grams 
~l  w ~ *Birthday Clown Pack ~ ,TA'% ~ c
.if '~lJl~" ~ *Promotional Window Displays 
, ~,~,:." ....... "Much much more• "~. '"~"~1}~ 
"~.~¢'+~d~:,!~i~.;'~::').~;'" (mln 24 hour notice) " 
~..~l~l~'Z;'~,;~'~ ;'' PARTY COSTUME RENTALS 
~: " , :~  ~. BOOK NOW BEAT THE RUSHt 
6 3 5 " b 3 1 1  No. 1-3237 Kalum Ave. • Terrace, B.C. j 
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave,, Terrace 
Directors :  
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
sronz' pteques 24  HOUR 
& monuments Answering and Pager service #A 
Weddings 
Portraits 
Family Portraits 
5 Min. Passports 
Dry Mounting 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Edition Prints 
Laminating 
Bateman - Branders 
Bama- Doolittle 
Lester - Danby 
Kennedy -Isaac 
Frederick - Parker 
Jan's P~o O~ 
4609 Lil(~.~I Av~ 
Terrace l l l k l l l l  
Terrace, Kit[mat, Smitkers I~7.I~.,~JIIAA Funeral Semce 
River's Edge Contracting ~ P,=o,u~, , . , - - ,  - - - , - - , - - -  ,~ ,~ 
#112-4619 Lazello Ave., 
Terrace TERRACE TRUCK RENTALS 
~~#' I~ phone 635-6309 ~411~_t "Mov ing vans  
"passenger vans 
reasonable rates -- hourly or contract 
specialty buckets, backhoe, post hole auger, eplck-up trucks 
. . . .  635 -:3127 
6"& 8" bits, snowclearing 
TERRACELTD. 
,'~ , , , ~ ~  Specializing in 
".,~, ~ Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries 
~1% ~ and other memorable occasions 47 t 1 A KEITH AVE. 
. ' \~ :11111~ Real Estate, Insurance. inventory. TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1 K5 ,~11 t. 
" '~1~=,1~" I1~ end Video Editing PH. 638-1166 O': :: ~ ;4 ; ;  ; ; I
Ran Clark UR Drotectlon 
Terrace. B,C. Phone 635-2001 AUtO Glass , t  Windshields $1,o00  e I 
,,,. Glass Medic Repairs 
Specialists ¢ I .C.B.C. claims 
Terrace Electric and Heating 
/---~.NCIoss "A" Electrical Contractor 
.:, ~ J.S. PALAHICKY 
i.-- ..= 
Phone: 638-8406 - Fax: 638-8407 
4908 Loml~y Avenue. Terrace, B.C, V8G 4N5 : 
• . ;} :, 
Summit Glass [ 
& Service Ltd. 
ALL TYPES OF GLASS 
Store Fronts ICBC Claims 
COMPETITIVE PRICING 
Serving Burns Lake to Kttimst 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-667-4464 
Hazelto~. B.C. 
i 
D J M l l t t ' l~& 
TRANSPORTATION 
_~SYSTEMS LTD.~ 
Daily freight service ex Van©otlvM 
. TEL:°(604) 635-2728 ~. .... 
WG&I f  ' 1311;BUIKEB'URNST.. TERRACE, 8'C' ": , " l 
: Donations crucial 
• . ,  .," . . -  . ~ . . 
:, ::: :'. B y M A R ¥  ANN BUROETT • ' ,' . . -~-~"~ 
:'~The;:N0rthern B,C Winter: O ~ l ~ e ~  ( ~  
: :;: GameS:"ex¢c~tive .:expresses its • ' 
~ : ;sin~er~ thfinks to all the people 
U=date: - .whose help and co-operati0n ' NOR1HERN BC WINTER GAMES ; ' went: into the telethon., : : - , ', . . . .  = , 
The participants ,have been ' . ,, ' i I [ l l l~NI t~gtqg l :  i 
: tremendous, the workers •most., ' " . . . . .  : :~ 
: w i]!!ng.and o f  course without .Preparation, ..and. s0meof'~the 
:, : the supportersit could not  have ...many..p0ssible ways you can  
happened.'. ": , :  ~".:.  : . '  : :ass is t , 'would be:to':become~a 
: :" For anyone ,who has: not yet "'Fdend, .of: the Games;'; :-a 
i. senVin,thejr laledgd; all monies,, :"Sponsor'.'i~ Or a.,~'Patron":"A 
':/: , :will' be,: accepted atthe winter patron is anyone who donates 
; gamesoffide On Keith Avenue. $5'000 or  better to the winter 
I f  you have any questions o r  games. ; ' :  " 
concerns, just give Marge a call So far Terrace Minor Hockey 
atthe office, at 635-1991. and the B.C. Government" TRY 
Whi le discussing funds and program are conf i rmed 
the telethon it would seem to be "Patrons" and will have their 
an appropr ia te  ~ t ime to pictures in the local papers, 
recognize the chairm~n o f  the receiving a certificate of thanks 
fund-raising committee for the presented uring the games, will 
wint.er games,  Campbe l l  have a flag flown in their 
Stewart, and the cha[rperson of ihonour  at the open ing 
the telethon, Gail Appletbn, ceremonies, be noted on a 
Both these people are extremely poster at each game venue and 
efficient workers - -  well have the admiration and ap- 
organized and for these winter preciation of the people in this 
games, as at all other times, area for their generous con- 
very dedicated to the communi- tribution. 
ty, especially in activities involv- A sponsor is anyone who 
ing the youth of the area. donates $2,000 - $4,999 to the 
Thank you to both and all games. A sponsor is looked 
members of your committees upon as having purchased one 
for what you have already ac- of the events and will have a 
complished, and for what we large banner with their name on 
know Will be forthcoming bet- it at the event site, a picture in 
we'en: now and that first the paper, and a certificate of 
weekend in February. appreciation along with the 
**  **  * recognition and thanks of the 
Fund-raising •is a most impor- people of the community. Spon- 
tant aspect of the games sors so far confirmed are: All 
West Gloss, Campl~ell Stewart. 
Ent . -A  & W; ,  B.C .  Rai l : ; :  
Wightman and Srtiith Insurance 
Agencies~ Century 21, and Sight ~, 
and Sound. I , ' ;i 
: Friends o f  the'games~arc lso 
welcomed and appreciated in ~ 
various ways for their donations 
of, up to  $2,000. Confirmed in  
this category at the time of 
Writing are: ~ Acadia Heating; 
Ventilation and Gas Installa- 
tions Ltd., Roman Pelletier, 
Richards Cleaners, Dr. Harry 
Mm'phy,  Northwest  Con-  
so l idated  Supp ly  L td . ,  
Wireways Elec. Ltd., Convoy 
Supply Ltd., The Fabric Bouti- 
que, Copperside Stores, Terrace 
Builders, Terrace Travel Ltd., 
and Halfyard, O'Byrne and 
Wright brstrs. & solctrs. 
If you would like to become a
friend, sponsor or a patron, a 
call to the games office would 
set the ball rolling and your con- 
tribution to your town and your 
games would be most ap- 
prec iated.  " • . • 
Until next week, remember - -
Terraccis terrific, and so will be 
the first weekend in February. 
Your help and cooperation will 
make it so. 
' )  
• . . 
FALt IS IN THE AIR - BUT THAT DOESN'T MEAN THE END OF 
VISITORS TO OUR CITYI THEY CONTINUE TO VISIT THROUGHOUT 
THE YEARI WHETHER FOR BUSINESS OR RELAXATION. AND THE 
WAY THEY'RE TREATED BY THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE HERE MAKES A 
BIG DIFFERENCE. BILL EDMONDS HAS BEEN THE MANAGER OF THE 
ROYAL BANK IN TERRACE FOR THE PAST FIVE YEARS, AND HE EN- 
JOYS THE WIDE RANGE OF FACILITIES IN THE AREA• BUT MOST 
ESPECIALLY HE ENJOYS THE WARMTH AND FRIENDLINESS OF THE 
PEOPLEI COME ON TERRACE - SHOW YOUR PRIDEI 
'~-.[ ...... ~.. , ~, . 
Wl l l l  ASS IS IANCE r l iOM l l l£  C I IY  OF  I [ I~ I IACE 
NICE 
DARTS 
KITIMAT'S Mar8 
Saulnier was throw- 
ing hot Friday night 
at the Legion. Hot 
enough that she 
and her partner, 
Hugh Colquhoun, 
took the mixed 
doubles title at Ter- 
race's open dart 
tournament. Final 
tournament results 
next week. 
• ~ : 
readings, books, tapes, crystals, 
Info centre,and more. 
3611 Coflonwo~ Crescent 
636,7776 
Mon, • Sat. 10-5 and 
Mon., Wed., FrL 7.9 p,m. 
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I \  METAPHYSICS ] AC AD S 
'.~VNOW OPENJ TION 
offering courses, open channe l  638-SAVE 
ii v l  
o ~  ~ [ 
FREE B IBLE  CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
• : ; - - '~ .  ~-~, ~,  ' I 
A nondenominational. 8 lesson course designed to give a general 
knowledge of the Bible. Subjects include: Old Testament, New Testament 
and Christianity. 
• This course Is abeolutaly FREE of charge. 
• Based entirely on the Bible. (no present day revelations) 
• Conducted entirely by mall. 
(all postage paid by the Terrace Church of Christ) 
To receive this FREE Bible Correspondence Course send your name and 
address to: 
Terrace Church of Christ, 4603 Park'Ave., Terrace, B,C. 
VSG 1G5 (Please Print) or call 635-9605 • I / 
Bud Kirkaldy 
All Seasons Sport ing Goods  is proud 
to introduce Bud Kirkaldy as Athlete-of- 
the-Month for September.  
Bud was part of the nor thwest  zone 
team at the Seniors '  Games in early 
September  in Courtenay.  He brought  
back two bronze medals - -  the only 
ones  in the zone for track and field 
events  - -  in the long jump and the shot 
put  events .  
Congratulat ions Budi 
If you know anyone who deserves  to 
be Athlete-of - the-Month for October,  
.'drop o f f the i r  name and a descr ipt ion of 
their  performance at All Seasons or the 
Terrace Standard. 
Come to All Seasons 
Sporting Goods for 
a complete line of 
Hockey and Curling 
Equipment and Sportswear 
_~ING GC)~; 
' Of ~ ,lJ]/~ 
o 
..J • ~, ~.  .~,. 
All Seasons Sporting Goods 
4662 Lakelse Ave. 
635-2982 
In a world that's short on 
inv. ::stment , uarantees, 
...... Scol:! bank glvesyou two 
. ; : J  
• . : -  C 
GUARANTEED 
11.25  
ON ONE-YEAR NON-REDEEMABLE 
SCOTIA GlCs* 
In these uncertain times, you want o keep your money solnewhere ~'ffe. 
' But you also want o give it room to grow, That's what Scotia GICs are 
all abouL 
Non-redeemable Scotia GICs pay a higher interest rate because 
they can't be cashed before maturity. 
Redeemable Scotia GICs can be withdrawn at any time. althou#l 
early Withdrawal will affect interest rates. 
. . . .  , '•-'/:",'.;:!',, i '.": ! ,  . . ' 
GUARANTEED 
II 4,V  V ,('&vv 
ON ONE-YEAR REDEEMABLE 
SCOTIA GICs** 
Both require a minmnum investment of$1 0001 " ~ ': ;- 
Interest roles may change. But the rate quoted on the day you invest 
is guaranteed as long as you hold your investment for the full term. 
For information on current rates, other available terms and interest 
payment options, call your nearest Scotiabank branch or 
i.800.663"0678 
Scotiabank . f 
~orporation a d guaranteed by,~:otia~nk. Inlel~l paid at ,alurib'. Rate subic~:l tochange. 
o( Nova Scot a nterest paid at matufi~,. Rate suhjec! Io chan~,~'. 
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S 
by 
Unique and Spacious 
on the bench set on 
private acreage with cir- 
cular drive is this 1,800 
sq. ft. home. 
'. When entering the 
large front door, gleam- 
ing hardwood floors are 
your first clue you have 
come to a well appointed 
home. 
On natural gas with 3 
bedroom, 2 baths, pan- 
try, greenhouse, root 
cellar, island kitchen, 
this home is one of a 
kind, backing onto 
Willow Creek. 
For $116,500 this 
home awaits your inspec- 
tion. Call Brenda for 
more details. 
d 
'Vt+' i • : - : . ' McDor la l ( r s  : 
CARRIER i 
OF THE WEEKI 
Amy Stack 
- Ouarter Cheese or BIg Mac 
- Large Fdes 
- Regular Soft Drink 
-.Sundae 
Compliments of McDonald's.  
In a clear record of 
delivery and a job well 
done you've earned a 
FREE McHappy Meal. 
 T_ERRACE STANDAR D 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 638-7283 
I I  
EXECUTIVE HOME 
On .60 acre parcel• This unique HI 
home is COMPLETELY remodelled. HI 
Special features: gold plated taps, JJ 
ceramic tiled floors, modern kitchen HI 
with built.ins. Master bedroom with HI 
ensuite & walk.in closet. Party room [i 
and complete workshop. Call nov/II 
for appointment o view with Jackie II 
Collier. MLS. A treasure at 
$116 900. (900180) 
GENEROUS FLOORPLAN ] 
Warm firepface highlights this: 
cheerful Thomhill residence. Tree- 
lined street, gas heat, PLUS *Pan- 
try. Over 1,500 sq. It. of living 
space, Master/ensuite/walk-in 
closet. *$69,900* (900161)Call 
Joyce Findlay MLS 635.2697. 
Lakelse Realty 638-0268 
WANTED: 1 LARGE 
CENTRAL, LOCATION :• 
Horseshoe bungalow. Fastidious 
upkeep. 5 BR/1-4 poe, 1.2 pce. 
Baths. PLUS *Balcony *Near 
schools-.shops *Carpeting *Gas 
heat. Patio, fruit trees, garden and 
*$79,900* 
(900172) Gordon Hamilton 
i! 
U 
storage sheds 
   
635-9537 
Cameron Simon Verne Ferguson 
635-7950 635-3389 
14 X 70 MOBILE . . . . . .  
In new condition. 3 bedrooms, WORLD-CLASS HOME 
natural gas furnace & reversible kit- Park-area authentic 2 story, 5 BR/I- 
chen fan. 8 x 12 porch is insulated 4pce., 1-2 pce., 1-Ensuite baths. 
& heated. Set up in clean and quiet PLUS 'Rec room *Family room 
mobile home park in Thornhill. Ex- *Quiet street *Gas heat *One year 
clusive. (900171)Run Redden old. Extremely well built family 
638-1915 home on large lot. *$110,000" 
Gordon Hamilton 635.9537 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ~ (900029) MLS 
CLUB-AREA CUSTOM 
Smart 2 story with riveting views. 
Artfully sited on 2.24 acres, first. 
owner care, mountain views. Foyer, 
den, walk-in closets, country kit. 
chert, circular drive, greenhouse. 
*$124,500" (900085) 
BUNGALOW BARGAIN 
Remodelled 2 bedroom home with FAMILY UPSC~LE BUT WARM ~ /  
Spacious, 5 bedroom, two storey, South' side':quad.level brick. Con- i central location for schools and 
family home. 2,860 sq. ft. 3 lull temporaly with leafy setting• Newly SEMI.FARM LIVING shopping. For the asking price of 
baths, large rec room. Fully land- idecorated. Skylights, den, eat-in kit. Country Lavergne Road split level $57,000, it is a must see. Fenced 
scaped, fenced, paved drive and chen, 3BR/4 pce., 2 pce. baths. Ira- •enhanced by riverside. Deltlyplaced yard, wired tool shed, large 
well cared for. Great value at mediately available. $88,000 on 12.47 acres. Large view deck, storage/laundry room and to top it 
$123,900. Call Jackie Collier for (900143)  Verne Ferguson on Skeena River, barns, corral, out oflatridgeandstoveincluded. Good 
details and appointment to view. Ex- 635-3389 Lakelse Realty buildings. "129,500" (900158) possesslon available for right buyer ' 
elusive. 638-0268 Run Redden 638-1915 MLS Call Brenda MLS (900170) 
,d+ t )++*+i+'L +++ ...... 1 4 i : ,  ,'+ 
Bret~da Erickson Ron Redden Jackie Collier 
638.1721 638-1916 635-2677 
Gordon Hamilton Joyce Findlay 
635-9537 635-2697 
+ii 
i,' 
. ++, ++ /+~+ , 
PRICE REDUCED 
Vacant and ready for immediate 
possession. 1,800 • sq. It. 
renovated 5 brm home, 2 full 
baths, plus ensuite. 90 x 122 lot. 
carport and paved drive. Asking 
$86,900. Call Dick Evans. MLS 
,JUST LISTED HORSESHOE 
5 bedroom family home in very 
good condition on a quiet non.thru 
street. Natural gas, 2 full baths, 
carport, sundeck and fenced yard. 
Asking $95,000. Call Dick Evans. 
CHEAPER THAN RENT 
Smaller style 3 brm home on 
treed private lot. Asking 
$31,900. Call Dick Evans. MLS 
'~ , , ,~ L de. ~,. 
A REAL EYE CATCHER 
Impressive split level home on 
Labelle. 3 brms, 1,200 sq. ft., on. 
suite, finished bsmt, bay window. 
Manicured lawns. Contact Gordie 
Sheridan for an appt. to view. 
Asking $115,000. MLS 
LIKE A POSTCARD 
15 acres on Spring Creek Dam Rd. 
Very picturesque. 2.5 acres 
cleared for building site. Water 
rights available. Maps at office. 
Contact Gerdie Sheridan for 
copies. Asking $37,000+ MLS 
COUNTRY COTTAGE I bay window, The spectacular 
I 1,280 sq. It. 3 br~,~4ome behind I view can be en eyed from the 
Skeena High,~o~l~l~ x 219 lot. sundeck and even/'room in the 
I Top qua!i ttP,f0~o~, very private house. The lower level can be 
[and qui~a3'~a. Loaded with finished to suit your family's 
I character: Call Gordie Sheridan for needs. Call Edka for details. EXCL 
] quick showing. $67,000. MLS 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976)LTD. 
NEAT AS A PINI EXECUTIVE HOME DON'T MISS THIS "PRIME EXECUTIVE 
HOME" Enjoy this immaculately kept in a prime location. Quality INVESTMENT 
features. Over 2,500 sq. ft. of liv. in Terrace's newest subdivision. home: OPPORTUNITY -3 brms -oak kitchen ing area. 4 brms, gas heat, liv. Vaulted ceilings, hardwood floors, 
I ingroom lireplace. 1 h years old.. Newly redecorated duprex has 1,935 sq. ft., double garage, only 
-full bsmt .sundeck • Irg yard -carport For more inlormation, call Dave. gross revenue of $1,000 per mo. 1 yr old. Call John Evans at 
Across the street from an elemen. Asking $153,500. MLS Close to the hospital with natural 638.8882, $169,900. EXCL gas heat. A good buy at $59,500. 
tary school, Asking $79,500. Call . MLS. Call Joy. 
Erika for full details. MLS AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
NEED LOTS OF ROOM? This custom built home has MOVE IN NOW... 
Then have a look at this panoramlc mountain view. Many to this spacious fa~i~ home. Ex- 
Horseshoe home. Over 2,300 sq. special features for a quality cellent leatures~in'~ excellent 
It. el finished area, 7 brms, family lifestyle. Drive by 5222 Mtn. location. L~f~'~r ivate  yard, 
room, 2 fireplaces, n.g. heat, dbl Vista for a preview of things to sundeck, (IT~k~& wired garage, 
BE THE RRST OWNER garage, paved drive. Call Dave Ior come when you view this lovely plenty el p~fl~ing on double paved 
Over 1,000 sq. it, of quality built more details. $139,500. MLS home with Joy. $126~500. MLS drive. $89,000. MLS Call John at 
home. Act now and pick your own .. HORSESHOE AREA 636.8882. 
colours, Livlngroom features.a SIDE BY SIDE CONVENIENCE 
DUPLEX at 4733 Straume.Thls neat & tidy MORTGAGE HELPER ' 
2 bedrooms on each side and is in bungalow has been well cared for. Its cottage appearance is ira. This 3 brm home has the added 
good condition, Situated on a mediately appealing. Fenced yard feature of a 2 brm basement suite 
large lot, Live in one and let the 
other help with the mortgage. & fruit trees. An option Is the 1 to reduce your mortgage payment 
• Asking $59,900. MLS Drm suite down. Call Joy, by $400. Priced at $81,000, Call 
$67,500, EXCL. John Evans lot further into, EXCL. 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (197_6) LTD. 
" Dick Evans 
936.7066 
: John Currie 
636.9598 • r. • 
i r r ¸ 
..... GREAT FAMILY HOME STARTER HOME 
located on one of the best streets in a quiet location. Two bedroom, 
in the Horseshoe area. Three non-bsmt, home. New vinylsiding 
brms on the main as well as huge and new shingles on the roof, 
rec room ideal for teenagers. Large shop, well maintained yard. 
Close to shopping & schools. Pric. Asking $65,000. Call Mike. MLS 
ed to sell at $134,900. Call, 
Suzanne or Joy to view U|is fine 
home. MLS 
CLO8E TO THE LAKE 
ACREAGE IN TOWN 14 x 70 mobile home on 76 x 200. 
Super house located on 5 ac on' lot at Lakelse Lake. Extra load 
Brauns Island.' 3 Irge brms plus root, extra insulation, triple storm 
den, enormous kitchen with lots windows. Asking $34,900. Call 
ot storage & full bsmt ready for Mike; MLS 
development, Clean & bright 
throughout. $79,900, Call 
Suzanne. MLS 
~ R  MOVING ACREAGELAKEAT LAKELSE 
out of Terrace? Let Suzanne Ideal for homesite or recreational 
Gleason provide you with free property, Hydro & telephone ser- 
housing information country wlde. vices available. 5,42 acre~ 
For personalized help, call $19,000, 5,13 acres $19,000 
Suzanne at 635.6142 or fax and 4,9 acres $21,000, For more 
635-4628. ~_ information, call Mike. MLS '. 
" " :4650 L A K E L S E  AVE l l  635m6142 " 
Suzanne Gleason; 
~ 6SO.ZU' IV: :  
. ,  . + . 
J 
_ a 
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House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe,  Ter race  
635-6273 
~Ut' 
CONGRATULATIONS 
JIM 
DUFFY 
Century21 Wightman & Smith Realty LTD. 
Poudly  announces  
..... - JIM DUFFY 
Has ranked 
Twentieth in production in Canada 
as of  June 30 ,  1990 
Be sure to call Jim for all your 
Real Estate requirements. 
OFFICE 635-6361 RESIDENCE 635-6688 
,;~q~ L I .  
• . . . . .  CONGRATULATIONS 
GORDON 
OLSON ~:  :_ 
21 Wlohtman & Smith RealtyLTD. 
Proud ly  announces  
.::~': . GORDON OLSON 
~'  " . Has ranked 
Twenty~lghth  in production In Canada 
as of  June  30,  1990 
Call Gordon for aft your 
. Real Estate requirements. 
OFFICE 638-6361 RESIDENCE 638-1946 
BrighL And Airy 
Entrance Hall 
The ,roof on rids home Is de-  
sil~nad to use trusses with 
a minimum of custom framing,  
th i sw i l l  ensure economy of 
construction while still retain- 
lng" the charm of Victorian 
styling. With a total area 
of only 1763 sq. ft.  it is hard 
to believe all of the features 
offered in this design. A cool 
entrance now so popular leads 
to the two-storey high foyer 
with its attractive spindled 
railings. Upstairs, a br ight  
airy hat] complete with study 
is at  the center. Al l  of the 
bedrooms are large and have 
plenty of closet space.., and 
look at that lovely master 
suite with its sitting area 
in the bay window. Lots of 
potential  for decorating this 
home and the built-in cabinet 
and shelves could accommodate 
a TV, stereo, computer, books, 
etc.  
DESIGN NO. WP-295 
Pr ice  Schedu le  'B  r 
Width :  54L0  'r 
Depth :  33L0  'r 
Main  F loor :  940 sq .  f t .  
Second F loor :  823  sq.  f t  
i r 
UNICEF ' British Columbia 
1-604-687-9096 
DO VOUR PART 
Please put yukkies 
in their place 
PITCH-IN 
MEMBER TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
~ - ~ ' 4635 Lazelle Avenue 
ROYAL LEPAGE~ "--- ~ ; " , 
m 638-0371 
Associate Broke ! Ne ork 
~N T,E. s ~ ~  
. ,~"  ........... ++. Spacious non.basement home on I ~ 
r+¢~!~,~ ].... ~+ concrete ringwall. Natural gas heat, E ~ ~ I ~ E L  I~ '  
~ I i I  i! pave, onveway, sunoecK In tne i ~ ' ,  ~ l  ~ - - - m m - ~ - -  
~ n [ ]  I i back, rear lane access and central [ ]  ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ ~ - " ~  
~S.~ "" . ' ~  ~ ~ ], horseshoe ocat on ~ .. . . .  - = - 
~::/!.'i~'~;:;~: ,: ."~:: ~ ~t  + ;~ i l I I ~ m ~ # ~  ~'~'~"  . . . . . . . . . .  
FAMILY PERFEt;[ ' ' n 4 level s lit With over 1 600 sq It on the 
for - 3 plus 1 beorooms, K ' . c  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .o=, , ,,' ,,, ~ b+e_droom home:'i'_~_ 
wi!hnc~k-2,b~hnS,'.vauh~enc~tna~rSs c;n's~ructed"a'cldi~tion"on"concre'te ~ . ~ t . r b e d r ° ~ ° n  m. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " : - - -  . . . . . . . . . . .  "r.; . . . .  ==in.ows in- ~ ' .  . . . . . . .  d ~ , . _  ..~==, ~_._~ 
plus paved drive. :ne _c_a~ka~r ~. ~'~a~'e~"~and'~;'pr~:"'cei' ,;vailable spacious ~ltche, P with pantry, dou- mentwltl~ suite. Asking $79 500 .~a~t e~.~..a_L~'sn+e:!~"~.~r'~, 
:,;~.~s0n0oe area a, m p . .~ ,?  : immediately . Asl~n~$47,500.:MIIS' ~ r~ega;agest~de 0t ;~.  P:~endg' MLS ', " " " .  ' }relaxe~l~'~;a ;~' . : town~'ed t~ 
$129,50(). Exclusive. BRAND NEW $82,50o MLS ' " 
WAKEN TO BIRD SONG 
Very spacious home on over 6 
acres. Finished up and downstairs 
with a total of 5 bedr, 2Vz baths, 2 
firepL and large rec. room. Asking 
$119,000. MLS 
SECLUDED HAVEN 
Charming well kept 1,136 sq. It. 
bungalow on 20.64 acres with 
creek. 2 bedrooms, wired double 
garage, 2.3 acres of lawn. Home & 
garage on concrete ringwall. Asking 
$47,500 
J ~  ~ i:~'! "~¸:~ 
Ralph Godll,~skl Rusty Ljungh 
836-4950 836-6764 
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING SITE 
Located on Keilh Avenue, just west 
of B.C. Tel and across from B.C. 
Hydro, over 5 acres on paved road 
w th c ty services avai abe. MLS 
Elegant, well thought out floor plan 
makes coming home a pleasure. 
Skylights, ceramic tile, gas fireplace 
in family room, formal dining room, 
3 baths and a "heart el the home" 
kitchen. Prestigious Horseshoe 
location. $146,000. EXCLUSIVE 
COUNTRY DELIGHT 
Nice design to this 1,269 sq. ft. 
bungalow coming complete with 
European kitchen cupboards, Jacuz- 
zi Tub. Sky.lights, 2 bedrooms and 
the 2.4 acres of iafld with corrals 
barn and work.shop. $79,500. MLS 
Sylvia Griffin Bert Ljungh Joe 8arbosa Carol McCowan Christel Gedlinski 
6356604 ' " ' "  638. . , ,  
GOOD FAMILY HOME 
IN LOW 70'S 
JUST REDUCED 
IMPRESSIVE SPLIT.LEVEL 
.4 levels -9 years old 
-4 bedrooms -3 baths 
And much, much more 
IMMACULATE MOBILE Priced at $139,500 Exc. 
This older but great conditioned 
mobile comes with a large addition HOME & ACREAGE 
and sits on a beautiful landscaped Charming older 5 bedroom, 1Vz 
yard with 23 x 20 shop, A must to storey home. Located in town on 
see for starting out. $32,000. approx, 5 acres. Many recent 
Shaunce MLS renovations, Large shop for the 
trucker, plus numerous out 
NEW REMO ACREAGE buildings, the property is cleared 
5.74 Acreage in New Remo. 315 and fenced and well set up for 
feet frontage on Nelson Road. Has a livestock. For more information or 
well and power oil Nelson Road. For your personal appt. to view call 
further information call Ted Garner ~ 9 0 0 ,  MLS 
635-5619 MLS. 
CHARACTER PLUS 
Can be yours with this storey and a 
half home located on over one acre 
in town. Four bedrooms. Two baths, 
Natural gas heat. Property has been 
well landscaped with plenty of fruit EYE APPEALING 
trees and garden areas, Also one .1188 sq, It, .4 bedrooms 
bedroom rental cabin, Make your -2 baths -Fireplace 
appointment to view the home and And much, much more 
property pdced at $76,000. MLS Asking $85,900 MLS 
~. i i  ?; ' i  i 
:iIi, i 
Stan Parker 
635-4031 
HORSEHOE LOCATION 
- 10456q. Ft - N/GHeat 
- 4bedrooms - 60x122 
Full Basement 
Asking $83,000 Exc. 
TRUCKER & WIFE'S DREAM 
For the trucker, a 2 bay, 16 ft. door, 
34' x 70' shop for $75,000 and for 
the wife. a beautifully finished home 
with a separale pool house on a 
1 25 acre landscaped and fenced 
yard. $175,000. This Kitwanga pro. 
perry can be bought as a package or 
separately. Call Shaunce for more 
into, MLS 
LARGE HOME LOW PRICE 
Over 1,400 sq. ft. is provided in this 
4 bedroom home which consists of 
a 12 x 68 mobile with two large ad- 
ditions, 12 x 24 family room, 12 x 
30 addition - large foyer, plus 2 
additional bedrooms situated on 
fenced and landscaped lot on 
Hemlock. Great opportunity at 
$32,000. Call Laurie, MLS 
LOTS OF POTENTIAL 
Situate~ on 5 plus acres just 
QUIET LOCATION 
Attractive family home situated on 
largo private lot in quiet area of 
town Provides 4 bedrooms. 
separate dining area, woodstovo, 
carport, large covered deck 
overlooking private back yard. All 
furnishings & appliances negotiable. 
Asking $79,500. MLS. Call Laune. 
GREAT FOR SIZE & PRICE 
Over 1,400 sq. ft. plus full base- 
ment home. 4 bedrooms, 4 ap- 
pliances. 2 eating areas, 20' x 30' 
shop, private setting. Very well 
maintained inside and out. Asking 
$59,000. MLS. Call Laurie. 
ATTRACTIVE RVE 
BEDROOM HOME 
With 00o~ assumable mortgage. 
Asking $84,900 MLS 
Jim Duffy Laurie Forbes Gordon Olson Hans Stach 
635-6688 635-5382 638-1945 635-5739 
minutes lrom town. MLS 
LOW DOWN PAYMENT 
Secluded small acreage with road 
development and building site. Ideal 
for future Investment or lust the 
spot for your new home. High 
assumable mortgage makes this 
4.4 acres yours with a low down 
payment• For more into. call Gordie 
Olson. Priced at $25,900 
REVENUE PROPERTY - LET 
SOMEONE ELSE PAY THE 
MORTGAGE 
That's rightl Let the revenue from 
this 4 plex pay off the mortgage and 
also bring in a substantial income. 
This attractively priced 4 plex is 
located in Thomhill and ideally 
located ler the renter with family as, 
it is located close to all grade 
schools, Fully rented and at 
$110,000, shows a good return on 
your investment. Call Ted now. 
635.6361. MLS 
Shaunce Krui~selbrink Ted Garner 
635-5382 635-5619 
i:i 
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ACTION AD 
CALL/ • :  
638"SAVE " P" BUY 11SELL I I  RENT I I  TRADE 
• V ISA  
NOTICE | 
CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISERS 
Due to the increased cost of production and 
handling in our classified ad department, The Ter- 
race Standard is compelled to adjust their rates for 
classified advertising effective Sept. 5, 1990. 
NEW CLASSIFIED AD RATESI 
First insertion (20 words or less) $3.95 plus 
10¢ per word for additional words. 
Additional insertions -- $2.70 plus 
8¢ for additional words 
PENNYSAVER SPECIAL -- 4 weeks for $7.95 
(not exceeding 20 words - non commercial) 
THANK YOU 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Class i f ied and Classi f ied Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a s ta t  ho l iday  fa l l s  on a 
Saturday ,  Sunday  or  Monday ,  the  dead l ine  16 Thursday  at  
5 p ,m,  fo r  a l l  d i sp lay  and  c lass i f ied  ads ,  
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (llret Insertion) $3.95 plus 10¢ for additional words. *(Addl- 
lionel Insertions) $2.70 plus 8¢ for additional words. "$7.95 for 4 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3, For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars 'for Sale 
9, TrucI~S for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
16. Farm Produce 27.  Announcements  
17. Garage  Sales 28.  Card of Thanks  
lB .  Bus iness Services 29.  In Memor iam 
• 19. Lost & Found:  30.  Obi tuar ies  
20:  PeiS &' :L ivestock 31.  Auct ion Sales 
21.  Help Wanted  32.  Legal  Not ices 
22. Careers  33.  Travel  
23. Work Wanted  
Stao~lrd T l rml  
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to 
determine page location 
The Terrace Standard reserves the rfoht to ravise, edit, 
classdy or relect acy adverhsment and to retain any answers 
directed to the Hews Box Reply Servioe. and to repay the 
customer Iha sum paid for the advertismenf and box rental. 
Box raphos on "Hold" instructions not pipked up within I0  
days of expiry of an advarlisemenl will be destroyed unlaas 
mailing instructions are received. Those answering 8ox 
Nomt~rs are raquestaul not to send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims 01 errors in advertisements musl be received Dy 
t~e publisher within 30 days alter the first publication. 
n is agreed by the a~vertlser requesting space that the 
liability of the Terrace Stal~ard in the event of failure to 
publish an advertlsemanl or In the event ol a~ error apbearmg 
in the adverllsemeot as Published shall be limited In the 
amount paid by the advertlsar for Ordy one Iocorrecl mser~lon 
for the porhefl of the advedisi~ space Oncupied by the incur. 
rect or omitted item only, and that Ihere shall be no fiabtkty in ' 
any event Greatar than Ihe amount paid for such adverhsin c. 
1. Real Estate 
MOVING SOUTH! Must sell this great spacious 
4 bdrm cottage on Sunset Beach. Good for one 
family or two! Great sandy beach & fishing. 
Phone Patdcia today 964.0728 or business 
562-3600. Re/Max Centre City Realty 4p22 
SMALL 2 BEDROOM HOUSE. Centrally located, 
Has fruit trees. Near schools and shopping. 
Reasonable. Call after 5 p.m. 635.4806 4p22 
LAKE FRONT PROPERTY on Meziodin Lake. In. 
cludes furnished 2-storey cabin, (cook stove, 
propane lights) Guest cabin and sauna/wcod. 
shed. One acre landscaped with beautiful san. 
dy beach• Asking $29,900, 847.2743 or 
847.3463 4p22 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE for sale• Walking distance 
to town and schools. Very large lot. Asking 
$55,900, For more information 635•3806 
4p22 
NEW HOUSE. 3 plus 1 bedroom across the 
tracks. $105,000 cash or $20,000 down, 
$1100/month on IOVz per cent ($116,000 
total) 635.2587 4p23 
1 BEDROOM HOUSE in Horseshoe area. Good 
for coupte. $30,000 cash, or $7,000 down on 
11 percent (payments $400 per month). Full 
price $32,000. Call 635.2587 (Inqulrles)2p23 
1. Real Estate 
TRAILER COURT - TERRACE. 18 pads. Cen- 
tral location. Owner will consider home in 
trade as part payment. Call 1-656.9564 6c20 
2 BUILDING LOTS. 718 acres each. Across 
from elementary and senior sceondary school 
in Kitwanga Valley. Phone 849.5732 6pl 8 
1000 SO. FT. HOME on 2 lots (120 x 180). 
Quiet, dead.end street, n,g. $55,000 firm. Will 
consider trade for home of greater value. To 
view call 638-8388. 3p21 
FOR SALE 1 ACRE, comer Ict in New Remc, 
Terrace• $15,000. Call Lynnetle in Surrey, 
B.C. 1.581-2386 4p21 
9 YEAR OLD HOUSE FOR SALE. Lct 62x172. 
Full basement one suite on rent. 3 bedrooms, 
natural gas heat. Two fddges and stoves 
close to town, school and hospital. Asking 
price $95,000 or best offer• For more inlorma- 
tide call 638-1875. Located at 2811 S. Eby 
St, 4p21 
NEW ON THE MARKET. 12 yr. old 3 bdr. ranch 
style home with no basement, Has 1,650 sq. 
ft. Economical Nat/Gas heat and hot water, 1 
full bathroom and 2 half bathrooms, Front 
room has heatalator fireplace. Located on 
nicely lan~lscaped yard with paved driveway. 
Asking $75,000. To view call 635-7576 
2p22 
For Sale 
A combinat ion  o f  1 ,2  & 3 
bedroom hous ing and trai ler 
pads  In Thomhi l l  on 2 acres .  
Asking $210,O00 
Phone 635-4463 
1. Real Estate 
'CONTRACTORS HOUSE/WoRKSHoP for sale. 3 
bedroom cedar/glass home on 6.22 acres in 
Woodland Park, Triple split level, •cathedral 
ceilings, 2 fireplaces, oak kitchen • 2 
sundecks, dqub e carport.Shop is on concrete 
fouhdatlon, wired, 16 ft. ceiling, 3 large win. 
dows, !2' x 14' door. Ideal situation for 
tradesmen in business, truckers, artists or 
professionals who want space and privacy. 
Call 635.2315. : . . . . . . .  4p23 
DE,JONG CRES. BEAUTYI In one of the finest ~ 
subdivisions in town, • this 11396 sq. ft. 
bungalow• is a must to see featuring 3 
bedrooms, 2 baths, dishwasher, curtains and 
bltnds~ garage wit h electdc opener, concrete 
su~eck & extra insulation, This house is 
wheelchair accessible. For appt. to view call 
635.2675 or 638.8222. lp23 
33 ACRES, V= NORTH LOT 1712 off the Nass 
River. Asking $31,000. Call (313) 725-6363 
(Michigan, USA) 4p24 
NEW ONTHE MARKET, 12 yr. old 3 bdr. ranch 
style home with no basement. Has 1,650 sq. 
ft. Economical Nat/Gas heat and hot water, 1 
full bathroom and 2 half bathrooms. Front 
room has heatalator fireplace. Located on 
nicely landscaped yard with paved driveway. 
Asking $75,000. To view call 635•7576 
4p24 
A 600 SQUARE FOOT HOUSE FOR SALE; two 
bedroom. Asking 15,000 or best offer. House 
must be moved. Phone 845.7707 4p24 
TERRACE MOTORS 
; , ....... 4912 Hwy. 16 West n .  
; , 25 636-6650 i :¢p  
i °,r N°. 6°57 
2. Mobile Homes 
14 x 70 MOBILE HOME, large shop. Land- 
scaped, good well, lake access. On 50 acres 
on East Tchesinkut Lake Rd. 1-695.6698 
4p22 
12' x 68' MOBILE HOME with sliding patio 
doors and mud room. $8,500. Must be mov. 
ed. OBO, 1-692-3324 4p23 
10' x 56' TRAILER $5,000. Also 12 x 64 
trailer $7,000. Call 635-4894 10p23 
14X70 MOBILE with 12 x 25 addition on 80 x 
125 lot in Copperside Estates. 3 bedrooms, 
rec room with wcod stove, Large 12 x 55 
cedar deck. Completely landscaped and cedaL 
fenced. CMHC standards, 635-6538 or.'. 
635.5168 $45,000. 4p24 
2 BEDROOM TRAILER FOR SALE, New 
washer/dryer. New gas furnace. Fridgelstove, 
couch and chair/drapes included• New skir. 
ting. $8,000 firm. 635•3245 lp24 
14 x 70 MANCO MOBILE HOME w/14 x 40 
unfinished addition on 75 x 100 landscaped 
of. Trailer has 3 bedrooms, fireplace & built.in 
hutch. Comes with 5 appliances. Asking 
$39,500. Phone 635.9176 4p24 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvate yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston, Phone 845-3161. 31 Hn 
MOBILE HOME PADS for rent. One for a double 
wide mobile. Call 1-656-9564 6cl 9 
ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment for quiet 
single• $295. monthly. $147, damage 
deposit. No pets. References required. Phone 
635.6950 after 6 p.m. 6pl 9 
FOR RENT a pad for a mobile home, in Thor. 
nhill phone 635.4453 6p20 
12 X 50 2 6EDROOM mobile home located in 
Thomhill, Natural gas heat. Available Oct. 1 
$400/month. 638.8084 3p22 
FULLY FURNISHED 1 bedroom suite located 
near hospital - all utilities included, Suitable 
for single professional person. Available Oct, 
1 $450month 638.8084 3p22 
OFFICE OR STORE space for rent, lease or 
lease purchase, Air condition, ground floor 
1968 sq. It, Located at 4639 Lazelle Ave, 
635.2643 or 1-656-0365 6u23 
FURNISHED ROOM including T.V., laundry and 
kitchen facilities. Avail. immediately. Ideal for 
a working single person. Non.smoker, Viewing 
635.6154 4p23 
AVAILABLE OCT. 1. Furnished room to non. 
smoking mature female. Kitchen facilities, all 
the comforts of home. $250 per mo, 
635•7504 after 6:30 p.m, Leave message. 
4p24 
850 SO, FT. of office space, 4623 Lakelse, 
$525 per month. Call 635-2552, 24tin 
ROOM AND BOARD for single person in the 
Horseshoe. Cable, laundry facilities, Furnish. 
ed, 635-9436 after 6 p.m. Available Im. 
mediately. 2p24 
ONE BEDROOM UNIT in Thornhlll $350 per 
3. For Rent 
FULLY FURNISHED 1 bedroom basement apt. 
Avail: Oct. I. All utilities incl. in rent. Suitable 
for single person. 638•8084. $450 per roD. 
lp24 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: Furnished room 
to non.smoking mature female. Kitchen 
.facilities, all the comforts of homo. $250 per 
roD. 635-7504 after 6:30 p.m, Leave 
message, 4p24 
OFFICE SPACE 
TO LEASE 
245 sq. ft,, 525 sq. ft., 580 sq. 
ft., prime downtown location. Air 
conditioning. Lots of parking. For 
more information call 638-1863 
evenings. 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & $COTr 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. 
Fridge, stove, heat and hot water in- 
cluded. Carpet throughout. Laundry 
faci l i t ies,  storage space.  
References required for 1, 2 & 3 
bedroom apartments. 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
if available 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED TO RENT house or trailer near Ter- 
race for career woman & mature, neutered 
cat. For October 1. Call Peda 798•2244 leave 
message. 6pl 9 
WANTED to rent or lease (with option to pur- 
chase) 2 or 3 bedroom house or trailer in town 
or Thnmhill. Call 638-8695 after 5:30, tin20 
SINGLE WORKING PERSON wanting 'to rent or 
purchase from owner 3 bdr. house on 1-5 
acres within a 15 mile radius of Terrace. Call 
635.6675 or 635-9669 after 6 p.m. 3p22 
WANTED TO RENT by retired couple, a two 
bedroom house or trailer, reasonable rent, 
preferahly Thornhill/Tetrace area. 635-3677 
after 6 p.m. 4p22 
QUIET PROFESSIONAL FAMILY (non.smokers) 
urgently need house in Terrace. Call Terry 
635•2133. 3p22 
LOOKING FOR 2 (or more) bedroom house, 
trailer or apartment for working single women. 
Call 632•6365 or 632-6077 after 5:30 p.m. 
4p23 
WANTED: 3 BEDROOM HOUSE preferably in 
town. Phone 635-5950. Ask for Darrel 24tin 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J.O. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 O.C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 
-$19500. 82 lade 2-door auto • good cond. 
$1500. 14 ft. Tri.hull speed boat - 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800. Clean 0kanagan Camper 
• hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kuboda lite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697.2474. 19tin 
10" CRAFTSMAN RAOIAL arm saw. $300 
695.6419• 4p35 
AD.LIB MUSIC BOARD with extra songs and 
utilities. Like new. $120. Phone 798-2551 
after 6 p.m. tin17 
JOCUS EDUCATIONAL TOYS. Our new 
catalogue is in! Book your workshops now for 
falll Call Liz Haws at 638.0827 6pl 9 
1987 T.BIRD, upright piano, video camera 
with VCR. 19'aluminum jet boat, 635.7411 
6pl 9 
SEGA MASTER SYSTEM. Comes with six 
games including "Phantasy Star" Good deal at 
$200. 635.3804 6p20 
"LE CLERE" COUNTER BALANCED 4 hamess 
loom with accessories• $1000. 1.694-3728 
4p21 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best. Over 20 
years in professional taxidermy. For Iree 
estimate, call Wolfgang at Bus. 1.692-3093, 
Res. 1.692-7682 tin21 
WATER PUMP - 5 & 4 high pressure, 
powered by 6 cyl, mitsuhishi diesel and foot 
valve, 300 ft. irrigation pipe. $2,000. 
1-698.7654 4p21 
D6 9U CAT. DOZER/BRUSHBLADE. Good run- 
ning order. Spare engine, winch, trans., 
radiator, steering clutches, injector pump. 
$8,000.1-698.7654 4p21 
SUN TWO GAS EXHAUST gas analyzer. New 
cost $3,800. Will sell for $1 200.10' wide x 
12' high. Sectional overhead garage door 
$250. 635-5407 3p21 
CANON NP 112 PHOTOCOPIER. $1,500 or 
take overlease payments• 635•6146 4p21 
1 PAIR GIRLS BAUER figure skates, size 2. 
$60, 1 pair girls Lunge figure skates, size 13. 
$35. Call 635•6992 4p22 
Nissan 4000 Ib 
Forklift 
• •i'i ¸  ~ • .,~ 
5. For Sale Misc. 8. Cars for Sale 
MUST SELL DUE TO ACCIDENTI Numerous fur 1978 MERCURY ZEPHYR WAGON. Auto, PIS, 
coats. Your gatn is my loss. Call PIB. Good running cond. Call 635-2146 after 7 
638.8589 4p23 p.m. 4p22 
SMALL ANTIQUE DRESSER. $275. Phone REDUCEDI'84 MazdaRX7 was $14,000, now 
evenings638.1404 3p22 best offer around $11,000. Has $3,000 
LARGE SOLID DARK OAK bedroom set. As stereo, almost~new tires, clutch and brake 
rotors. Invested over $16,500. Phone 4p23 new, cost $4,000, sale $1,000. New 2 eleC- 847.2239 
tdc beds. Makes a queen bed $750 each 
627-6597 2p23 1978 PONTIAC PARISIENNE. Good working 
MUSHROOM DRYERS for sale• Will dry 500 Ibs condition. $600 OBO 635-490 ~ 3p23 
per day. For more information write: M.F. FIVE EX MAZDA RX7 map wheel with 4 tires 
Truden Enterprises, RR7, Site 7, C0mp. 17, mounted, studded, balanced winter radial 
Prince George, 8,C. V2N 2J5 4p23 Yokohama 847 P185/70R13 with mounting 
COMMERCIAL UNIMAX 2 TUB washer and ex- 
tractor In good working cond. Call 639.9323 
2c23 
FIO0 RSF WOOD and electric furnace $1,500 
OBO. Galanti F.40 Electric organ EC $1,800. 
635-3432 4p23 
SOFA, LOVESEAT, coffee table, fan, stereo, 
bedroom suite, glass fireplace screen, 18 load 
mix fire wood (split). Phone 635.7710 lp24 
HEAVY DUTY 45 gel plastic'barrels, suitabla 
for~'stodng feed, water, planters. Also ex- 
cellent for domestic ~ gravity feed, $20 per. 
Less for more. 1.695.6691 4p24 
DOUBLE WATERBED with bookcase, head- 
board and 6 drawer pedestal. $200. Call 
635-6992 4p24 
BB X.RAY DIAMOND DRILL. 150 feet E-reds. 
Complete. Ready to go with Mitts & shells. 
Call: Please write: H. Hewett, RR21 Burns 
Lake, B.C. VOJ 1E0 4p24 
1990 YAMAHA BLASTER. 200cc 4 wheeler. 
Helmet, gas cans. $2,500 0B0. 692-7457 or 
692-7380 4p24 
FULL SIZE FIBERGLASS CANOPY. Sliding 
front/side window. Beige/brown. GC $450 
635-3752 4p24 
30 GALLON FISH TANK on cabinet. All ac- 
cessories included. Offers. 635.9059 2p24 
RESTORED 8 PIECE REGENCY STYLE walnut 
dining room suite; tahle, 6 chairs and 
sideboard of American origin. Circa 1920. Ap- 
praised value $4,000. Must be seen. 
635-9059 2p24 
AIRLINE TICKET for Air B.C. Terrace to Van- 
couver one way. Asking $!00. Good for Oct. 
24 at 2:25 p.m. Call 635-3102 4p24 
NEED BOXES? 10 boxes for $2.50. Terrace 
Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Terrace 4p22 
WEANER AND FEEDER pigs $45 - $50 ea. 
Pork by the side or whole $1:35 per pound. 
842-5406 or'842-5778. ~ 3p22 
SEGA WITH 5 GAMES. $165, double bed $50, 
canopy for full size truck $500, 750 x 16 tires 
(4) with tubes $100, Yamaha 175 Dirtbike 
$600. 635.9121 4p22 
1988 
NISSAN 200 SX 
Loaded A/C, sunroof 
9,995 
TERRACE MOTORS 
TOYOTA 
. . . , , .~ 4917 IIwy. 16 Wnsf i l l  m in i= 
:~ '25 ~ 635.6558 -,, - - ., 
~,~z~,. DIr No S957 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED 4x4 with snowblade. Call 639•9323 
4p22 
WANTED TO BUY clean 1000 gal 
metal/fibreglass or stainless tank for 
waterhauling. Call 1.698.7627. 4p24 
7. For Rent Misc, 
WORKSHOP AT LAKELSE LAKE, near Oil's. 
1000 sq. ft., concrete, 110/240 volt power, 
oil heating Phone 632-4381 4p21 
8, Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hallngen 
headlights, rear window defrost. Cleanl 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638-8654 even- 
ings. fin 
1973 OLDS classic SS, Swivel bucket seats 
ps, pb, V8 350 rocket engine. Next to new 
tires all around. Good for parts, $350. o.b,o 
call 638.8695 or 635-5128 after 5, tin 
1985 CHRYSLER OAYTONA, Low mileage. 
Excellent condition. $7,500. For more Infor- 
mation call 636.3565 6p19 
1984 FORD ESCORT diesel. Excellent mileage. 
5 spd. 1-695-6445 4p21 
1983 FORD ESCORT WAGON. P/B, 4 speed, 
new tires and hattery. Very good running and 
body condition. $3,800 0BO. Call 
635-6647 - 4p21 
1982 MERCURY COUGAR statinnwagon, Great 
mid.size family car, ona owner, very clean. 
View at 2605 South Eby. Call 635.4956. 
6p21 
1983 TOYOTA TERCEL 4x4 Stationwagon, 
108,000 kin, standard, amlfm cassette. 
$6,000 firm, Call 842-5438 4p21 
bolts, less than 1000 kilometers, spare tire 
very good. Bridgestone radial winter 185/70 
SR13 set of five $500. Phone alter 6 p.m, 
635.4441 or write Box 354, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4B1 2p23 
1986 DODGE LANCER, 5 dr sport sedan, auto, 
P/S, PIB, ' AMIFM, electronic fuel injection, 
Very Icw kms. Immaculate $6,795. 
635-7842 evenings 4p23 
1988 TOYOTA CAMRY. 4 dr, 4 sp, auto, 
white with blue interior, EC, must sell 
$12,800 OBO. 635•3136 4p23 
1980 MUSTANG two door coupe, small 200 
cubic inch, six cylinder engine, automatic, 
power steering and brakes, radio, rear 
defroster, blockheater. $1,800 firm. 28 miles 
per gallon, Phone 1-842-5851 3p24 
1981 CORVETrE. 3,000 km on rebuilt semi 
high performance. 350, 4 spd, pb/pe/pw/ps, 
leather interior, mirrored T.tops, excellent per- 
former~ 24-26 mpg. $17,000• 1-695•6393 or 
1:695-6601 4p24 
1986 CHEVETTE 4 cylinders, 4 D. GC. 
$43,752 km. 635.4448 4p24 
'83 PLYMOUTH RELIANT. Auto, 4 dr, rust- 
proofed, beautiful interior, AMIFM stereo. List 
price $4,500 OBO 635-5830, 4724 Halliwell 
lp24 
1980 SUBARU STATIONWAGON. $1,500 
OBO. Call 638.0242 lp24 
1989 MAZDA RXT-GX. Metallic blue with 
16,700 kin. Excellent Cond. Asking $21,900 
OBO Call 638.0778 4p24 
1982 SILVER & GRAY FORD LYNX. 4 door 
batchback. A.T. EC $3,600. 635.6407 4p24 
MOVING - MUST SELL 1976 Austin Mini. 
Good running cond. Looks good too! Asking 
$600 OR0. 635-4818 lp24 
MOVING -- MUST SELL Mazda 323 1987. 
25,00Ckm, 5 spd, 4 dr, excellent cond. 
$8,000 firm. Wk. 635-5778 8:30 - 3:30. 
Home 638-0117 lp24 
1990 MAZDA MIATA. Red with hardtop. 
695.6698 fin22 
FOR SALE 1978 CAMARO. Excellent running 
cond. Asking $1,50 O, Call 638.1458 after 6 
p.m. 4p22 
1980 DATSUN 200SX Hatchback, 5 speed, 
good cond. $2,700 OBO. Phone 635-4246 
', .... : 4p22 
1982 ZX 
NISSAN 280 ZX TURBO 
L~aded, t-bar 
TERRACE MOTORS 
1~ TOYOTA 
i , ....... 4917 I lwy. tn  Weal i i 
I 635.8.6 b 'Z)  I 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1983 HEAVY DUTY s/e TON GMC 4X4 pickup, 
6.2 diesel engine, 4 speed overdrive transmis. 
siDe. New clutch and pressure plate, new 
brakes, new windshield, new electronic injec. 
tion pump• Bills to prove. Sunvisor, running 
boards, full chrome wheel disks, rear slider 
window, dual tanks, 700 miles cruising range. 
$9,500 OBO 1.842.5851 3p23 
1987 JEEP CHEROKEE 4X4. 4.0L engine, 5 
spd, EC, sport version with extras, must sell 
$15,500 0130 635-3136 4p23 
1977 DODGE t/~ ton PU. Dual tanks, dual bat. 
terles, factory built in CB radio, 318, 
automatic, government safety sticker till April 
1991. $1,250firm. Phone 1-842-5851 3p24 
1986 DODGE RAM import PU. Big four cylinder 
engine, 5 speed overdrive transmission, 4 
speaker stereo, four new all season ice 
radials, no rust, 37 miles per gallon. Sacrifice 
$4,500 Firm. Phone 1.842.5851 3p24 
1987 GMC JIMMY, fully Icaded, excellent con. 
dition, low mileage, price negotiable. 
636-9157 8p24 
1983 GMC VAN. 6 cylinder, 4 speed, 
automatic, excellent mechanical condition. 
AM/FM cassette, all season radials, $3,300. 
Phone 638-0661 2p24 
1982 HEAVY DUTY ~/e ton GMC PU. Equipped 
with 6;2 diesel engine, rebuilt four speed, . 
automatic overdrive transmlsslcn, new 
starter, two new batteries, new windshield, 
dual tanks with 600 miles cruising range. 
$6,500 or best offer. Phone 1.842.5851 3p24 
1982 CHEVY PICKUP. 350, automatic. Black. 
month.Phone635.4453 2p24 82  Mode l ,  Good cond i t ion  i HAVE $2,000 CASH plus' a 16' trailer Red verst Interior New paint new tires, NEW LOG HOME FOR SALE ROOM & BoARD for working person. Ca l l  . . . . . . .  636.6293 . lp24 ~OOUO,O0 638-8700 ($2,500) Will trade for pickup 1983 1986 much more $5 500 . . . . . . .  ' • ."  o,'r-t u] u alter 5 p m 
midsize or full-size. 698.7627 4pa~ ' " • ;'ups4"" ' -"  
byLussier Log Homes Ltd. ! " L * ' W O O D G R E E N  ' ! 
in Spring Creek Drive Subdivision 
by Northwest Community College ,~ I FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS I 
I 483= LAz L,  AVENUE I 
~ ~ ) ~ ; ~  ~ ~  I Natural  Gas F i rep laces ,  D ishwashers ,  Fr idge,  Stove,  Drapes,  I 
I P lush Carpet ing ,  Ba lcon ies  or  Persona l  Patios, | 
~'-~'~- I k~ '~,~;~;~~' ; !~ i i l i  :~! '~ i~ i i i i i !~t ; ! ;~~ i Ceramic  Ti led Bathrooms & Ensul tes  | 
! : i ;  Large  K i tchens ,  beaut i fu l ly  appo in ted ,  I 
on ~A acres with trees • natural gas and water  I J ~ r Res ident  Manager  and Secur i ty  Ent rance  I 
• covered porch and sundeck l :  ~ i~ ", : ~ i : .  • . Undercover  Park ing  I ";-;'~" TERRACE MOTORS TOYOTA 
Buy direct/y from Contractor and . Pr ice  Range S31 ,000  to  $47 ,500  ~ ~ 49!2  HWY 16  East """ 
SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS/ . . . .  ,=  PHONE. 68S-9817 • 636;6957 d/r No 69 7 
For  more  Informat ion call 635-7 '400  ~il :~i!: i~;~ ~ ~ !: :  . . . . . . . . . .  
r 
~-- ~,~..,~ . . . . . . .  ~-~*.~t-~ , • •. . . . . . . .  - . .  :.~L ,, . . . . . . .  ,~•. . . . , . . . ' , . :  *'~ ~, : '~ ' . . . ' -~ ' :~"~ . .~ .~.~J I~ .A .Z 'd : . ' . I P~. .~,~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.,~rJa,.'~x~rl~•~l~'~'~,~,~x~41~.~.A~. 
; , ,+  + ~, , Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 3, 1990 - Paoe,B13 
9. Trucks for Sale 13. Snowmobiles- 1 E , ~ ~  2-~, P - '~s . i~  ~ ~ 2"£H-~l~l-a-n'tid "" , 
1987 FORD E260 VAN. 302, auto o,d,, aux 
tank, supercooling, HeR and F springs, new 
windshield, newly painted, Call 638-B020 
4p22 
1984 FORD RANGER 4X4 Pickup, V6, 5 
speed, dual tanks, needs some work. $4,000 
OBO 638-1700 4p22 
1985 GMC RALLY STX Van, 350 motor, 12 
passenger, natural gas conversion, trailer 
hitch, clean. Asking $13,000, Phone 
635.3602 4p22 
1974 JEEP CHEROKEE 4X4. V8, no rust, steel 
gdll guard, CB radio, P/S, P/8, $1,650 OBO, 
Call 635.2363 4p22 
6X6 DUAL AXLE TRUCK with 30 It. boom. 20 
ton wlnla tow truck boom, snow blade with 
hydraulics attached. Runs welL Phone 
998.7475 evenings, 4p22 
1986 FORD AEROSTAR XL, 7 passenger, 5 
speed, Call 696.3205 evenings 4p22 
1988 FORD CREWCAB 4 X 4. auto, 351, new 
tires, 37,000 km, $17,300 OBO 635-9121 
4p22 
1983 VOLKSWAGON 7 seater window bus, 
water cooled, excellent condition. Call 
632.7858 (Kltimat) 4p23 
1989 FORD RANGER. 4 speed, EC, 28,000 
km, Call 635-9353, leave message. Steal at 
$10,500 4p23 
1982 GMC CREW CAB, 6.21 diesel, auto, pb, 
ps, 10,000 Ib trailer pkg, $8,900, 
627-1751 4p24 
1988 FORD BRONCO II EC, 5 spd, Call 
639.9656 after 5 p.m. 2p24 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
1987 HONDA GOLOW[NG 1,000cc Motorcycle 
clw Vettederring, Ksauser bags and trunk, 
Kenwood stereo, New Bike cover and trailer 
hitch $3,000 699.6460 15pl 7 
1973 CHAMPI0N MOTOR HOME, 25 foot class 
A 1V~ ton chassis. 4000 watt power plant 
sleeps 7. $15,000 Phone 699-6460 15p17 
bathroom. EC. Call 632.4527 after 6 p.m. 
3p21 
12' TRAV-L.MATE TRAILER in EC, Sleeps- 
four. New batteries and tires. $3,800 OBO 
632.6069 4p22 
1990 27V~ FT. TRIPLE E Class C motorhome. 
C/W generator. 695-6698 4p22 
VANGUARD PIF Camper with fridge, stove, 
bathroom, jacks. Good condition, clean. Phone 
after 6 p.m, 635.9080. Asking $7,000 3p22 
1978 OKANAGAN 7V£ Camperette for full siz- 
ed pick-up. Insulated and panelled. $500. Call 
632.7858 (KiUmat) 4p23 
19V= FT. FORe MOTORHOME, fully loaded. 
Call 635.5674 for more inlormation, (Leave 
message on machine.) 4p24 
li 
1984 YAMAHA V MAX snowmobile, 1,400 
km, 1-695.6698 4p22 
SNOWMOBILE - 1989 Yamaha Ovation, Only 
173 km, New conditi0n. $4,000. 635.3303 
alter 6 p.m. 3p22 
14. Boats & Madne 
1986 16 ft, GLASCON BOAT. 70 HP Evinrude. 
Power tilt, full canopy, bow seats, depth 
sounder, many extras (used 10 hrs,) 
635.7835 4p21 
30 FT CARVER AFT Cabin boat. Twin diesel 
engme, loaded. 1.695.6698 4p22 
1982 22' CAMPION Skeena Model, 4 cyl. 
Marc, stern drive, lots of options, c/w road 
runner trailer, EC, 635.3348 4p23 
15. Machinery 
1978 KENWORTH W9BO truck and 1977 
Brodex Tri.axta log trailer, Both one owner. 
Good condition must be seen to be ap- 
preciatad. Phone 699.6460 15p17 
VOLKSWAGON DIMENSIONAL sawmill with 
edger, saws $11,000 OBO. Phone 846.5011 
or 846.5443, 4p21 
14' STEEL DUMP BOX and hoist. Air trip gate 
an(] reservoir. $1,900 OBO. 1968 Chev V= 
ton, 4 bolt main 327, hi.performance, Selling 
for cost of engme. $1,600, 1-692.3324 
4p22 
644A JOHN OEERE loader, Chains W.O, 
available. Good condition, Western star truck 
c/w log rigoIns, fifth wheel, highboy trailer. 
Motor carder authority. Leave message. 
1.694.3508 4p22 
1979 JCO MODEL 3Dll backhoe. Solid stick, 
one bucket, Approx. 6000 hrs. $7,000. Call 
Endako Mines at (604) 699-6211 4p22 
SMITH SANOER for truck, Complete with own 
engine for hydraulics, gnzzly for box and 
water tank for summer use. $15,000. Call En- 
dako Mines, (604) 699.6211 4p22 
9U D6 CAT, BLADE & WINCH, 350 JD loader, 
D2 cat blade & winch, JD backhoe, 0C3 
crawler blade & winch. All i~ good shape. 
1-697-2474 4p22 
GRADER FOR HIRE or for sale, Ph, 365-7766 
tor details. 5p22 
1977 JOHN DEERE line skidder c/w ROPS 
canopy, John De,re winch tires; 24.5 x 32 at 
95 per cent, chains, 2 new and 2 at 80 per 
cent, spare tire and rim. Extended apron, tilt 
blade: mainline, chokers, low hours and good 
condition, $49,000, 1972 Ford tool van with 
302 motor, good condition, sliding overhead 
door, workbench and vice $1,500. 
1-697-2322 eve or weekends, 4p23 
910 CAT LOADER with third valve, bucket and 
spare tire, excellent condition. Asking 
$27,500. Ph, 1-692.3665 4p24 
16. Farm Produce 
HAY FOR SALE. Alfalfa and allaila mix, round 
~'i700 Ibs) or square bales, W. Tofsrud, Telkw.a 
846.5550 4p22 
HAY. 18,000 BALES. Alfalfa, alfalfa brome, 
alsike.brome, brome, In barn. Cummins ranch. 
Hwy 16, W. South Hazelton, Phone 842.5316 
3p22 
17.6rage Sales 
GARAGE SALE (Sat. Oct. 7) 4712 Loan 
Avenue, 8:30 - 11:00. Clothing, wedding 
cake, household goods, home made baskets, 
toys, etc. No early birds, lp24 
18. Business Services 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best. Over 20 
years in Professional Taxidermy. For free 
estimate call Wollgang at Bus. 692.3093; 
Res. 692-7682 rts 
I I  .4 l l r101"11 .4  
r i l l  I l i a . 1  I 111 J  
~ ' ~  ~ ~  ~ . - . "  " " " . , . . .  S INCE 1955 
TRANSPORTATION 
~SYSTEMS L TD.~ 
I • HI BOY I 
" VAN I 
• FLAT DECK • I 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE • I 
• DAILy FREIGHT TO KITIMAT I 
• SERVICE FROM PRINCE GEORGE | 
• • LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE | 
CHARTERS I 
= SCHEDULED SERVICE ON | 
HIGHWAY 37 N. ; I 
• DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL 
FREIGHT SERVICE FROM ; - 
• VANCOUVER- 
;* DAILY FREIGHT SERVIC 
, ,  : STJ=WART 
~m~ d 
, United Van Uas  
• 
i ~K IT IMAT UNITED TERRACE : 
ii 632-2544 , 
272-  3rd  S t reet  o r635~7102 
i Kltirnat • 3111 Blackburn 
, '+ ' Terrace 
i 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
• Major  App l iance  Repair  
• Electr ical  Wiring 
IVAN & MITCH 
~ -8?:LL'------1 7299i 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COST5 YOU NOTHINg to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 636.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays, 
.LOST BLUE PACK SACK and shopping bag 
with work clothes in taxi on Sept, 7190. If 
f~,und 638-0693. leave message, 2p23 
LOST OBOE in black case. Lost near Northern 
Mag on Friday night or Saturday morning, 
Reward offered for its return. Call 635-2943 
after 5 p.m. 2p23 
FOUND: TORTOISE SHELL wire famed glasses 
with olive green leather ease in parking lot 
beside Terrace Standard. Please claim by call- 
ing 638-7283, Ask for Rose. 6p24 
20. Pets & Livestock 
BEAUTIFUL GOLOEN CAHRADOR retreivers, 
• CKC registered, ew.claws removed. All shots 
and tatooed. $300. Ready mid August. Phone 
747-2638 after 5 p.m. Quesnet. 4p35 
DUE TO AUCTION SALE early September, 
order your lamb now. Phone 694.3456 before 
8 a,m. 4p33 
ONE 4 YEAR old Suffolk Ram lor sale, Phone 
694.3456 Best before 8 a,m. 4p33 
MOVING MUST SELL! Purebred Arabians. 11 
yr. old mare, 5 yr. gelding, 2 yr, gelding. Ex- 
cellent diposition. Very showy. 692-7682 
4p21 
ALASKAN MALAMUTE PUPPIES. CKC 
registration, shots. Excellent with children and 
great work dog. Powedul 85-110 Ibs. Black 
wolf and wolf gray. Phone Sun. FrL 
849-5811 6p21 
QUARTER HORSE, 8 years, bay gelding, 
strong, sound, trail, bush, street and ring ex- 
perience, Packs, trailers. Phone 845.7467 
. . . . .  4p21 
ENGLISH SPRINGER SPANIEL PUPS. CKC 
rag=stared. M/F, reaOy to go. Call 567.9236 
days. Champ sired. 4p22 
WANTED ALL TYPES OF livestock, Will buy, 
sell, trade, order to buy, Pick.up & delivery, 
Licensed & bonded. Dealer and auctioneer. 
Ken Rose 1.694-3507 or 1-694.3631 eve, 
4p22 
AUTOMOTIVE 
A¢Ive Auto Brokers, dllq~osal 
agent Ior AcUvo Bailiff 6ervloes. 
R,pos~eaalone, estate, tousle, 
care, Irueks, motorhomes, boats. 
Cedl Mr. Pdca (only), (604)434- 
1819. De476. 
SUSINES8 OPPORTUNITIES 
START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT ~olnass, oven spare 
time. No money or experience. 
81~;e 1046. Free brochure: 
Wade World Trade, ~Jo Cdn. 
6mall Bucinees Inst,, Dept. Wl, 
1140 Bellwny Rd. N. #1, Scarbor- 
ou~lh, Onledo. M1H 1H4. 
MAKE BIG MONEY Importing 
U,8. earn, Indepth ~minar as- 
aemUed by the expede now ol. 
lersd by maiL For free bro¢.l~re 
genteel: Ivomon & Assoc~aloe 
Co, suiting Ltd,, 900,10665 Joe. 
per Ave,, Edmonton, TSJ 3S0, 
Phone: 1.800.861-1100 or ~%)~0~o21, ~: (~)4~1. 
et' Lending Barge, eatsbilehod 
IxAilne~ M.V, Paleo, uth, 16 T. 
capadty, Diesel, V,H,F,0 Radar, 
110V,, $85 000 firm. (604)333- 
8768,evenlnge, T88-gg92, carla. 
lar, Operstoa I,.uqueti, French 
Greek, Pwkavlle me.  
Need extra Income tot Ctvlet- 
haze? DISCOVERY TOYS needs 
you, Rex l~ ltours, earn l~e 
toys and bonuses, Phone: 
Bl~ldey, 1-246.9776, evenings, 
Workat heine, !emupto$100. 
c emission, Take 
lor Publisher, 
(604)669-7575, 
Ee  upto $10 - 
1300 e day ¢om la l , 
. phone orders f
P(mlde oedlyou, 
ext. 1~2. 
VERY HOT OPPORTUNITYI 
New Ou lavlno cklvloel Olvea 
11W..95% rno~ MP(Zl Gusmn. 
I14~II ~ Io l~ll No expmbr¢i 
qlqulmdl Bomlngs 111,000- 
, ~,000 per month I~d Ilmel 
women welcorf~l Free Informs- 
tlou+ 1-1~0- !k - -~-4612~ 
• Soling ~aaoNd nmteurs~Olft 
Shop, Potentlld foe expanelou f~ 
eOgrsmlve ~mtmpmrmur,. o~..y 
eodou| b~ml  and  enquire, Pie 
Iglntl I~eMe. Write: BoX 216, 
L~0v~w, k.l~fl~, T0L IHO. 
ADA RENTA USED CAR "" 
Ex~ll,nt lcld on or lull time butd- 
ne l l  Orell = flow, Mod4et 
blvelln~M. F~I~ Into: ADA 
iSyeteme Iill,, 1078 Tlllloum, VIe- 
gall, VSA ;IA4, PH/FAX: 301. 
2840. 
2 HORSE STAIGHT HAUL trailer, fibreglass 
roof and fenders, overhelght 7', spare tire, 
good" working condition. Garibaldi 1968, 
$2,600 OBO. 692.3766 eves, Anytime on 
weekends. 4p23 
REGISTERED SHAR.PEI for sale, $500 OBO. 
Call 635-3025 3p23 
REGISTEREO, PUREBRED Sheltie puppies, Will 
make excellent small house d(xjs. Have first 
shots, tattooed and vet checked, $250. 
635.3826 4p2~, 
I LL BREED 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638"801 8 
Mornlnge or Evenings 
WANTED: SALES PERSON for retail outlet. 
Knowledgeable with paint and wallpaper 
and/or sales experience an asset. Phone 
638.8844 for appointment, lc24 
WANT MORE OUT OF LIFE? A little extra 
JOCUS EDUCATIONAL Toy Company seeksl 
consultants In Kitlmat, Do V0u like kids and 
toys. Earn $$$. Phone Liz Haws 68B.0827 
6pl 9, 
money can mean a lot of extra living, If you LOCAL AGENTS REQUIRED by Calgary based 
are willing to work and learn, 'phone for ap. company, Exclusive dynamic product, new on 
pointment to 635-3484. lp24 Canadian market. We are looking for bdght, 
EXPERIENCED ASSISTANT required for aggressive individuals. No investment re-, 
veterinary hospital, Outgoing person able to quired. For more information, please call 
relate to public, able to handle animals. 632-7547 8pl 9 
References required. For information call 
635.3300 days, lp24 
WANTED 70 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to lose. • J I 
10.751bs with the Diet Dtsc program, 100per = Wanted ' Sales Person 
I 
cent natural. Toll free 1.978.3027 4p21 I for retail outlet. Knowledgeable with 
I paint & wail.paper and/or sales ex.. 
DORIS' COIFFURES requires one qualified Hair- I pedence an asset. Phone for alp 
dresser immediately. Call 638.1704. 4c21 
LIVE.IN BABYSrI'fER Ior two school aged I polntment 83X844 
I children. One child welcome. Call Houston 
845.3300 or 845-7748 4p22 
B.C. RADON SURVEY, Phase 2 
Dr. C. van Net ten  f rom the Depar tment  of Health Care and Ep idemio logy  has been  asked  
by  the Radiat ion Protect ion  Branch,  to ident i fy  those  areas in British Co lumbia  where  there  is 
a potent ia l  radon hazard.  This adver t i sement  is a request  for vo lunteers  to part ic ipate  in th is  
s tudy .  
Radon gas or ig inates  when uranium d is integrates  with the earth,  This  rad ioact ive  gas per -  
co la tes  through the soil and can enter  houses  through c racks  in the basements  where ,  
depend ing  upon the structura l  detai ls  o f  the house,  it may be t rapped expos ing  the oc-  
cupants  to  unnecessary  high levels of  radioact iv i ty.  Because  exposure  to h igh leve ls  o f  
radon gas has been d i rect ly  l inked to lung cancer ,  it is essent ia l  to establ ish •where in Brit ish 
Co lumbia  radon gas is a potent ia l  p rob lem so that remedia l  act ion can be e f fec t ive ly  im- 
p lemented .  
The moni tor ing dev ices  are  radiat ion sensi t ive plast ic d iscs  wh ich  will be p laced  in the 
basements  as wel l  as in the main l iving area and left there  for a per iod  of  one  year  a f ter  wh ich  
each  part ic ipant  will be asked  to send these  moni tors  back  to the Univers i ty  of British Co lum- 
b ia  at the address  shown be low.  
On ly -75  homes  will be  tes ted  with in the  city of  Ter race  there fore  not  all vo lunteers  wil l  be  
se lec ted  to part ic ipate.  Se lect ion  of part ic ipants will be based  on first come,  f i rst  served  
basis,  as wel l  as on the geograph ic  representat ion  o f  the house  in the area  of interest .  
If you  are interested in having your  house  moni tored,  f ree of charge ,  for  radon gas  p lease 
complete  and return the form be low or contact  the Univers i ty  of Brit ish Co lumbia  d i rect ly  at 
228-3036.  | I 
Radon Gas Survey 1 Send completed  form to:  i 
Name / Dr, C. van Netten,  I 
Address / Depar tment  o f  Health Care  & I 
. / Ep idemio logy ,  I ,  
• ~. ,~  / Univers i ty  of British Co lumbia ,  ~ ~ I ! 
" ' warkZ +, I'.: | '  Mather  Build ng, 5804, .Fa ,  rvtew .~ J I 
: eho'neNo':'(home) ....... ::..~.n.~' , ~" ' ., ~|  Avenue, | 
HomeOwner(yes) ( n o ) _ _  ! Vancouver, B.C. V6T 1W5 ] 
Tenant Occupant (yes) (no) 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in the more than 100 Newpapers el the B,C. and Yukon Community Newspapers Association 
and reach more than 1,500,000 potential reade re. 
$195. for 25 words ($3.70 per each additional word) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
GAMEUON - Run a bustno~ 
from your home marketing shear 
non.run hoalery and Ceding ~lvor 
jewallery. 40%.50% profit. Stml 
before the pre.Ohdslmsa rush. 
Call or)Reel: (604)687-0510, 
1604)687-0409. WnkendWeve- 
nlngs: 1604)681-3394. 
BUOIHE88 PERSONALS 
ORDER YOUR "LOVE STUFF" 
BY MAIL FROM OUR NEW 
.OVERS LANE CATALOGUEI 
You're eemured prlw~/and eeou- 
dty from our establ]eh,d otorel 
Checkue out In the BBB IN HOME 
BHOPPINGI BEST SELECTION 
, ~EDUOATION 
FREE careergulde to home-study 
o~n'ospondenca Diploma co~s~.. 
AccountinO, Alrcondltlonlng, uoo~- 
keeping, Business, Cosmetology, 
Ela¢tronlcs LegaPMedlcai Secre- 
tary, Psychology, Travel. Grantee, 
(8A)-263 Adelaide West, Toronto. 
1.800-950.1972. 
FOR BALE MtSO 
lighting fixtures, Western Can- 
ada's zrgsatdispley, Wholesale 
and retaW, Free catalogue avail- 
sble. Norbum Ughtlng Centre, 
4600 East Hastings St,, Burnoby, 
B.C., V50 2K5, Phone: 
(6.04) 299-0666. 
HALLOWEEN, CHRISTMAS, 
HELP WANTED 
TOPS 'N' TRENDS - Join a win- 
ning tasmt See how easy it Is 
stading your own Fashion Bud- 
ness for as little as $175. Cell 
Lynn: 1.800-268-5670. 
WANTED: 99 people to lose 10- 
29 IbsJmonth with revolutionary 
DIET DISC, AsaeenonT.V. Fun, 
simple and 100% natural. Guar- 
anteed results. Doctor recom- 
mended, 1-800-665.240.% 
Overseas Positions, Hundreds 
of top paying positions, All occu- 
paticns, Atlmctlve I~nelits, Free 
details: Overseas Employment 
HELP WANTED 
INSTANTCASHI Ifyoulev~fuh- 
m, independence, job flexbitity. 
mlfmitod potential, JoIn the wo~ 
Iodui ~ d MA CHERIE HOME 
:ASI..IION SHOWS (Est. 1975), 
Ca, collect: 1416}632-9090. 
PERSONALS 
FREE PERSONAUTY TEST, 
Your pemonality dstermLqes your 
tuture. Knowwhy? CalithoDla- 
nellcs hotlise. 1-800-067-8786. 
About timel A diet that really 
workel Lose pound, nob, s. 
PL',ln energy. Diet dL~ is 100% 
gumantoed, Doctor recom- 
mended. Oall Info llne: 1-800- 
665-8003 toll tree. GREAT SERVI~EI RVoetaJogue: Services, Dope, CA, Box 460, 
LOVER'S LANE BOUTIQUE NEWYEARS. Usaproleeelonsl MountRoysi,Quebec,H3P3C7. 
tickets st discount prices, Easy 
order, lest dollvary. Information 
REAL ESTATE 
1074 SHOPPER'S ROW, 
CAMPBELL FWER, B,C., VgW . . . . . . . . .  WEST FRASER MILLS LTD, RELAX, COUNTRYLNING. 1, oraerl First/IeKSt i-,nntlng pne]a~ kdnnd Rn~Jm~= I ~  ng- - -  - - '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5, 10, scrs lots. Water, Hydro, 2C8. PHONE 1604)286-1010, 9710 - 54 Ave, Eomonlon ~u - - "' . . . . .  ._c . . . . . . . .  , .  , Wanted:lntenorHi-Lesd Logg(ng I Telephone, river visw and dyer 
/o :  0~,v (40a)43u 3euu rex , • , : Contractor for approxmatsly frord, 3OmileswestolKamloopa. 
DIVORCE? No court appear- (403)4364460, 30000¢ubicmoters. Forfudher i Calcoliaet:(604)373-2262, enos ot (~merd el a~ neoee- 
sap/I Just 5-18 weel~ ~9.95 =A.= uc.T, mr~ ¢~,r.~ Fa- delaits, please contact: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  or ~nst rom at the Pacific irden DEVELOPER LIQUIDATION. 
plus ~ta ,  You or We type. moup. ,v~. ,~y~.~l~.~;ur  ResourcaaOIllce, P.O.Box3130, OSOYOOS s.c, FuIlymrvloKI 
Lswyot endomod. Sef~l $5 f~ con',umoon vwo.. o "r o.~k.._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  n r vn~ ~un or Rased until Octdber 31st only. O00Y d Canada's newdNorce net .ne'~s.andheate,m,'-C-.°~. t~CotmYl~ phone'847-2656, tntersstedpar- FLY. sites in Pared ne Palk R,V. 
Itarslurs. I~  ewlem lOCal earner, ot vm~y , .,-~:~,~,h,h,,OctoberOl 1990 20% disco4~tlorcash, noob~g 
alnee 1970, D[vor~lMoe, 201- Systemo Ino,, Box 777, PenSc . . . . . . .  v,~-1 , , costs. Teals end trade,, onnlid- 1252 Burmrd, Vancouv~, 1.687- ton B C, V2A 6Y7. 
2900. Franr, hlsaeawHable, ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Train to manage an Apartment/ .red, Free two niOht slay (space 
GARDENING Condominium complex, Th, e avalleble end advance reserve. 
EI~JOATION ~ government Iloen~d I~q~e.zuoy lion), Call: 66~822, (Vancou. 
THE ULTIMATE GARDENER'S uertlflcstkmlncluoesrreepmce- ver)or495.7670(0eoyoos), 
PsyeNatrlc Nursing, Yo~ have STORE, 1,000"s el prodUctS, I mentassistsnce, Freebrochure: 
good comm~loat~n, sldUe a.nd 8reenhouees,hydrp~onk~, .huoe (604)681.5456. Or: RMTI, 11~- TRAVEL 
=re about people, you want a book ~leetion, ~4 tor Catalogue 789 W: Pander, Vancouver, u.u,, AUSTRALWNEW ZEALAND. 
cmlNitwharsyoucanmakeadlf- full of money saving coupans, I VSCIH2. Catlth, SouthPadfl¢Speda~sl, 
femnceinpeople'el~e, Thoom. Western Water Farms, #103, ANZA Travel Var¢ouvarlAuek- 
edy, abuud ehlidreQ, eubstanus 20120..64th Ave,, Langley, B,C., FINANCIAL ADVISOR, VAN- lend,retumlrom~991o$1,289. 
st0usersand~tt#nKIwomenars V3A4P7. ~ TAGESECURITIESINC.Or~ol Voncouver/Sydnoy return from 
~ the leading investment organtza- 
HELPWANTED lions In B,C. wilh a =uccesdul $1,149 to $1,1~/9, TolH~el-800.. of the p, opb Wee leak to latric Nu'eea Io4' help. The 
Psychiatric Nursl~ prngrsm historyolprovidlngTex Shelters, 972.6928. 
OIv~l you the prsctl(~l e ~  6UNSH NE VILLAGE requires lift Mutual Funds, end SpedaRzsd " '  VICTORIA B,C. ' "  "The AD- 
s~'.,ngwithdaaaroomtearrdngto otoeratom,¢ooke, tc.to_llllskl.hHI Investment Oppodunltles, pros- MIRALMOTEL-Finea¢¢omod~- 
getyouetadedinthlSlXOlotmlon, iX~icns.Sendmsume;uox~o, onUyhaseevaralposltlonsavstl- ion overlooking the beautiful 
CldlDouglas¢olao~ed(604)527- Bsnll, AB, TOL OCO, (403)762. able throoghout B.C. If youpoa- HARBOUR, Houeekoeplno 
5420 or walls: ThQ Offlo~ el the 6540,fzx(403)762"6~13, sees Ihe key roqukoments o(: unite, reasonable rates, friskily. 
personal =ttantion Item farpl~ 
owne~. OAA recocumen~eo. 
R~glslrer, D .ouglu C-.olte4~, P,O , minimum 3 years el Inventmont 
Box 2803, New Wlstminster I VICTORIA. Selesrsp'srsqulrod S~lee Experience, Entreprs- 
B C,, V3L 882, to find out mo~ I for repidlyexpsndl~pdnt media, noudal Spirit, Intagrlly, Recordol 257 Ball'villa SL, Victoria, B,C. 
~cout B,O,'e only PeyeNstrlo [INO m sad upwaro ran De ex- Achievement end Desire to be vav 1X1, Tel604386-6267. 
Naming program. I pacted, poeftlve_etmospnersano pad d 8 Oro~lh Sltuatim, Plus 
h~h ont~. HewJn~l to : Pie. youhaveaSeoudlkHZlicerK~,We WAN'I1ED 
AUTO TE~H' The ~ Idvan~ I tie Inh~lrect AdvedleJng, 210- will rewmd your oontdbutinn with: Publisher eeeks poems Io4" alp 
trs~ngevel~l~lelorlodly'leuto.I 1095 Md~snzle Ave., V~ola, 100%COMMISSION PAY OUT, coming poetry book, Write to: ~l~,o~n~oo~-/B,G.V8P2LS. ~ EOUITYPARTICIPMIONaUB- Premier Prsea, 6200 M~y 
, l~,, ,~h r,.,.,,,~,.,,,,,~mm~u~. ~ ESTABLISHED 14 YEAR OLD JECTTO PROVEN PERFORM- Ave., Suite 145-930, Bumaby, . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  I. ANCE.Comeandlndepandently I B,C,,VSH4Mg. 
tadlnk~l ltldnlng It IZ To~.ym~ vace~, m~.  y~,,m.,,u ~!-,vLu ~- 0f prdesa~onats, PIo~o reply.In ~ B,C. and Yukon Obldbutom. Low 
ipp~ntlo~dllp IXOgmm, Nexl ale lot g ipsy menu~ma~ confldencato:Mr, Jan~eRtzgm- J investment highlxOllt. Nocom- 
Apply now,.enroflmem  ~rmt~r P.'.,.,, . . . .  Securities Inc,, #1170 - 105S I Money maker world wide. $1 
For Informal(on raft; ~ Wth~- atndbg Immedlalely, 1416)756- West Hast l~  Street, Vaneou- i ,amid,, MlrerJe Cloth. Box 692, 
lade, 7~45446, $174, (416)756-2156. vet, B,C, VSE 2E9, I New Hazstton, B,O,, VOJ 2J0. 
l• 
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CALL 
638-SAVE 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver- 
tisers that the human rights code in British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advedlse. 
meet in connection.with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires an job applicant to furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col. 
our, ancestry, place of origin cr political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given In the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter- 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C., VSG 158. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
TIRED OF HIGH Accounting costs? Experienc- 
ed and qualified for your bookkeeping needs. 
Reasonable rates. Call Liana at 635-4344 or 
635 9592 6p19 
WILL DO SEWING for all occasions. Hallo- 
ween, Christmas, weddings, etc. Call 
635.5426 6p20 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER will do finishing, 
renovation, install cabinest, patios, etc. Call 
after 6 p.m. 635.6277 4p22 
SWlNGSHIFT Country rock band. Available for 
bookings. 1.695.6469 eve. 4p22 
I WILL DO HOUSECLEANING in your home. 
References available. Call Nancy 635-4492 
4p23 
HOME CLEANING. Well experienced in total 
home care. Just call after 5 p.m. (evenings) 
635.6537 4p24 
"MR. FIX.IT" Experienced in all trades. Cost 
nothing to call and chat about the job. Call 
after 5 p.m. 635.6537 4p24 
MAID FOR YOU daily, weekly or one time 
cleaning of your house. Five years ex- 
perience. Reasonable rates. 632.6987 lp24 
DRILLER BLASTER (general ticket). Ex- 
perienced in road building, capable of 
operating machines such as cats, gravel 
trucks, front end loaders, backhoe and 
graders. Call 632.7313 2p24 
24. Notices 
PRO.LIFE EOUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor- 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-5427 or 638.0382. 5tfnc 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL AND DRUG Services 
will be starting and ACOA counselling roup 
the last week in September. In a supportive 
and safe atmosphere, the group will examine 
and come to terms with the trauma of having 
grown up in a family coping with substance 
abuse. We will be dealing with issues of isola- 
tion, denial and hurl or any other topic which 
may arise. For more information, please call 
638.8117. 3c22 
NIRVANA - MODERN METAPHYSIC Centre 
Courses, readings, books, tapes, oils and 
more. OpeRing October 1, 3611 Cottonwood 
Cres. 635.7776 3p23 
From the BAHA'I HOLY writings 
"Minds are powedess to com- 
prehend God, and the souls 
become bewildered in explaining 
him. 'The eyes see Him not, but 
He seeth the eyes...'" 
To explore these writings further call 
635-3210 or 636-9012 
24. Notices 
THE TERRACE DAY CARE CENTRE, 3425 
Kalum St, has full and part-Ume spaces 
available for children 3-7 yrs. of age. We have 
4 fully qualified staff, Our hours of operation 
are 7:30 a.m. • 8:30 p.m.. Men • Fd. Call 
635.3424 for more information, 2p23 
FREE INFORMATION about the Watchtower 
Society, Has it been honest with you? For 24 
hour recorded message phone 847-4354, 
New topic every week. 4p23 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
FOR SALE - HOUSE .OF SHANNON. 5 station 
beauty shop, Good situation. Owner has mov. 
ed. Call 638.1127. Ask for Rebecca. 
6p21 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE. In downtown Ter- 
race. Set up for 3 operators, Good location, 
asking price $25,000. Call 635.7961 4p22 
ELITE CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY and glass. 20 
per cent materials for skidoo seats, winter 
fronts, boat seats, bike seats, etc. 
1.699-6288 4p24 
RESTAURANT FOR SALE. Centre Cale in 
Houston Mall. Excellent location and excellent 
business opportunity. Serious enquiries to 
owner at 845-2441 days or 845.7945 even. 
tags. 4p24 
26, Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality is assured. Phone 
638-7283 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
NIRVANA -- MODERN METAPHYSICS 
courses. Intreduction to Metaphysics, Pro- 
gressive Metaphysics, Advanced Meditation 1
and 2, Stress and Relaxation Mediation, Pro- 
gressive Meditation, Young Adults Courses, 
Healing Group. 8 wk. courses stad Oct. 1. 
Registration by Sept. 24. Pre.registraUon for 
each set. Space limited. For calendar and into 
call 635.7776. Laurel. 4p21 
OPEN CHANNEL READINGS. For appointment, 
phone Laurel at 635.7776. 3p23 
ARE YOU TIRED OF THAT DEAD.END JOB? 
Learn what successful people do to find the 
jobs they love. For a free recorded message 
cap 1.800.667.8782 5p24 
ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING worksops (basic) 
Oct. 20190 9:30.4 p.m.. (advanced) OCt. 24 
9:30- 4 p.m. Pre.requisite for advanced is the 
basic workshop. Cost $50. Tillicum Theatre 
building, 3rd floor. Facilitators: Lil Farkvam, 
and Lynn Hughes. Register by calling N.W. 
Counselling Centre. 638.8311, between 9 
a.m. - 3 p.m. 3p24 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS workshop 
- Healing the inner Child with Jim 
MacGregor. Date: Friday Oct. 19 7 • 10 p.m., 
Sat. Oct. 20 9:30 - 4:30, Sunday Oct. 21 10 
a,m. • 1 p.m. At the Sko0na Health Unit 
auditorium, 3412 Kalum St. Cost $60 for 
weekend. Register before Oct. 12 by calling 
Northvvest.Counse no Centre 638.83.11 
• 3024 
32. Legal Notices 
FOR SALE BY TENDER - Bid cottage in Tar- 
race. Has electric heat, range and fridge. Cot- 
tage has been lived in on year round basis. 
Will be sold as is and must be removed from 
present location by November 30, 1990. 
Buyer will be responsible for removal and 
moving, bids close October 31, 1990. Please 
mark envelope "Cottage tender bid". Phone 
after 6 p.m. 635-4441 or write Box 354, Ter. 
race, B.C. V8G 4B1 2p23 
CAREER S 
ACCOUNTING PROFESSIONAL 
Positions available with expanding C.A. firm in Terrace, 
B.C. You are highly motivated and desire to combine public 
practise with the opportunity to learn new skills. Working 
paper and microcomputer experience, ability to work without 
supervision and directly with clients is desired. 
Excellent remuneration and opportunities for advancement 
are available. 
Please reply in confidence to: 
Craig A. Mills, C.A. --  McAlpine & Co. 
4634 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B,C. VSG 157 
~Bui ld ings  Corporati( 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT TYPIST 
Financial Statement ypist required by C.A. firm in Terrace, 
B.C. You are highly motivated and have a typing skill of 60 
WPM. Wordprocessing using Wordperfect 5.0/5.1 and/or 
financial statement typing experience an asset but not 
necessarily required. 
Excellent remuneration and opportunities to learn new skills 
are available. 
Please reply in confidence to: 
Craig A. Mills, C.A. -- McAIpine & Co. 
4634 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $7 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Solicitor General 
Corrections Branch 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
CASE, AID WORKER 
Bui ldings Corporatic 
The Terrace ProbeUon Office has a personal eervlcos contract providing 
short.term sestetance and enhancement services for adult and young of- 
fenders. ~Jch services may Include, but not necessarily be limited to pro- 
vtdlng home, educational end aftar.cere support eervices. The contractor will 
be expected to participate In planning, conferences and IteJsen with other 
egoncloe/profeselosals in conjunction with the supervising probation officer. 
Q~.~41ficaffons: Grade 1 2 or equivalent, skills in report wrftlng and record, 
keeping, and good Interpersonal eldlle; must consent to a criminal records 
check; valid B.C. drlvem licence. 
Fees will be based on e rate of $16.00 per hour and average 20 hours per 
week, 
RoMe submit resumes by October 15, 1990, 4:00 p,m, to: 
:~' Kerrle Reey, Local Director, Terrace Probation Office, 
Rm 120,1408-Kalum 8treat, Terrace, B.C. vaG 2Ne. 
i i 
TION AD 
 BUY v'SELL  'RENT  'TRADE 
' I  ---VISA 
30. Obituaries 
29. In Memodam 
IN LOVING MEMORY OF 
AL McCANN 
who passed away Sept 30. 
Three years have gone by. We think of you 
often in silence. 
And dearly mention your name. 
We would give anything, could we see your 
( ~  Province of Ministry 
British Columbia of Forests 
BURNING PERMIT 
loving face again. 
DEATH NOTICE To hear your sweet voice or see your smi !e  REQUIREMENTS 
COX, JOHN LESLIE age 73. Sept. 11, 1990 In again. ~' . . . . . . . . . . .  
Terrace. No services were held by request of You meant so much to us, 
Leslie and family. Cremation took place at the Out all we have is memories • i Ef fect ive immediate ly  the Forest  Serv ice  advises that under  
Terrace Crematorium. Inlieu of flowers, dona. Our heads still ache in silence, author i ty  of the Forest  Act,  Sect ion 1 1 2, Clans "A"  burning 
tions to the Heart Fund accepted. Silent tears still flow. permits  will be required throughout  the year,  in the Kalum 
Just what it meant o lose you, 
No one will ever know. 
Your loving wife, Ida, and family, 24. Notices 
Thank You 
Terrace Big Brothers, Big Sisters Society would like to thank 
the following business's for their kind contribution, which 
made the 1 st annual Golf Tournament such a successl 
Finning Tractor Mutual Life 
Terrace Radiator All West Glass 
Coast Tractor Sure Exposure 
LEJ International Elan Travel 
Terrace Chrysler River Industries 
Central Gifts : McEwan Motors 
Hans Fedderson Canadian Imperial 
McAIpine : Bank of Commerce 
Petro Can Skeena Cellulose 
ByTown Diesel Canadian Airlines = 
Elker Auto/Supply Central Flowers 
Bank of Nova Scotia Sessions 
J oy Dover McDonalds 
acific Pilsner Skeena Sawmills 
ig Brothers & Big Sisters 
32. Legal Notices 
® ,B.C.Hyd o 
Public Notice 
Terrace District 5220 Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. of British Columbia 
Hydro and Power Authority re- 
quires offers from contractors in- 
terested in the performance of snow 
removal and ice sanding at the 
above address between November 
15th, 1990 to March 31, 1991. 
To obtain required documents 
please direct Inquiries to 
A.W. Anderson ~ : 
5220 Keith Ave. . 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4R5 " 
Under reference to local road con- 
tractors LWC No. 03 
® B.CHy&o 
Public Notice 
B.C. Hydro requests offers from 
heavy equipment contractors In- 
terested in performance of snow 
clearing from substation yards and 
access roads in the Terrace 
Lakelse Lake and/or Kitlmat areas. 
Such offers will be received until 
11:00 hours on 17 October 1990. 
To obtain the required documents 
please'direct enquiries to S. Reyes, 
5220 Keilh Avenue, Terra'ce, B.C. 
(phone 638-5601) under reference 
to Local Work Contr&ct Numbers 
J604 and E704. 
TRAILERS FOR SALE 
FOR REMOVAL 
LOCATION: Former Highways Complex, Good 
Hope lake, ploW.40 kl;ometers Northeast o! 
Casaiar, B.C. 
IMPROVEMENTS: 
DESCRIPTION: (o) + 1974 Febco 
Modular Sunk House Tfil~e 
Unn4- 145.02 m' 
(b) 4- 1974 Bfitco Re(; 
hall Trailer 4- I - 9e,e m' 
(c) 4- 1972 Double V~de 
General MobBe Home 4- 
98.10 m = 
(d) 1974 Atco Kitchen 
Trailer + 70,98 m= 
Intormaticn/ohor to purchase packages may be 
obta~ed from the office of the Government 
Agent. Provlnc~ Govemrnent B~ldk~g, P.O, 
Box 340, Conneil Drive, P.,a~l~t, B.C. or 
Michael Sampson, Real Estate Analyst, B.C, 
Buildings Corporation, 3350 Douglas Sb'eet, 
Victoria, B.C, VSW 2T4, at 387-7382 (VIctofia) 
or toll free 1.800.742.6152 or facsimile par- 
Uculsrs to 387.7413. 
FORMER HIGHWAYS YARD 
FOR SALE 
The British Columbia Buildings Corporation 
invites offers to purchase the following 
land and improvemeots. 
LOCATION: Good Hope Lake, + 40 
kilometers Nodheast of Casslar, B.C. 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: D.L. 2983 and 
Block A of D.L. 6738, Casslar Dtstdct 
IMPROVEMENT DESCRIPTION: Former 
Highways maintenance buildings including 
service garage, warehouse, capenter's 
shop, equipment shed, oil storage, 
residence, various torage sheds. 
SITE DESCRIPTION: Irregular shaped 
parcel :!: 8,84 ha (4- 21,8 acres) and 
hectares enjoys excellent frontage and ix. 
posure on Highway No. 37. 
Information/offer to purchase packages 
may be obtained from the office of the 
Government Agent, Provincial Govern. 
ment Building, P.O, Box 340, Connell 
Drive, Casslar, B.C. or from Michael 
Sampson, Real Estate Analyst, B.C. 
Buldlngs Corporation, 3350 Douglas 
Street, Viotorla, B.C, V8W 2T4, at 
387-7382 (Victoria) or 1.800.742.6152 
(toll free) or facsimile particulars to 
387-7413, 
DISTRICT OF NEW HAZELTON 
CHLORINATION BUILDING 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed Tenders marked "Tender for the Dtotrict 
of New Hazelton Chlodnanon Building" will be 
received at the office of KLM Engineering Group 
Ltd. at 1921 Third Avenue, Prince George, B.C. 
up to 2:00 p.m. local time on 18 October 1990. 
Tender documents may be obtained from the Ot- 
rice of the Engineer after 3 October 1990. 
Tnls work 1o be undertaken Includes construc- 
tion of a cast.in-place concrete building; supply 
and Installation of a booster pump, 
hypochlodnator, piping valves and controls. 
The owner reserved the fight to reject any or all 
Tenders or to accept the Tender deemed most 
favour.shOe in the interest of the Owner. 
Inqulriea should be directed to: 
Mr. S.N. Lawrence, P,Eng. 
KLM Engineering Group Lid. 
1921 ThFrd Avenue 
Pdnce George, B.C, 
V2M 1G6 
Mrs. B.L. Hunt 
Clerk.Treasurer 
Dtatdct of New Hazeiton 
Box 340 
New He, zelton, B.C. 
VOJ 2JO 
Telephone: (604) e61.2999, Facsimile; (504) 
462.9205 
Forest District. 
Anyone wishing to burn must obtain a burning permit at the 
local Forest District office. It Is an offense under the Forest 
Act to burn without a permit. 
Permits are available, free of charge and specify conditions 
under which safe burning operations can be conducted. 
B.D, Downie 
District Manager 
Kalum Forest District 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation end 
Highways Act, Section 49(1 ), sealed tenders are invited for the 
following: 
Project No.: 05897-0006 
Location: 15.6 km. south of Terrace on Highway 37 
Description: Furlong Creek Box Culvert Re.surfacing -- Con- 
struotlon of a 150 mm concrete overlay Including all prepara- 
tion work. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions 
of Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry 
of TranspodaNon and Highways at No. 300 - 4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1V4 until 2:00 p.m. (local time) on October 
12, 1990, when tenders will be opened in public. 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will not be required (in accor- 
dance with the conditions of the tender). 
A pre-tender meeting will be held on October 9, 1990 at 2:00 
p.m. at: No. 300 - 4546 park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifica- 
tions and condticns of tender are available from the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways at No. 300 • 4546 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1 V4 between the hoursof 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 
p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, except 
holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be 
made by certified cheque or money order, made payable to the 
Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases are 
non-refundable. 
For further information contact Randy Penner, Area 
Manager/Bridges at (604) 638-3360 or fax (604) 638-3316. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
A t o m  
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British Columbia 
I~inJstry of Transportation 
LI~ ~ anti Highways 
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Honour~ e nta M. Johnston, Minister 
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CITY OF TERRACE 
SALE BY TENDER 
on an "As - I s -Where - I s "  Basis 
26 4" Sewage Piston Pump c/w 
Motor and Hydro Cell 
27 Uniden Force CB Radio 
(model FMH 3500) 
28 Clever Brook Boiler(Model 4) 
Miscellaneous Electrical Parts 
29 Skate Sharpening Machine 
(RESERVED PRICE) 
30 Sauna King Sauna Heater 
31 Vard Drafting Machine 
(Model No. 2287) 
32 Vemco Drafting Machine 
(Model No. 5100) 
33 IBM 5251 Work Station 
for Computer 
34 Victor Champion Adding 
Machine 
35 Texas Instruments T1-5219 
Adding Machine 
36 Bogen Amplifier 
(Model MTA-IO) 
37 Wall Plaque 
38 Huffy Workhorse Exerciser 
39 Black Bear Skin, Mounted 
40 15' 0" Plastic Canoe 
41 15' O" Plastic Canoe 
42 The Cyclone Seeder 
43 Cyclone Seed Sower 
44 Cyclone Seed Sower 
45 Pump Tank Forestry BackPak 
46 Used Carpet, out of City Hall 
47 Peabody G0rdon.Piatt 
Gas Burner 
48 Darlc (Model 783) Score 
Clock for Arena 
BICYCLES 
01 Boy's, 1 sp, Silver, Ranpor 
02 Boy's, 1 sp, Silver, Free 
Spirit, FS500 
03 Boy's, 1 sp, Silver, Scorpion 
II 
04 Lady's, 3 sp, Blue, Apollo 
05 Lady's, 10 sp, Blue, Apollo 
06 Man's, 1 O sp, Green, Apollo 
07 Man's, 10 sp, Blue, Norco 
08 Man's, 10 sp, Black, Cobra 
09 Man's, 10 sp, Green, CCM 
Torismo 
10 Man's, 12 sp, Black, Apollo 
11 Man's, 12 sp, Black/Yellow, 
Vagabond, "1"1"1200 
12 Man's, 12 sp, Black, Norco, 
Alpine Express 
13 Man's, 12 sp, Blue, Sportster 
Mountaineer 
14 Man's, 18 sp, Gray, ProTour 
15 Man's, 5 sp, Green 
1B Man's, 10 sp, White 
17 Man's, 12 sp, Grey 
18 Man's, 18 sp, Purple 
MISCELLANEOUS 
19 Honda, Trail 90 Motorbike 
20 Fram Filter PH2821A 
21 Fram Filter PH2821A 
22 The Green Machine Weed 
Trimmer 
23 Warn.Alarm Bell for Vehicle 
24 Used Zamboni 
(RESERVED PRICE) 
25 Frontier 12" Chainsaw 
ITEMS MAY BE INSPECTED AT: The Public Works Yard, 
5003 GRAHAM AVE. 
TUESDAY,  OCTOBER 9 THROUGH TO 
FRIDAY,  OCTOBER 12, 1990 
BETWEEN 1:00 and 3:00 P.M. ONLY 
BIDS ARE TO BE SUBMITTED: In s SEALED ENVELOPE, 
marked 'SALE BY TENDER' 
FOR THE ATTENTION OF: M.S. FJAAGESUND, Purchasing 
Agent 5003 Graham Avenue TERRACE, B,C. 
(mailing address: 3218 Eby Street Terrace, B.C. VSG 2X8) 
ALL BIDS ARE TO BE RECEIVED NO LATER THAN 
Wodneodey, OCTOBER 17, 19B0. 
The highest or any tender Is not necessarily accepted. 
Any item not claimed on or before the lOth day after 
notification will be sold to the next bidder. 
S,C. Chrlatensen, Director of Engineering 
CITY OF TERRACE 
Pfsvlncs of ~nistP/of 
~Ush Columbia Foists 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Selded Tenders for the following shdno plactin9 
cont,'ocle (1991) w~l be received by the Dletrlct 
I ~ .  MlnlaW of Fore81s, General Delivery, 
OeMe lake, B,C, VOC 1LO, on the dotes shown 
below. 
Conttxt PgtR09.01.8f~'lng planting on 293 
he, more or lees, IOCaUKI Ill B~ Qulnn Lake, 
CuMar T8A, to plant 392,Ok trues, more or 
lees. 
Cantnlot POIROD-02. 811~rln9 pllnUno on toe 
~ Or hiU, located at Devil Cr~k and 
~ m  Cf/Nlkt Calllev TeA, 1o plant 152.4k 
tmu, mo~l or asia. 
C(m~rsol PelR0g-0S Spring planting on 1110 
ha, morn or less, located el the Fist F)re, 
Cuehlr TeA, to plant 3~k trlN)s, more or Il ls. 
¢on(~l~t I~lfloe-o4. Blaine planting on 320 
more or INS, loomed I t  the F i l l  FITO~ 
~ r  T~ to plant ~k  t~a.  more or team. 
Vlewthg date', October 22 and 23 (if requked), 
1900, I~g  the Bob Qulon Hlol,'weys Camp at 
0:30 e,m. 
of d ahem prior to ~ J~g a bid ts 
~ ,  
for receipt of tandem Is 11:00 e.m. 
Nov~ 23, 1090, at which lime ell tendeta 
wm be opened. 
Tenders must be z~m,ted on the to~n and in 
the env~opee lapeled, which, with perUculare, 
be ~ from the Mthlal/'y of Forests 
D~blct IVtenaO~ Indlceted, The lowest or any 
~ not nenemlorUy be encept~ 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTIONS 
The following areas have a proposed prescription that will eppl.y if approval Is 
obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The proposes prescnpNons will be 
available for viewing until Nov. 9, 1990 at the IocaUon noted below dudng 
regular worldng hours, 
To ensure consideration; any written comments must be made to Buffalo 
Head Forest Products Ltd, at Box 70, Stewart, B.C. VOT lWO by the above 
date. 
Cutting Cut Location Area Amendment 
Permit Block (ha) (Yes/No) 
21 2 Irving Ck 120,4 Yes 
? '  
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1) Sid the retailer HOW advertising really works: 
::: ::rep who 2) gets the advertising.to the readers who 3) read Si 
>thus  are Sent to Sid's store to buy some goods. 
: :~ :L!"!I 
pays the newspaper ad 
d's ad and 
If you wish to reap the 
,rewards, just as Sid has, 
Janet or Sam today 
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;,the second.and fourth Wed. of Health Unit/Educatl0n room ,Coop~,: 638-0609. . really appreciate it. Please;con;.:< ~* ;~ i ::: .~;~ :/, :ilk:.~: .,: , " " r . . . .  . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . .  
~: , ' : : ;""  ~ ..!tlie month; :Anyone interested • Formore~infor'matio~ phone !,. : " i~:~'¢": , t ; . ,~. .  - ~; ." ":- taci:Felix 638;1285 0r~Pl~Yllisl;'::.~:."('-i"~'::":ii~--~ . ~ . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ..-.-~. " ' : : "  
:i""~ ' '~'~;"~':'?:'":"k':'; : " ; ; " : -Wh:at ' s  :in m°relnf°r 'at i°nsb°ut the'  N°rthwestDiuB~andAlc0h°Idt•~ AWA~l*CLl':IBS:f°rb°Ysand 638'~0412..'"-::-.:),': : '-.:'-,!/~'.-'~ 'q i in imt l lm~~__ . , . . . _  l l t - - .  '~ . .d~k ' I ~ ~  - 
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WOMEN'S . ' .  SUPPORT WEDNESDAYS" COF:  eail'635:36:24or635.2761, munlzation Cllnics Tuesdays ~f W:llMilMi~_.r~ 0 t,,~lllt,,~,Lr-- \ 
• ' EAK a wo ' • . ~ . . . . . .  w w . . . . . .  GROUP will be meeting every FEEBR men s com. '1',~4' . r * * : *  * * ' j ' ' 9:30 a.m.-noon and 1-4 p.m. [ ' -=" __  
Thursday from 1-3 p,m. in the munity bible study begins its ANYONE INTERESTED in Weighing and mea~;uring t .~  SHARON MAPES 4< Up 
- 'A" A' * * * 
TEAM PLAY HORSESHOE 
The're will be a horseshoe train- 
ing program for anyone who 
• would like to play. Come out 
Wed. evening or Sunday after- 
noon. It is fun and good par- 
ticipation. For more informa. 
tion call 635-2856 
THE OVEREATERS ANON- 
YMOUS support group meets 
every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
at the ,  Terrace Women's  
Resource Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave. Ph. 635-6510 or 638-0664 
for more  in fo rmat ion .  
Newcomers welcome. 
• A- * ***  
THE KINETTE CLUB OF 
Terrace hold their meetings on 
Conference Room at the Psych 
Unit. For further info. call 
Benita at 635-4906.(Mon. - Fri. 
8:30 - 4:30 p.m.) 
,ttr*,N * **  
WED. NITE VIDEOS will be 
held downstairs at the Kermode 
Friendship Centre at 7:30. Now 
playing: Educational videos on 
Alcohol and Drugs. For further 
info. call 635-4906 (Mon. - Fri. 
8:30 - 4:30 p.m.) 
CO-DEPENDANTS 
ANONYMOUS, is a 12 step 
fellowship specifically designed 
for those who wish to improve 
their relationships with others. 
If  you have problems forming 
or maintaining intimate rela- 
tionships, these meetings may 
help. Videos and educational 
material are part of the format. 
Meet ings  are 8 p .m. -9  
p.m,Tuesdays at the Skeena 
new season. We meet  Wed. becoming a leader & teaching a 
9:30 -!1 a.m. We offer free sdf.help program relating to 
child care, a story hour pro- arthritis please phone Mary at 
gram for 3.4 & 5 yr. olds. an 635.2577 or Joyce at 635-5024. 
opportunity to meet new *****  
friends, small group discus. "K IT IMAT" & TERRACE 
sions over a cup of coffee', ~ Blind & Visually impaired per- 
There's a place for you with us sons. We have a white cane 
--  join usl Terrace Christian club in Terrace. When in tow~ 
Reformed Church on,the cor- come and have coffee with us. 
ner of Sparks & Straume .... 
NOBODY'S PERFECT, a free 
five week parenting program 
for low-income parents with 
children from birth to age five 
is now taking registration for 
October classes, Please call 
Candice 635-2116 or Carol 
635-3459 to register. 
~ ,t. 'tr 'N ,/r 
FOR INFORMATION ON 
THE Girl Guide of Canada, 
Tall Totem Division, contact 
Kathy Davies 638-1245 or Marg 
We would be happy to welcome 
you. Located at Women's 
Resource Centre 4542 Park 
Ave. Thursday, 1:30 p,m. lnfo. 
contact Phyllis 638-0412 or 
Felix 638-1285. 
CCB/TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT WHITE CANE 
CLUB needs volunteers to 
assist he blind and visually im- 
paired with crafts and recrea- 
tions (bowling etc.) Also need.: 
ed drivers to take members in 
and around town. We would 
children, no lifting necessary. 
For more info. phone the 
Skeena Health Unit 638-3310. 
,k*  ,k ~*  
ANYONE iNTERESTED in 
joining a support group for 
step and blended families, call 
Lee at 635-9055. 
BIG BROTHERS AND Bit3' 
SISTERS are now underway. 
The first A.G.M. proved to be 
a success with enough people 
present to fill all executive, and 
directors chairs. The next few 
months will be busy trying to 
get totally functional by spring. 
But, we still can't do it'without 
you. Anyone interested in 
becoming a Big Brother or 
Sister, or if you are willing just 
to help please feel free to join 
us in this worthwhile project. 
Meetings are held every third 
Tuesday of the month. 
won $100.000 
¥ JOE SCHULMEISTER 
won S67.90 
• :~ X- LOUISE NADON, 
won $104.60 
BUY ~O9~$ AT TERRACE CO'OP 
61 7 Greig Ave. 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
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Present his coupon to 
Sure Exposure Photographic Studio 
Buy a Christmas portrait package and 
• receive an additional set of Xmas cards or 
~nlargement for... 
• one coupon per customer 
, valid only until Oct. 31/90 
/2 'Sure E~posure PRICE Photographic studio 
4617 Lazelle Avenue 
II 
• , , : , . . . .  • • " . "  
. . . .  .¢8~,'r~';;~!,,~, a' '" • 
P ILUIIBLE (OUPOr l  
Be l tSand 18oo ;onecouponReg'Price SK I  TUNE Side File $28 .00  
SPECIAL Flat ~,e Hot Wax por customer 
__•SUNDAHCE SKI & SPORTS (1981) LTD. 4763 Lak.lse=r ave. 635-5848 
t (b~ide S ars) ~ t 
* IRLY BIRD * IRLY BIRD * IRLY BIRD * IRLY BIRD * IRLY BIRD * IRLY BIRD * R II . .... c. [] 
. ~ I  Presentth,scouponfor "" " j ...... , nn_Ql:: 7.11 BUY1 ! ~1- - , . . . - , , - .  ALL ~ " .~ :  ,,~: [ ~"l ~ I~ ~ 0 / '  PAINTS STAINS ~I  " >"~' ~ I I i I I zUt=I I , - |  
• ; I - - J  B 1 I0  OFF DECKCOAT, SEALERS t_. I' " :'/'~ ~",.i!:/ ' ' 
LOW  'N"HES GET FREEL I E l  ~ U PRICES Coupon expires October 9th 1990 ~ 
| >:.l "~P" ~ I~f~f  offer expires Oct. 24, 1990 : ~ ~ \  I I ~-I BRAND NAME PRODUCTS FROM C-I-L, TREMCLAD, DECKKOTE, VERATHANE " 
I" ;l : : IRLY BIRD BUILDING CENTRE ', [/~/~/., . ~LO~:~,~,~ , ,II I I: ==1 . 'i,-' : Hwy 16 East Terrace 638-8700 '" ~ >:m, I 
'j_ : ' :  ~' IRLY~win~erBIRD ~r .IRLY BIRD C- n g- s S e- v i c *  BIRD * IRLY BIRD * IRLY BIRD * IRLY BIRD *__IR I i ~ ~ "  ~" Skeena Mall 608-4080 "'Q.~[~Y t1" 
cudes -- Drain & Flush Cooling, System, Check all Belts and Hoses, 4 litres Anti-Freeze / 
Cooling System Cleaner and Conditioning Kit. Genuine G.M. Par ts  I I 
I I CLIP N SAVE COUPON 
With Coupon .......... ....................... only =39.99 plus tax & shop supplies 9 n _ ~ OFF ALL t 
(~l'l~ PARTS Offer expires Oct" 31/iO : I I  BULK % BULK FOODS 
* Must have coupon to receive discount 
McEwan ~ I I DEPT. ~ U coupons  valid onl Oct 31o  ('11 ~'~ 
retail_ == •-  • Parts & Service Phone • Valid Terrace Overwa tea on y Y . - , 1990 I 
I ns  experw cnmce.  .w, 16 635 4941 , , _ _  CLIP N SAVE COUPON / 
• Wheel Ahgnment" • ,- A,/~,, ,  Fall is  Everywhere at Ev's! " 
I I ,  or, yo rw rm, I 
I • FrontWheelDrive ................................. 19 .95  with coupon I : !  ~ / 7 ~ ~ ~ j  cozy 9o'swinter wear. I 
I • RearWheel Drive ........................... :i...'.=29.95withcoupon t I ~~~~' '  BUY 1Item and Get the 2nd  I 
I Plus a FREE 39 point safety check  Offe:explresOct.i - ~ 3 1 / 9 0 ;  = ~ o!.Equa!_Va!Ustbepresemeoa,,,~oo,.o,o,,oooe for 1/2 PRICE! 
I PARTS ;: McEwa,=r~. .  ~ (":P EV'S "MENS--w-E-,~J,.R "Keeping youin I 
, , step with the 90's"  
The exper t  ¢he i¢e .  p.....orvoo P,ooo eas-4941 48o5 ke1.,, 635"5420 O, r,.o.oc, ,.o 
